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Abstract

The density of states of non-hydrogenic Rydberg atoms both in a pure magnetic 

field and in parallel electric and magnetic fields are analysed semiclassically in this 

work. The first quantitative calculations for atoms performed using periodic and 

diffractive periodic orbit theories are presented. The first scaled semiclassical 

calculations on the parallel field system using either closed orbits (for 

photoabsorption) or periodic or diffractive periodic orbits (for eigenvalue spectra) are 

also presented.

Oscillatory contributions observed in the density of states of Rydberg atoms, not 

present in the hydrogenic density of states, are reproduced using diffractive periodic 

orbit theory. Previously unexplained and puzzling alterations in the amphtude of 

spectral modulations associated with primitive periodic orbits (core-shadowing and 

core-brightening) are reproduced by the inclusion of additional diffractive orbits.

For the first time a complete prescription is provided for the calculation of the 

diffractive contribution to the density of states in non-hydrogenic atoms. Particular 

attention has been paid to the calculation of contributions associated with high 

repetition and high diffraction number orbits. Comparisons with quantum results, 

calculated by well estabhshed R-matrix type methods, provide compelling evidence of 

the accuracy of the semiclassical theory developed and presented in this work.

A brief analysis of the spectral statistics of the target systems is conducted. 

Numerical investigation of the spectral rigidity and nearest neighbour spacing statistic 

of hydrogenic and non hydrogenic Rydberg atoms is carried out and a discussion of 

the method by which diffractive contributions could be included in theoretical 

semiclassical statistic calculations is provided. This theme is developed as a relevant 

area for future research; there is significant interest in the implications of this work for 

spectral statistics, since diffraction has been associated with a new generic class of 

behaviour term ed‘half-poisson’.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation

This research was initially motivated by the need for more accurate semiclassical 

methods of interpretation and modelling of non-hydrogenic spectra in external fields. It 

combines two important theories, on one hand quantum defect theory (QDT) (see, for 

example [1]) and on the other periodic orbit theory augmented by the inclusion of 

diffractive orbits [2,3]. Diffractive contributions are derived from the geometric theory 

of diffraction (GTD) which represents an identifiable subsidiary body of knowledge. 

Calculation of the density of states of singly excited (Rydberg) atoms in an external 

magnetic field offers a relevant problem in which these areas of research may be 

combined. This combination allows the analysis of spectral properties beyond the 

scope of standard periodic orbit theory.

Non-hydrogenic atoms in external fields are experimentally accessible and 

physically significant systems; as such they have attracted interest from many groups 

within the atomic physics community. They make an excellent test bed for the 

application of semiclassical theories, due to long coherence times relative to 

mesoscopic systems. Due to behavioural properties, specific to the atom, such systems 

also offer the prospect of new and interesting physics.

Since the work presented in this thesis was begun it has become clear that the 

application of diffractive periodic orbit (PO) theory is, both in terms of the underlying 

physics and quantitative accuracy, the most accurate way to model key features of 

non-hydrogenic atomic energy level spectra. The research presented here has 

contributed to the establishment of this, the current prevailing opinion.
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1.2 Overview of Theory

1.2.1 Introduction

Closed orbit theory was developed to analyse spectral modulations in the 

photoabsorption spectra of highly excited hydrogen in external fields by Du and Delos 

[4] (also see [5,6]) and later extended to cover non-hydrogenic atoms by Gao and 

Delos [7]. Inaccuracies in the theory were later corrected by Dando et al [8]. The 

alterations made in [8] reproduced additional modulations found in experiments and 

quantum photoabsorption calculations, which were absent from earlier semiclassical 

calculations. These features were associated with core scattered waves, following 

closed trajectories which return to the nucleus.

The narrow focus of the research presented in this thesis is the calculation of 

atomic, specifically non-hydrogenic, density of states. More widely its focus includes 

the exploration of all diffractive phenomena in atoms. Diffraction or quantum 

scattering by the core combined with periodic orbit theory in the form of the 

Gutzwiller Trace Formula (GTF) provides an approach to these problems. Application 

of the GTF allows calculation of standard hydrogenic, or geometric, terms. Some of 

the tools developed by Delos et al for closed orbit theory have allowed us to evaluate 

core scattered, or diffractive, terms. Diffractive terms are fitted into the GTF 

framework via diffractive PO theory (DPOT).

The first density of states calculations for atoms in external fields to use this 

combined approach were performed in Dando et al [9] where Rydberg atoms in 

external magnetic fields were treated. Later work by Owen et al [10] extended the 

methodology applied in [9]; it produced a system for calculating the multiplicities of 

diffractive contributions. In [10] the target systems were non-hydrogenic atoms in 

parallel electric and magnetic fields. Few calculations have previously been produced 

for the parallel field system; in [11] classical orbits were associated with peaks found in 

quantum spectra and in [12] unsealed photoabsorption spectra were reproduced with 

limited quantitative accuracy. In [12] the closed orbit theory applied is incomplete; 

core scattered terms are not included. Hence [10] represents the first accurate 

semiclassical study of the parallel field atomic system.
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In non-hydrogenic atoms diffractive and geometric POs are paired [9,10]. In 

billiards by comparison [3,13,14], there is no general relation between diffractive orbits 

and isolated geometric POs. In non-hydrogenic atoms for every geometric closed orbit 

there exists a diffractive orbit of the same period, action, and stability map; note that 

Maslov. indices are not identical. These orbits correspond with oscillations in the 

photoabsorption spectrum and the density of states; the frequency of these oscillations 

is determined by the orbits’ actions and their amplitudes by the monodromy matrix.

In theoretical studies of spectral statistics [13,15], application of the so called 

diagonal approximation [15] has allowed theoretical predictions about spectral 

statistics to be built from classical information. In the diagonal approximation 

correlations between POs of different actions are neglected. In the atomic system, the 

pairing of geometric and diffractive POs by action can be expected to produce spectral 

statistics which are significantly different from those of billiards.

A recent study of diffractive billiards by Sieber [13] revealed that the inclusion of 

diffractive terms alters the results obtained via the diagonal approximation in billiard 

type systems, where diffractive and geometric terms are unpaired.

The pairing of geometric terms with diffractive terms in atomic non-hydrogenic 

systems offers a new and interesting area for investigation. The extensions to the 

methodology used to model non-hydrogenic spectra presented in [10] include a 

formulation for the multiplicity of diffractive contributions. Further study directed at 

the atomic problem, of the sort presented in [13], will rely heavily on this information.

1.2.2 Gutzwiller Trace Formula

The Gutzwiller Trace Formula (GTF) [16,17] represents the best known and most 

widely used tool in the semiclassical analysis of chaotic quantum systems. It has been 

applied to a great many systems including atoms in external fields [9,10] the resonant 

tunnelling diode (RTD) [18,19] and, probably most extensively, to billiard systems [for 

example 20 or 21].

The GTF provides a description of the oscillatory part of the density of states of a 

system close to the semiclassical limit as a summation of terms relating to isolated POs 

and their repetitions. The Gutzwiller Trace Formula is written as:
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prim^ve U |det(M; ~  l )  ^ ^
periodic
orbits\k

(1)

Where n is the orbit’s repetition number, is the period of primitive periodic orbit

k, M[ is the nth repetition of the p.p.o. A:’s monodromy matrix, I  the identity matrix,

S(E) is the orbit’s action, S - ^ p .d q  is the nth repetition of the Ath orbit’s Maslov

index. The GTF is a non-convergent infinite sum. Much effort has been expended in 

providing approximate summations, to the end of calculating individual energy levels 

[22].

The derivation of this result (eq. 1) follows from the realisation that the density of 

states of a system is proportional to the imaginary part of the trace of its Greens 

function. Here G(E)denotes the outgoing energy dependent Green’s function:

g{E) = Tr[G{E)] = J ^ - ^  (3)

This function has poles at the system’s energy eigenvalues. Considering the real 

limit of a complex function where E  is explicitly written E  + 1£ we obtain a result for 

the density of states, d(E)\

Use of the semiclassical expression for the Greens function makes the link to 

classical mechanics. Extensive manipulation finally results in the GTF (eq. 1). The 

derivation is non trivial but is presented in detail in a number of text books, for 

example [16]; only the basic steps are outlined here.

The semiclassical Green’s function is given by:
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Gsc{x,î\x ,t ) ^
2 >«

dxidxj
QxpiiR(x,t;x\î')l h-i\iTi /2 )  (5)

Where R is Hamilton’s principal function (the integral of the Lagrangian along a 

path). This time dependent expression is Fourier transformed to obtain an energy 

dependent Green’s function. This Fourier transform is achieved via the first of two 

stationary phase integrals, required to obtain the GTF (eq. 1). The stationary phase 

points selected by this integral are a set of periods of orbits of fixed energy.

After re-arrangement the energy dependent semiclassical Green’s function has its 

trace evaluated. This necessitates the second stationary phase integration:

Here P(x,E) = S(x,x’,E) at x = x ’ and S(x,x\E) is the action along accumulated in 

travelling from x to At the stationary phase points of the expression (eq. 6) we 

have:

dP . dS dS , ,

Thus we have arrived at the periodic orbit condition. Further manipulation is 

required before the final result of (eq 1) is obtained. This manipulation is well 

established and will not be presented here; see [16] for further details. We note here 

that this form for the Green’s function is not valid for potentials with discontinuities 

(or structures smaller than the deBroglie wavelength). It is this failure of the 

semiclassical theory which makes non-hydrogenic systems different from the standard 

Gutzwiller system.
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1.2.3 Statistical Theories

Spectral statistics provide a bridge between quantum mechanical results and 

classical systems. In this role spectral statistics provide a useful diagnostic tool to 

quantum chaologists.

It is conjectured, by random matrix theory, that the statistics of quantum systems 

with chaotic classical mechanics are similar to those of the eigenvalues of a matrix with 

random matrix elements. Acceptance of the random matrix hypothesis implies that the 

nearest neighbour level spacing (NNS) distribution of a classically chaotic system will 

be a Wigner distribution. By comparison, uncorrelated, Poissonian NNS distributions 

are associated with classically integrable systems. Mixed phase space exhibit an 

intermediate distribution, which tends to Poisson in the regular limit and Wigner in the 

chaotic limit. Some empirical measures suitable for mixed phase spaces exist [23], such 

as the Brody fit. Such measures have been applied to the study of hydrogenic density 

of states, a mixed system, [24]. Recently the NNS for non-hydrogenic atoms in weak 

static fields [38] were found to be neither Poisson, Wigner or mixed, but consistent 

with a new universal statistic called ‘Semi-Poisson’.

The NNS probes short range correlations of the eigenvalues (fine structure in the 

quantum spectrum). Another statistic, the spectral rigidity probes longer range effects 

( AE > mean level spacing) and is amenable to semiclassical analysis, for example Berry 

[15].

Support for the random matrix hypothesis comes from a wealth of numerical 

investigations including work specific to billiards [25] to the electronic states of the 

atom [24] and the molecule [26] and from some theoretical research, most notably that 

of Berry [15].

Calculations based on classical information, intended to reproduce quantum 

statistical information, depend on knowledge of the properties of long orbits. In [15] 

an expression for the spectral rigidity, in terms of classical orbit amplitudes, was 

derived. This expression takes the form of a double summation over orbit amplitudes 

and includes a phase term dependent on the difference between the actions of pairs of 

orbits. In his derivation Berry employed the diagonal approximation by postulating that 

when the time scale is sufficiently large the total sum over all non-diagonal terms is 

equal to zero.
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The summation for diagonal terms in a chaotic system was first presented in the 

work of Hannay and Ozorio de Almeida [27]. They calculated a parameter 

(proportional to the spectral form factor) which plays a key role in current studies of 

spectral statistics. (|)^(T) is the sum of squared amplitudes of all POs with period T.

This calculation, for the case of chaotic systems, combined the tendency for orbit 

density to increase exponentially with period with the tendency of semiclassical orbit 

amplitudes to decrease with period. It produces a simple result for the form factor. For 

long periods tends to a universal result common to all physical systems,

independent of the specific POs.

c{t ) ^  { d S l ! d r ) l (8) 

where: ( S ^ ? 5 ( r - T , ) )

and Aj are orbit amplitudes.

For the integrable case there is a different proliferation rate and variation of 

amplitude with period. The spectral form factor was first calculated by Berry & Tabor 

[28] and is given by:

(t>o(7’) -> r /4 it*  (9)

The inclusion of diffractive terms in this summation, as mentioned previously, was 

recently found to alter the results of the diagonal sum. In [13] diffractive billiard-like 

systems were studied and the inclusion of diffractive terms was found to influence 

spectral statistics in the semiclassical limit. As mentioned previously, in these systems 

diffractive POs are not paired with geometric POs of the same action. This means that 

the classical orbits in the GTF sum and those introduced by application of the GTD 

will, in general, have different phases in the sum for spectral rigidity. In non- 

hydrogenic atomic systems geometric and diffractive contributions are in phase and 

their products are included in the diagonal approximation.
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In [13] it was found that the effects of diffractive contributions persist even in the 

semiclassical limit —>0); this was an unexpected finding. The amplitude of

individual diffractive POs’ contributions to the density of states varies at a rate of 

relative to the amplitude of an individual geometric contribution. As 0 the

relative strength of an individual geometric contributions decreases.

It appears that it is possible for diffractive contributions to have a significant 

influence on spectral statistics, even in the semiclassical limit, due to a massively rapid 

increase in diffractive orbit numbers at long time scales. In chaotic billiards, whereas 

geometric orbits proliferate exponentially with period T single scatter diffractive orbits 

proliferate faster by a factor of T\ multiple scatter orbits proliferate at an even faster 

pace.

In atomic systems diffractive and geometric POs are correlated in a manner not 

found in billiards. This difference means it is unclear what result will be obtained for 

the atom. The work presented on orbit multiplicities in this thesis represents a 

significant step towards resolving what effect diffractive contributions have, in the 

semiclassical limit, on atomic systems.

1.3 Thesis Structure

1.3.1 Introduction

This thesis is divided into eight chapters. Chapters two through to four primarily 

review theoretical work developed until 1996. Their emphasis is on semiclassical 

theory, but a description of the classical dynamics of the atoms in external fields 

problem and a brief description of quantum techniques employed to calculate atomic 

eigenvalue and photoabsorption spectra are also provided. In the remainder of this 

chapter I summarise the content of subsequent chapters.
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1.3.2 Chapter 2: Classical Dynamics

In this section, Hamiltonians for a singly excited (Rydberg) atom in an external 

magnetic and in parallel electric and magnetic fields are presented. These Hamiltonians 

are converted to semi-parabolic co-ordinates and scaled.

Techniques are described for the numerical investigation of these systems. The 

method used in this research for the location of classical periodic and closed orbits is 

explained. The methods employed for the calculation of classical parameters associated 

with the orbits found and used in semiclassical calculations are also described. These 

parameters are orbit action, monodromy matrix, Maslov index, angle of launch and 

angle of closure. Many results found in this section are derived from classical studies 

performed on the atom by Mao, Shaw and Delos [29].

The emphasis of this section is on explication of the classical methods employed. 

The majority of work described is well established and presented to place what follows 

in context and create a complete picture of the research performed.

An extensive survey of the classical parameters of the parallel field problem was 

undertaken; the results of this can be found in appendixA.

1.3.3 Chapter 3: Quantum Mechanics

Throughout this work quantum mechanical calculations are used to test 

semiclassical theory. These calculations were performed by application of R-matrix 

techniques [30], first applied to atoms and molecules in the work of O’Mahoney and 

Taylor [31] and Monteiro and Taylor [32]. Scaling transforms which enabled reliable 

comparison with Periodic and Closed Orbit Theory calculations were later added in 

[33,34,35]. A brief description of these methods is offered in chapter 3.

Results of Husimi plots for the magnetic field case are also presented in this 

chapter. Distinctive features relating to the phenomenon dubbed torus hopping, first 

described in [36] are illustrated.

1.3.4 Chapter 4: Closed and Periodic Orbit Theory

Chapter 4 details the seminal work on closed orbit theory and photoabsorption 

spectra performed by Delos and collaborators which preceded the original work in this
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thesis. This chapter is primarily focused on theory pertaining to the calculation of 

photoabsorption spectra.

Closed orbit theory was initially developed by Delos et al ‘88 [4] for the calculation 

of hydrogenic photoabsorption spectra in an external magnetic field; it was extended to 

non-hydrogenic atoms in the years that followed [7], but neglected core scattered 

terms. Delos matched quantum scattering waves near the nucleus with semiclassical 

waves far from the nucleus. Some of these quantum scattering results were used by us 

in Dando et al [9] and Owen et al [10]. Additions to the theory, made by Dando et al 

[8], introduced higher order scattering terms which significantly improved qualitative 

and quantitative results.

The main findings of research by Dando et al, [9], are briefly introduced in the 

closing sections of this chapter. This research employed the QDT solutions first 

published by Delos and co-workers and PO theory in the calculation of the density of 

states of atoms in external fields and represents part of the original research presented 

in this thesis. This was the first research to calculate the density of states of non- 

hydrogenic Rydberg atoms in external fields by applying a diffraction based approach.

1.3.5 Chapter 5: Diffractive Semiclassics

In this chapter the main semiclassical theory is presented. The results presented at 

the end of chapter 4 [9] are explained, analysed and expanded upon. A treatment for 

calculation of the density of states is presented. This treatment combines geometric 

contributions, derived from periodic orbits in a GTF type sum, with diffractive 

contributions, derived from diffractive periodic orbits.

Shrinking the matching radius of closed orbit theory to a value approaching zero 

turns the core into an effective diffractive obstacle, smaller than the deBroglie 

wavelength. Whereas in photoabsorption calculations the dispersed interaction of the 

laser with the initial state precludes this, for the density of states there is no similar 

problem.
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1.3.6 Chapter 6: The Parallel Field System

The findings of research by Owen et al [10], directed at the semiclassical calculation 

of the density of states of singly excited non-hydrogenic atoms in parallel external 

magnetic and electric fields, is presented in chapter 6. These results represent the first 

scaled semiclassical calculations performed on the parallel field system.

More important than the application of the methodology presented in [9] to a new 

system in [10] a prescription for the calculation of the degeneracy of diffractive 

contributions is presented. This extends the analysis presented in [9]. This research has 

particular relevance in the light of recent developments showing non-vanishing 

contributions to spectral statistics in the semiclassical limit [13].

1.3.7 Chapter 7: Statistics

The distinction of a separate diffractive class to describe semiclassical systems until 

recently remained a matter for debate. This distinction has been put on firm footing by 

the discovery of a new universal class of NNS distribution [37,38], the semi-Poisson 

distribution.

The semi-Poisson is qualitatively different from the nearest NNS distribution 

associated with classical chaos (the Wigner distribution, as derived from random 

matrix theory) and the NNS distribution associated with classical regularity (the 

Poisson). The discovery of a new spectral class, found only in systems containing a 

diffractive obstacle creates a new quantum signature which needs to be understood. 

Chapter 7 fits the Rydberg atom into the generic class of diffractive systems.

Results presented in [38] show that non-hydrogenic atoms in weak external fields 

have statistics consistent with the semi-Poisson. Results for the cases of external 

electric and external magnetic fields separately are shown in [38].

In this section numerical results obtained from quantum calculations are presented. 

These show the variation of spectral rigidity with quantum defect for a singly excited 

atom in an external magnetic field.
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1.3.8 Chapter 8: Conclusion

The work in this thesis is summarised and its most significant conclusions presented 

in chapter 8. Essentially this thesis combines and presents the results of three papers 

[9,10 and 39] published in the last three years. These papers focus on diffraction in 

atomic systems and the semiclassical methods which can be employed to model these 

systems.

Semiclassical calculations of the density of states of singly excited atoms in both 

magnetic and parallel field atomic systems are presented in this work and the 

distinctive features associated with these diffractive systems are summarised in the 

concluding chapter. The method by which these calculations are performed is also 

developed in this thesis including a system for the calculation of diffractive 

multiplicities.

Diffractive multiplicities are of vital interest to current research. Research by Sieber 

[13] pertaining to the persistence of diffractive effects in spectral statistics even as the 

semiclassical limit is approached opens an exciting new area of research. The 

degeneracies found in atomic systems have significant potential to influence this 

research. These future avenues are explored in this concluding chapter.
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2. Classical Mechanics

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Overview of the Classical Investigation

The quantitative semiclassical calculations of the density of states performed in 

this work require detection of all POs and COs in the system up to a maximum action 

(or equivalently, up to a maximum period in an unsealed system). Further, the 

linearised map, Maslov index, action and the initial and final angles relative to the p - 

axis must also be calculated. These calculations were performed for Rydberg atoms in 

both pure magnetic fields and parallel electric and magnetic fields.

The procedures used to evaluate these quantities, including specific problems 

associated with the exceptional case of orbits running along the z-axis, are explained 

in this chapter. The derivation and description of these procedures represents the most 

important theory of this chapter.

Classical descriptions of the systems studied in this work are given in this chapter 

and assumptions made in these calculations are outhned. Details of the semi-parabolic 

co-ordinate systems employed to remove computational problems associated with the 

atomic nucleus are given, including a brief description of their derivation and 

apphcation. The co-ordinate and external field scahng, employed to maintain constant 

classical dynamics, is also described.

Results are illustrated in the form of plots of COs and POs found in the studied 

systems and the system of labelling these orbits is explained. The process of 

bifurcation is briefly explained and surface of section plots of the diamagnetic system 

are presented.

Classical data has been calculated for more than a hundred combinations of the 

dynamical parameters £p and (scaled electric and magnetic fields
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respectively - note that in electric field only and diamagnetic systems these 

quantities are often referred to as the scaled energy, here the terms scaled electric 

and magnetic field are used to distinguish between these quantities) of the 

parallel field system and more than a dozen of values of alone, where in this

second instance represents the single dynamical parameter of the pure

diamagnetic system (scaled magnetic field). Results for the parallel field can be 

found online in appendix A (http://www.geocities.com/appendixA) this data is 

referenced throughout this work in which it is required for semiclassical 

calculation of the density of states. Classical results for the diamagnetic problem 

are reproduced, when relevant, in later chapters.

2.1.2 Introductory Classical Theory

Both the systems studied are non-integrable, time independent and Hamiltonian. 

Non-integrability requires that the system has fewer than N  independent constants of 

motion, where N  is the number of degrees of freedom of the system. In non-integrable 

systems POs and COs must be found numerically.

Both systems have rotational symmetry about the z-axis (the axis parallel to which 

the external fields are applied) giving a reduction to two degrees of freedom. In our 

reduced p - z  space our systems lack any constants of motion other than energy. Due 

to energy conservation, motion is further restricted to a three dimensional energy 

surface given by E = H[p,q) where p  and q are 2-vectors of conjugate momenta and 

positions.

In an integrable system restriction by the N  independent constants of motion 

confines motion to A-tori the set of which entirely fiUs phase space. In such a system 

it is possible to define action angle, 7 -  0 , co-ordinates [40].

Both the field free singly excited atom and the singly excited atom in an electric 

field only are integrable. We can consider these the unperturbed cases of the pure 

diamagnetic and parallel field systems respectively. Thus we can consider the single 

parameter related to the scaled magnetic field, £y, as quantifying a perturbation

strength. KAM theory [41,42,43,44] describes the behaviour expected as the 

perturbation parameter is increased from zero.
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For small perturbations the majority of tori present in the unperturbed system will 

survive. These tori will all be quasiperiodic in the initial and perturbed systems. By 

contrast resonant tori are destroyed by even an infinitesimal perturbation. Resonant 

tori are those for which m • û) = 0 where m is any integer vector and û) is a vector 

comprising of the constant frequencies along irreducible paths about the torus 

£0, = dQ̂  /dt ; i runs from 1 to N.

The phase space volume vacated by destroyed tori is filled with ‘island chain’ 

structures and chaotic paths. The emergence of these complex structures in a 

perturbed integrable Hamiltonian system is described by the Poincare-Birkhoff 

theorem [40].

Thus in both the systems studied we see a variation in the phase space as tori 

become resonant and die. In the regular limit, where the perturbation is small, chaotic 

regions are vanishingly small; the number of tori destroyed via resonance is small. 

With a scaled magnetic field, , between -0.6 and -0.4 we are in the strongly mixed

regime where the phase space contains large scale regular islands surrounded by a 

chaotic sea. In the mixed regime complex structures proliferate on small scales. 

Finally, in the chaotic limit, all large scale structures have been destroyed and the 

phase space appears to be homogeneously filled with ergodic paths, although on small 

scales a myriad of small structures are expected to remain (the Lebesgue measure of 

the number of tori destroyed by perturbation tends to zero as the perturbation 

increases). SOSs for the diamagnetic case are presented later in this chapter; see figure 

(2).

2.2 The Atomic Hamiltonians

2.2.1 Definition of the Problem

In this work the singly excited Rydberg atom in purely magnetic and parallel 

magnetic and electric fields is studied in a semiclassically valid regime. The electron 

energy is close to, but does not exceed zero, therefore only the bound case is studied. 

High excitations are studied, thus classical electron paths have a large spatial extent (~ 

lOOOao) and the principle quantum number is high, justifying semiclassical analysis.
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We make the assumptions that:

1/ The core is an infinitely massive stationary point so that the centre of mass is 

stationary and at the core and there is no motional Stark effect.

2/ The applied magnetic field is sufficiently strong to place the system in the complete 

Paschen-Bach regime, where spin-orbit coupling can be neglected.

3/ Field strengths are small enough that relativistic effects can be ignored.

To neglect condition 1 results in a two body problem; for y <100 motion of the 

centre of mass introduces no significant deviations from the results obtained via this 

analysis [45]. Condition 2 is fulfilled for > 10"^, where n is the principle quantum 

number and y  = B I  Bq [46]. Condition 3 is fulfilled for y < 10"̂  [47]; far greater than 

the threshold for condition I ’s validity and therefore not relevant.

In cylindrical (0,p,z) co-ordinates the potential seen by the electron is, in the 

diamagnetic case:

- e \e\B
+ (10)

and for the parallel field case:

•e \e\B
+ r^ p^ P  + Fz (11)

2c

where B is magnetic field and F  electric field.

In the diamagnetic case (the parallel field case is the same barring only the electric 

field term) this potential gives the Lagrangian:
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(12)

where (û„ =
\e\B
m^c

CÛ
The angular velocity transform, (̂ ' = 0 - ^ ,  moves the system into a rotating

Larmor frame [48], rotating about the z-axis with speed C û j l .  The system possesses 

rotational synunetry about this axis. The resulting expression is considerably 

simplified:

After the change of reference frame and insertion of the conjugate momenta 

defined in the normal way the diamagnetic system’s Hamiltonian is obtained:

2m,
m ,(û , 2 g

The electric field Hamiltonian differs only by an additional electric field term, Fz. 

Thus Hamilton’s equations, governing the classical electronic motion, are easily 

obtained. Notably the rate of change of with time is zero, as the Hamiltonian has

no 0 dependence. Thus this variable is a constant of the motion which we denote by,

h -

2.2.2 Scaling

Before proceeding further the Hamiltonians must be scaled. The transformations 

required to move to the appropriate rescaled coordinate system are: p  = p ' y '̂ ,̂ 

r = r'y~^'^, t = t'y~^ and L^=L[y~^'^ where y  = B !B ^  and BQ =m ]e^dti^  

* 2.35x10'r .
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In these coordinates the motion is governed by a single parameter, e^,  in the 

diamagnetic case. In atomic units the Hamiltonian thus becomes:

This dynamical parameter is the scaled magnetic field and given by = Ey  ;

this parameter completely controls the classical dynamics (scaled magnetic field is 

also often known as the scaled energy). The regular limit is achieved as —> -«» ; the

dynamics become increasingly disordered as the scaling parameter increases. This 

transition is most clearly illustrated by a surface of section plot, several of which are 

presented later in this section, where this behaviour is discussed further.

In the parallel field case classical behaviour is controlled by two dynamical 

parameters. This Hamiltonian is given by:

2
B

J
z' = e , .  (16)

The second scaling parameter, the scaled electric field, is given by = F . 

The regular limit is now given by the combination of both and —>

In the work presented here classically only the case in which L ' = 0  is considered so 

from here on the constant term L' is dropped.

Both these Hamiltonians contain singularities at their origins. To remove these one 

must transform to an alternate, semi-parabolic, co-ordinate system, thus regularising 

the equation.

These coordinates will be used from here onwards, this will always be the case and 

the dashed notation will be dropped.
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2.2.3 Régularisation

Régularisation is performed via a well developed technique first applied to 

astronontical problems [49], this method is explained in [50].

The calculations performed in this paper use two sets of semi-parabolic coordinates 

both of these coordinate sets remove the singularity found at the atomic core. We label 

these I I - V  coordinates, see for example [51], and u-v coordinates, for example [29].

The } i - v  coordinates are defined by:

= , V = V r -z  . (17)

In the parallel field case these coordinates give:

(18)

where we have taken the definitions p  = —  and = —  for the regularised p - v
dz dz

momenta and the regularised time, z , is related to the ordinary time, t, by the relation

—  = 2 r . This expression can be shown to preserve Hamilton’s equalities: 
dz

^  = = (19)
dz dp^ dz  dp^

^  = = (2 0 ) 
dz dp dz  dv

Thus, the transformation:

p = (21a)

Z = (21b)
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- ^  = 2 r  (2 1 c)
dz

is canonical.

Notice that the new Hamiltonian, equation (18), is truly regularised; it contains no 

singularity and the point r  = 0 corresponds to a line given by fi^ +v^  = 0 . Due to the 

invariant nature of the z angular momentum term, , this term does not enter the 

equations of motion, and is effectively ignorable. Hamilton’s equalities are integrated 

over the time-like parameter t  to give the motion in the new coordinate system. 

Appendix B details the conversion of the various quantities needed to represent the 

orbit in p - z  space from its position and momenta in p -  v space.

The M-v coordinates are defined by:

u = y ] r - p  , v = (2 2 )

This gives the canonical transformation:

z = wv, (23a)

P = (23b)

—  = 2r (23c)
dr

and the regularised parallel field Hamiltonian in u-v coordinates is:

T - - [ p l - i - p l ) - { u ^ + v ^ ) ^ £ ^ - — ( u ^ - v ^ ) ^ - 2 -\- ( m ^ + v ^ ) w v - 0 .

(24)

2.3 Evolution
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2.3.1 Equations of Motion

Evolution of trajectories is performed in one of the two scaled and regularised 

coordinate systems described in the previous section. The trajectory in Cartesian phase 

space is then calculated by the equalities presented in Appendix B.

Hamilton’s equations of motion are evolved numerically using either Adams or 

Runge-Kutta methods for integration. The equations of motion for the parallel field 

case in ji, v co-ordinates are:

(25a)

+ 2 v " ‘ ) )  +  ^  (2v’ ), (25b)

<3T
M = 3 — = P n . (25c)

V = ^  = Py. (25d)
oPv

For the diamagnetic case the equations of motion differ only by the absence of the 

final term in the first two expressions, those for p . . It is this term which breaks the 

symmetry about the p  axis which in the regularised coordinates corresponds to the 

line p  = V (see appendix B).

2.3.2 Finding Periodic and Closed Orbits

To simplify the search for closed orbits we look only for those which either:

1/ Pass through the nucleus.

2/ Pass perpendicularly through the p -axis.

3/ Pass perpendicularly through the z-axis.
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The first variety of orbit, those COs or POs passing through the nucleus, is the 

most important in this work; it is only these orbits which demonstrate diffractive 

effects (the nucleus of the atom is our diffractive obstacle). To find the first variety of 

orbit, one can use either u-v ot f i - y coordinates. The search is begun at the nucleus, 

thus the coordinates fi and v are initially set to zero. The full initial conditions used 

for the search in -  v coordinates were:

JJ, = 0, V = 0, = 2cos(0 / 2), Py =2  sin(0 / 2) (26)

where the angle 6 is the angle of launch in p - z  coordinates, which is varied from 0  

to TU in the parallel field case and Oto n  12 in the diamagnetic. The symmetry of the 

pure diamagnetic case means that only half the phase space need be searched to find 

all unique orbits. These conditions satisfy the Hamiltonian for both diamagnetic and 

parallel field problems.

The search for COs is performed one dimension at a time. Firstly crossings of the 

SOS ( V = 0 ) are searched for, then values of p  giving closed orbits are found by 

angle bisection. For the first variety of orbits this means p  = 0 .

To find the second variety of orbits u-v coordinates were used and the initial 

position coordinate was varied along the p  -axis. The initial conditions used for the 

search were:

M = 0, V = , p^ = 2cos(0/2), = 0  (27)

where x \ ^ )  is the real root of:

x ^  -  32gy% -  64sin' (0 / 2) = 0 (28)

and where S is again varied from 0  to ;r in the parallel field case and from 0  to n  12

in the diamagnetic. The position is varied from the core out to the furthest extent 

accessible, the limit of phase space where the initial momentum p^=  p^ = 0.  The
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trajectories are always launched perpendicularly to the v-axis, which means they are 

launched perpendicularly to the p-axis in p - z  coordinates.

To find the third variety of orbits p  -  v coordinates are restored and the initial 

conditions read:

^  = 0, V = sin(e / 2 y - 2 e , ,

= 2 ( l - s in ^ (e /2 )  + l / e J - s in " ( 0 /2 ) ) ‘" ,  p „ = 0 .  (29)

The initial position displacement is along the z-axis and trajectories are launched 

perpendicularly to this.

2.3.3 Calculation of Stability Parameters and Linearised Maps

In the vicinity of a periodic orbit (PO) the behaviour of nearby trajectories can be 

accurately described by a linearised map on a surface of section. Numerically:

5 ^  = ôxM  (30)

where 8x  is the initial displacement from the periodic orbit, 5 ^  is the displacement 

at periodicity and M is the linearised map. We denote the eigenvalues of this matrix 

as a  . The linearised map, M , is related, but not identical, to the monodromy matrix

which maps small displacements in phase space perpendicular to POs, see [8 6 ] for 

further discussion.

As we study a Hamiltonian system energy conservation allows reduction to a three 

dimensional problem; when working in v -  p  coordinates we eliminate . Thus two

variables are plotted on the SOS. In v -  p  on the SOS v = 0 we plot p  and and

the linearised map is defined as:
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d ô fl' dôfl

M  =
dô^
dSp; dSp'f, (31)

dôjJ, dôp J v=0

where dashed quantities are displacements on the SOS at periodicity and undashed are 

those at launch.

The linearised map’s eigenvalues come in reciprocal pairs and reveal the PC’s 

stability class and Lyapunov exponent or winding number [40]. For a 2-D 

Hamiltonian system the eigenvalues are given by:

a  = { lXe^ ,e (32)

For complex eigenvalues the orbit is stable and nearby trajectories wind about the 

PO, the characteristic exponent /3 is simply related to the fractional distance travelled 

around the PO on each periodicity; this quantity is the winding number, œ :

Cû =  \ P \ /  2 k (33)

For real eigenvalues the orbit is unstable and nearby trajectories will diverge 

exponentially from the PO. In this case the magnitude of the characteristic exponent is 

the Lyapunov exponent denoted, X .

Close to a PO the first order approximation for the motion is given by the 

variational equations, obtained via Hamilton’s equations of motion:

d{5x{t))

dt

i / 2 1 ^ 2 2 Ü 2 , « 2 4  '

- H u - i / , 2 - i / , 3 - f f ,4

» 4 1 i / 4 2 ^ 4 3 i / 4 4

- H n - H 3 2 - H y ^

8 x { t ) (34)
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d^Hwhere H-. =
dx^dXj

1 ,7  = {1,2,3,4} and these elements label the momenta and

position of the relevant coordinate system, specifically let the elements labelled 1 and 

3 be the positions u and v or fi and v and let the elements labelled 2 and 4 label the 

appropriate momenta in the same order. H  denotes the Hamiltonian and the 

differentials are evaluated along the PO.

To calculate the linearised map points are evolved using these equations of motion. 

These points have initial displacements from the PO, on the SOS X2=0,  given by:

(O) -

(O) —

r TT \
i m ~H4 7

(35a)

(35b)

where =dH / ok,.

These are obtained by taking normalised vectors along the axes of the coordinate 

system in which the evolution is to be carried out.

By considering a correction needed to compensate for the displacement of these 

points from the SOS at the central PO’s period it is possible to obtain an expression 

for the final displacement on the SOS:

(36)

where: P  =

^ 0 1 0 0  ̂
- 1 0  0 0 
0 0 0 1 

yO 0 - 1 0

From this an expression for the linearised map, in terms of the final values of the 

evolved displacements and differentials on the PO, is obtained, this reads:
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M  = XI4 « 4

^3,a -  ^2,a ^3,6 “  ^ 2,è
V “ 4 ^4 y

(37)

This expression is valid for both coordinate systems.

The eigenvalues of M are given by: det^M -  a / )  = 0

2.3.4 A Special Case: The Parallel Field Downhill Vibrator State

In the parallel field problem it is necessary to evolve from a different surface of 

section when calculating the downhill vibrator, V~. This orbit is launched from the 

nucleus at an initial angle of k  and moves up and down the negative z-axis. In -  v 

coordinate space this corresponds to an initial launch angle of k  12 and motion along 

the V axis.

Calculations for other orbits are performed by launching from the surface v = 0. If 

this surface is used for the downhill vibrator no sensible result can be obtained; the 

orbit remains on the SOS. The surface ^  = 0 is used to calculate classical parameters

for V~. This requires a modification of the initial conditions, the condition for 

termination of evolution (from a crossing of the v = 0  plane to crossing of jU = 0 ) and 

calculation of a different stability map.

For the semiclassical calculation of the density of states (or photoabsorption 

spectrum) both the trace and the element the hnearised map are required. Our

definition of, M , as the linearised map on the SOS v = 0 renders the subsidiary

defimtion rru. = — — .

Using the new SOS the same element of the new linearised map, K , is defined as

d5v'
"  d S p /

Numerically, it is only possible to calculate but for our semiclassical 

calculations we require m 2̂ • Thus we must relate these elements and obtain:
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mi2 =
dôji' dôii' ddv' dôp, '12

dôp^ dôv'dôp,, dÔp^ tanO'^_y tan6^_^ tan(0 ' / 2 )tan(0 / 2 )
(38)

where denotes the angle of closure and the angle of launch in p - v  co

ordinates. For clarity of description these angles have been converted back to those 

found in p - z  co-ordinates via the simple relation = 6 p_̂  12.

Expression (38) is valid for any orbit alone, however in the case of the downhill 

vibrator state, Vj” , where O' = 6 = n  the expression for the element m^2 is combined 

with the semiclassical expression used in the calculation of the orbit’s contribution to 

the density of states to produce a meaningful final result.

2.3.5 Shortcuts for Repetitions of the Linearised Map

Rather than perform a numerical calculation for each repetition of an orbit, once 

the primitive CO or PO has been calculated classical descriptions for higher 

repetitions are obtained via the equahties shown here [52].

Repetitions of a stable self retracing orbit, for which = 77122 ^re given simply by:

cos 710 

sin 0  sin 720

772

772

sin 720 
sin0

COS 720
12

(39)

where 0 is the winding angle {n  by the winding number). For a non self retracing 

orbit we have:

M" =
cos 720+ P7  sin 720 772

sin 720 
sin0

- (p   ̂+ 7 ^p)sin720 cos720- P 7  sin720
(40)

where p  = ■ and 7  = — —
Sin0 2772j2
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2.3.6 Calculation of the Maslov Index

The Maslov index counts the foci and caustics along the target trajectory. In the 

case of a closed or periodic orbit the Maslov index is independent of the position of 

the launch surface along the trajectory. The Maslov index is vital in determining the 

phase of semiclassical contributions.

As we evolve the trajectory it is possible to keep track of the elements of the. 

hnearised map describing the space about the orbit, this is the Jacobian denoted 7 .

The hnearised map associated with a PO is defined on the launch surface, the Jacobian 

is defined at ah points along the orbit.

NumericaUy, the number of caustics along a trajectory is calculated by recording 

the number of times the element passes through zero as the path is evolved. The 

element is the partial rate of change of positional displacement w.r.t. initial 

momentum. Figure 1 ihustrates the behaviour of nearby paths when j ^2 ~ 0 and the 

coincidence of this with the presence of a caustic by plotting the orbit, V/, and its 

surrounding family, launched with varying initial momenta.

Figure 1: A Caustic
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Figure 1 : The behaviour or orbits surrounding orbit v,’ is shown. These orbits converge to a point when 

= 0 such a convergence of neighbouring trajectories is a caustic.

There are further additions [29] to the Maslov index from:

1/ Accumulation of an integer amount of ‘auxihary winding’.

2/ Crossing the z-axis.

3/ Passages through the core.

4/ End points, where momentum is reversed.

We will address each of these points in turn:

Firstly, the ‘auxiliary winding’ per repetition of the orbit is equal to the orbit’s 

winding number in the stable case and a quantity given by the conditions below in the 

unstable. There is never an increment due to auxihary winding for the first repetition 

(this would simply represent an additional caustic or focus encountered during the 

paths evolution) for further repetitions the increments to the Maslov index are shown 

below:

Table 1: Increments Due to Auxihary Winding

h i  < 0 ^ 7i 1 il l ^  1 [no]

h i  > 0 0  < in i i i  < 1 [n(l-a)]

in  il l  ^  0 JuJll ^  1 0

JnJii ^  0 JuJll ^  1 n — l

Jii Jii ^  0 JnJii < 0 [ ( « - ! ) / 2 ]

h i  i l l ^  ^ JnJii < 0 [ n / 2 ]

Table 1: Increments due to 

auxiliary winding. Square 

brackets, [-], indicate that only 

the integer part o f the 

expression contained within 

them should be taken.

These conditions are derived by transforming to a local coordinate system 

perpendicular and parallel to the CO or PO under consideration. Sinusoidal or
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‘winding’ motion in the coordinate perpendicular to the orbit is then separated. The 

winding number of a given orbit is generally non integer at closure. The remaining 

winding accumulates with repetitions and is accounted for by the conditions above. 

Details of the derivations of these conditions are elaborate and can be found, spread 

over several appendices, in [29].

Secondly and thirdly, for each passage through the core the Maslov index is 

increased by 2 and for each crossing of the z-axis there is further increase of 1. The 

only exception to these rules are the up and down-hill vibrators. These orbits are 

increased by 1 upon passage through the core and by 2 at each caustic. This is 

understandable intuitively by separating the events occurring at core and z-axis 

passage.

Z-axis passage: For a ‘normal’ orbit ^  {0,;r}) rotational symmetry about the z-

axis results in a family of orbits converging on the point at which the orbit passes 

through the z-axis. Whereas in the reduced two dimensional p - z  problem one sees 

no caustic, in the true three dimensional problem one will clearly see a caustic in the 

x-y plane. For the orbits 0, ={0,;r} caustics in the x-y plane occur simultaneously 

with those found in the p - z  plane when m^2 ~ 0 , and each is counted separately.

Passage through the core: For normal orbits passage through the core will also 

include passage through the z-axis. Thus, again there are two logically separable 

caustics, one caused by the convergence of orbits in the x-y plane and a second by 

convergence in the p - z  plane. For the case 0. = {0,;r} only the p - z  caustic exists.

These exceptions, described quahtatively to develop intuitive understanding, can 

be mathematically determined by considering the rigorous condition: A caustic occurs 

along at any point along a classical path at which the projection from the area 

preserving Lagrangian manifold to configuration space is zero. Firstly considering the 

two dimensional model we have a condition on the semiclassical Jacobian:

d{n,v) d{n,v) d{X,o)
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where a - À  are locally defined co-ordinates perpendicular and parallel to the orbit.

The first factor, , does not vanish, but for small initial displacements (i.e. for
d{A,a)

the family of nearby orbits with which we are concerned in our semiclassical 

calculations) the second factor can be approximated giving the condition:

| ^  = A(0<T(r) = O. (42)

Thus, this is a condition for the presence of a caustic.

For a caustic in the f i - v  plane we have the condition, g (î ) = 0 (found

numerically by j ^2 = 0 ) and the condition A(t) = 0  confirms that we can also expect

to find a caustic when an end point is reached.

To go further and include Maslov index contributions only revealed in the full 

three dimensional behaviour we expand this approach. We obtain the condition:

This quantity is the projection of the full Lagrangian manifold into the complete 

three dimensional configuration space. Similarly to the simplified two dimensional

(9(A,ct)
problem we can disregard all but one of the differential terms, —,— , as they are

never equal to zero. This leaves four conditions to determine when the Maslov index 

is incremented: r(t) = 0,p[t) = 0 , A(r) = 0 ,(r(r) = 0 .

From these conditions it is clear that a passage through the core will result in both 

conditions r(t) = 0 and p(t) = 0 being fulfilled and produce a double Maslov index

increase. However if the orbit concerned remains on the plane p(t) = 0 for its entire 

evolution then there is no special relevance to a passage through the core and only the 

condition r(r) = 0 will contribute at a core passage, this confirms condition 3 and the 

nature of the increase associated with it. Condition 2, passage through the z-axis (with
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is also confirmed by p{t) = 0 alone. Otherwise we have the same dependence

on A and a  as in the two dimensional calculation confirming conditions 1 and 4.

These rules are bom out by the accuracy of semiclassical quantum calculations 

reliant on this classical data.

2.3.7 Surface of Section Plots

Surface of section plots are used to reveal the qualitative nature of the systems 

studied. The plots presented here clearly show the transition from regularity to chaos 

for both the diamagnetic and parallel field systems.
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Figure 2: SOS Plots of a Diamagnetic Rydberg Atom.
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Figure 2: Surface of section plots (taken at 

= 0 ) of the diamagnetic system in 

different classical regimes. Figure 2a shows 

the phase space in the chaotic region; 

Ey = -0.1. Figure 2b shows phase space in

the regular region; = -0 .9 . Figure 2c

shows phase space in the mixed region; 

= -0 .4 5 .

2.3.8 Bifurcations & Orbit Labelling Notation

The transition from order to chaos is marked by several sequences of bifurcations; 

these bifurcations structure our orbit notation.

The two main sequences, in both systems studied, stem from the vibrator orbit, V, 

(in the parallel field case both uphill, , running against the electric field, and 

downhill, V ~, running with the electric field) and the perpendicular orbit, R, (or the 

perturbed perpendicular in the parallel field case), also known as the rotator state.

In the commonly adopted notation used to label orbits found in atomic systems, 

repetitions of primitive orbits are sub-scripted by the orbits’ repetition number, n. 

Orbits can also carry a superscript and where present this indicates that the orbit has 

bifurcated from the basic V and R. The superscript is equal to the number of 

bifurcations one must trace back through in order to regain the nth repetition of the
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basic orbit. In some case an orbit will be prefixed by a number to indicate its 

repetition number; this sometime results in a degenerate, even though unambiguous, 

notation.

For example the orbit is the second repetition of the orbit once bifurcated 

from the third repetition of the vibrator, V. Note that in the case of repetitions of the 

basic V and R orbits there is a degeneracy; by convention these are written, 1/ , rather 

than, nVi .

Periodic orbit bifurcations occur when T r { j ^  j = 2 where M" is the nth power of

the linearised map. A similar event occurs for closed orbits when ~ 0 • 

Bifurcations are important because only at these values of the dynamical parameter(s) 

can new orbits be bom or destroyed and only at these points can an orbit change from 

stable to unstable or visa versa.

There are five generic classes of bifurcation for a system on a plane with a single 

dynamical parameter. These each correspond to a different symmetry visible on the 

SOS near the critical value of the dynamical parameter, . Behaviour of 

bifurcations demonstrating one through to four fold symmetry are distinct, whereas for 

five or greater fold symmetries a generic ^-island chain structure is typical, where n is 

equal to symmetry number. For further information an interested reader can consult 

[53,54] where a generic description of classical behaviour close to a bifurcations is 

provided and some examples specific to the diamagnetic atom are presented.

Each of these classes of bifurcation can be found in atomic systems, their presence 

is detectable in the plots of the orbits traces and their behaviours can be demonstrated 

clearly in SOS plots of the phase spaces near the interesting regions [53].

2.3.9 Orbits

As described previously the majority of orbits found in atomic systems are bom 

from the two main series of bifurcations. Other orbits do exist however these are 

known as exotics.
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Figure 3: Orbits Found in the Parallel Electric-Magnetic Field System.
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Figure 3: Plots o f orbits found in 

the parallel field system with 

= -  = 0.6, £ p =  -3 .0 . Figure 3a

shows the perturbed rotator; in the 

diamagnetic system this orbit runs 

along the p -ax is symmetry line.

Figure 3f shows an orbit bom  in a 

bifurcation of the perturbed rotator. 

Figures 3d, 3e, 3g, 3h and 3i all 

show orbits bom in bifurcations o f 

the vibrator state. The vibrator state 

mns along the z-axis.

2.3.10 Features Specific to the Atomic Diamagnetic and Parallel Field Problems

Due to the symmetries of the diamagnetic and parallel field problems we can say 

that any CO found in these systems:

1/ Will be periodic at a time 2T if it is closed at time T.

2/ The linearised map for the periodic orbit formed by the second repetition of the CO 

is given by:

= O 22 A /
K.J12 Jn,

(44)
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where the elements are the elements of the Jacobian matrix at first closure

(whereas the linearised map is by definition on the SOS at periodicity, the Jacobian is 

defined at all points along the paths evolution, it is in effect a ‘running linearised 

map’)

Both these statements stem from the system’s symmetries, briefly:

Consider a point evolved, from the surface jLt = 0, through the space of a system 

and let this evolution be represented by the mapping:

A ( v ,p J = ( v ',p ; ) (45)

which gives a first derivative of 7(v, )
5v

where J  is the Jacobian. The

symmetry of the atomic systems studied gives:

A ( -v ',p ')  = ( - v , p J .

( - S v \  ( S v ' ' ^
This gives a first derivative: i ( - v ,  )

If we define the reflection matrix R,. =

displacement vector giving: 

K î i ~ ^ ' ^ P v  )^v

) K^'y
(-1 0"
.0 1.

(46)

and let it operate on the 

Which in turn gives:

M y  y M y
, so that: / ( - v ' ,p ')  = Simi larly

one can show that: / ( v ' , - p ' ) = Py )) * ^p •

If we have a closed orbit passing through the core giving v = v ' = 0 we obtain:

we have the7(0,p ' ) = (j(0 ,P y)) . So with the notation j(0 ,p^) =

second iteration of the CO, 7 (0 ,p ')  =

Jjl J i2

^22 *'l2
\^2\ ^ n j

V*̂ 21 *̂22/

From the symmetry

//(-V ,-A t,py ,p^)=  H (v ,p ,py ,p^) we have the relationship ( v ' , j L i ' , p ; , p ' ) - ^
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where the arrow notation represents evolution for a time T. This

guarantees that any orbit closed at the origin will be periodic at its second iteration. 

Thus both statements have been proven.

2.4 Conclusion

The systems studied were singly excited atoms, of any species, in either magnetic 

field only, or combined, parallel electric and magnetic fields. Both systems are non- 

integrable, time independent, Hamiltonian and have two degrees of freedom.

A process for obtaining classical data describing all COs and POs of the purely 

diamagnetic and parallel electric and magnetic atomic systems has been obtained and 

is described in this chapter. These classical descriptions comprise of the linearised 

maps, actions, Maslov indices and launch and closure angles of the orbits found.

The classical orbits are found numerically, in scaled, semi-parabolic coordinates. 

Once the orbits are located their linearised maps are calculated by evolving two unit 

vectors using a first order approximation to the motion given by the variational 

equations; valid for small displacements.

Computational savings can made by using information describing first repetitions 

to obtain all higher repetitions. The case of orbits travelling exclusively along the 

symmetry axis z = 0 ( y ^ ,V ) i s  special and exceptions are made for these orbits, 

these are also presented in this chapter.

The data produced can be found in appendix A.
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3. Quantum Calculations

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Overview

In this work /^-matrix like quantum calculations were employed to obtain the 

eigenvalues of Rydberg atoms in external fields; both the diamagnetic and parallel 

electric and magnetic field cases were studied. The results of these quantum 

calculations were used to test the accuracy of calculated semiclassical amphtudes of 

fluctuations in the density of states. Quantum calculations were also used to study 

energy level statistics for these systems and Husimi functions, were used investigate 

the quantal phase space.

The quantal calculations performed for this thesis use well established theory based 

on early work by Clark and Taylor [55] in which it was proposed that the solution of 

the quantum diamagnetic problem could be achieved by division of space into two 

regions: an outer region, where the core effect is negligible so the Hamiltonian is 

hydrogenic and an inner region where any applied external fields are neghgible. Further 

work, pertaining to the development of tools and methods for non-hydrogenic 

quantum calculations, can be found in [31,33,35,56,57].

3.1.2 Schrodinger Equations

For the diamagnetic system both the azimuthal quantum number, m, and parity are 

good quantum numbers. Parity is associated with symmetry about the x-y plane and m 

with rotational symmetry about the z-axis. The subspaces defined by these quantum
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numbers are labelled m" . For the case where m = 0 the scaled Schrodinger equation 

in atomic units is:

^ -e ,jv (p .z )  = ^ V V ( p ,2 )  (47)

In the case where parallel magnetic and electric fields are applied symmetry about 

the x-y plane is destroyed and parity is no longer a good quantum number. Subspaces 

are labelled only by m. For m = 0 the Schrodinger equation in atomic units is:

—p  e +z
8 r \|/(p,z) = ^ V V ( p ,z )  (48)

Although classical dynamics are entirely fixed by parameters and e^r, in 

quantum calculations it is not possible to eliminate dependence on the magnetic field, 

Y . Each eigenvalue, y , corresponds to an energy by the energy scaling relation 

Ei = EyY . The magnetic field is used to define an effective Planck’s constant.

3.1.3 Effective Planck’s Constant

From the scaled position-momentum commutator we obtain a definition of 

effective Planck’s constant:

e ff

Thus in atomic units we have: y = When is small the level density is 

high, when is large the level density decreases.

A Fourier transform with respect to reveals peaks in the level density at the 

scaled actions of classical orbits. Scaled action for orbit k relates to ordinary action by 

the relation, ^t(Ey,Ef) = 5't(E, F,y )y
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3.2 Quantum Calculations for Atomic Systems

3.2.1 Energy Level Calculations

The quantum results, used in comparisons to semiclassical calculations in this work, 

were obtained by an /^-matrix like method that employs a Schneider term on the 

boundary [35].

The range of eigenvalues which could be calculated was limited by the 

computational resources available. We have used a PC and a Dec Alpha workstation 

with 1Gb of RAM. The resolution of the Fourier transforms used in comparisons with 

semiclassical calculations are dependent on the range of effective Planck’s constant 

available. For good resolution large ranges and small are required.

For the two detailed studies presented in this work ranges of from 1/60 to

1/120 (diamagnetic, = -0 .2 )  and 1/160 to 1/250 (parallel electric and magnetic

fields, = -0 .6 , Zj, = -3 .0 )  were calculated. These correspond to the 1400^ to

5700* energy levels in the diamagnetic case and the 16000* to 32000* energy levels in 

the parallel fields case. Numerous other quantal calculations were employed in this 

research, the results of some of these have been used in the production of spectral 

statistics in chapter 7 and plots showing variations of semiclassical amplitude with both 

quantum defect and dynamical parameter in chapter 5.

3.2.2 Probing Quantal Phase Space

The non-commutative behaviour of momentum and position coordinates means it is 

impossible to produce an explicit portrait of a quantum phase space that is valid on all 

scales. One is limited to a granularity determined by the Heisenberg uncertainty 

principle; no detail can be revealed on a scale less than that determined by Planck’s 

constant, h . There are a number of methods used to probe quantal phase space but 

there is no intrinsic hierarchy between them. The utility of quantal phase space 

measures is, in general, heuristically determined. Popular methods include the Wigner 

and Husimi functions.
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The Wigner function of the state \\f  ̂(x, p)  is defined as:

%  (p,x) = l (x  + X / 2 ) v , ( x - X /  2)exp(-ip - X i n ^ X  (49)

where Nis the number of degrees of freedom of the system.

The Wigner function has been used to probe the quantum phase space of many 

systems, including diamagnetic hydrogen and the molecule [34,58,59,60]. More 

recently a Gaussian smoothed version of the Wigner function, the Husimi, has become 

popular [36]. In the Husimi the smoothing is carried out over a range on the order of 

ti, it thus seeks to reflect the resolution limitation imposed by the uncertainty 

principle. The Husimi has been applied to the study several quantum dynamical 

systems, [34,58], and is compared with the Wigner function in [36].

3.2.3 Husimi Plots

In [36] a series of Husimi functions are presented for scaled magnetic field 

= -0.316. This is a value of particular interest due to the presence of complex

bifurcation structure associated with a period two bifurcation in orbit . An extended 

series of Husimi functions for higher lying states than those studied in [36] are 

presented here in figure 4. These plots are examined in the following sections, where 

they are used to explore the influence of classical properties on quantum properties.

Figure 4: Husimi Plots for Diamagnetic Hydrogen With Eg = -0.316.

(See over page)

Figure 4: A  series of Husimi plots for a Rydberg atom in a magnetic field the axies of the plots are p 

and pjj.
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3.2.4 Miller Quantisation

In [62] Miller extends the work of Gutzwiller by deriving a new quantum condition 

which associates new series of quantum states with stable POs. In Gutzwiller’s original 

work [61] he presents the quantum condition:

S'{E) - v { E )  = 2n(n + X / 4)  (50)

for the existence of an eigenstate associated with a stable PO. In (50) S{E) denotes 

classical action, v(£') denotes winding angle, X denotes the number of turning points 

along the trajectory, w is an integer and the prime denotes differentiation w.r.t. energy, 

E.

In comparison to equation (50) Miller’s modified quantum condition reads:

Â-l
£  = S‘‘ [2n (n + A. / 4)] + (m +1 / 2)W  ; (E) (51)

»=1

where m is an integer and O). (E) is the zth stability frequency:

(ü , { E ) = v X E ) / T { E )  (52)

and T{E) is the PO’s period.

We can label the states associated with a given PO by their energy where m

and n are the integers from equation (51). We will write AE^ = and for

AE^ I will use the expression:

Which has employed the well know relation for POs: BSI d E = h  ^T(E) .
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Applying the energy (e^ = £V time (T  = Ty ) scaling relations to (53)

gives:

Thus within the scaled spectrum {y / } we expect to find a regular ladder of

states, equally spaced in energy. Returning to equation (51) it is trivial to show that the 

equivalent quantity for the integer m spacings, Ay , is given by:

A y - '

We can therefore rewrite a scaled version of equation (51), which gives the energy 

levels associated with a stable PO as:

y 1/3 _ (̂ n + mv) + a  . (56)
4 v )

Where a  is a constant and i) is the winding number (i) = v / 2Jt), the fractional 

distance about the PO travelled by nearby orbits at periodicity. From equation (56) we 

expect a series of states, regularly spaced in y , to be associated with the stable 

orbit (see chapter 2 ).

3.2.5 Analysis of Husimi Plots

In [36], where twenty Husimi plots running from the 220* level to the 239* were 

presented, it was observed that the eigenstates had a cyclic nature. In [36] the ‘set of 

all states’ is spanned by a run from the 2 2 to the 238* state, a total of 16 unique 

states. The states shown in figure 4 also demonstrate a cyclic nature. By comparison in 

figure 4 there is a span of approximately 25 states running from the 519* to the 544*
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States. The Husimies which begin and end these runs show strong localisation focused 

on the position of the orbit in phase space. Theoretically we associate these states 

with the orbit through the work of Miller, [62] and the reasoning used to obtain 

equation (56).

The increase in span is simply explained by the variation in once it has been

established that the states we are using to mark the beginning and end of our cycle are 

evenly spaced in energy. As mentioned previously the level density increases with 

decreasing and whereas the Husimies in [36] were calculated with an average

= 1 / 27.7, those presented here have an average = 1 / 42.0 .

Given the that the smoothed spectral staircase function (the cumulative level

number) increases in proportion to it is easily shown that the density of states,

smoothed over a small energy range, is proportional to A j., thus we have:

e ff .h ig h )  ^  eff.high ^ ^ h i g h

where and ^high the numbers of levels found in the fixed energy range

between states in the low lying sample published in [36] and the higher lying 

sample published for the first time here.

By inserting values taken from the ranges of Husimies calculated we calculate a 

figure of 0.66 for the ratio of c.f. a figure of 0.64 for the ratio of level numbers.

Thus we confirm our expectations from equation (57).

From equation (56) it is clear that further to the primary series of states (the n 

labelled states) many more series, also equally spaced in energy, should be expected 

and that the states in the primary, n, series form the zeroth member of each of these ‘m 

series’, m series states are localised in the phase space surrounding the core orbit, they 

show up in Husimies as amplitude localised on tori surrounding the central orbit. These 

states can be clearly seen in the Husimi plots of figure 4. States 505, 530 and 556 are 

the first members of secondary series. In the case of 556 the zeroth member of the 

series is 519. States 517 and 543 are typical examples of second members of series
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coming from the orbit at this energy and states 506, 531 and 557 epitomise the 

third members of such series. In figure 4 there are up to seven distinct members of 

series of this kind, each forms an increasingly large torus about the central orbit.

The number of states visible in secondary series is strongly dependent on the value 

of . When is small a stable orbit can support a greater number of eigenstates.

At small states, as presented in Husimi plots or similar quantum phase space

probes, are more tightly localised. Such secondary, m series states can only be 

supported in regions of classical regularity, thus the number of states supported by a 

system containing a finite region of regular phase space will increase as decreases.

Ladders of equally spaced states, similar to those found in the case of the R̂  orbit, 

are expected for all stable orbits that are surrounded by an ‘island of stability’ 

sufficiently large to support quantum states. However, in the case of the R  ̂ orbit at the 

classical parameters studied here (e^ = -0.316 ) the winding number is a low rational,

3/2. In this case the spacing of the secondary series is 3/2 the spacing of the primary 

series; the result is a drastic increase in the number of small nearest neighbour energy 

spacings (NNS) as states in primary and secondary series become almost degenerate.

In the Husimi plots it is clear that primary and secondary series states are grouped 

together. For example levels 519, 517, 520 and 522 represent a primary series 

member, the second member of a secondary series, the fourth member of a secondary 

series and the sixth member of a secondary series respectively. These states run nearly 

consecutively and are separated by only a small difference in energy. The cluster of 

states described here are all even series members, there are also clusters of odd series 

members and these lie halfway between even clusters in energy.

3.2.6 Nearest Neighbour Energy Level Distributions

The effect of a shift towards small spacings in the NNS can be seen in the energy 

level statistics leading up to and following the bifurcation at = -0.316. Figure 5

shows plots of the Brody parameter [23]. The Brody parameter interpolates between 

the characteristic NNS statistics of chaotic systems (the Wigner distribution, equation
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(140), chapter 7) and those of regular systems (the Poisson distribution, equation 

(139), chapter 7).

The increase in small NNS is confirmed by a massive increase in Brody parameter 

as =-0.316 is approached. The increase in Brody parameter indicates a shift

towards a more Poissonian level distribution; the Poisson distribution is characterised 

by large numbers of small level spacings.

Figure 5: Brody Parameter Vs Scaled Magnetic Field.
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Figure 5: Plot of Brody parameter versus scaled energy centred on the region close to the bifurcation 

in at = -0.316- In this figure it is 1-Q where Q is the Brody parameter which is plotted, thus

high values on the y-axis indicate an NNS statistic typical o f regular systems i.e. close to Poisson. The 

Poisson distribution is weighted towards small level spacings.
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3.3 Conclusion

In this chapter it has been asserted that /^-matrix calculations have been used to 

accurately calculate atomic energy levels and that these energy levels were used in this 

research to test the validity of new semiclassical methods.

The utility of the Husimi function as a probe of quantal phase space has been 

demonstrated and plots of high lying states have been presented in figure 4. These 

plots were compared to earlier runs at lower energy presented in [36] and used to 

confirm and expand upon the interpretation of the spectral anomaly, found in 

diamagnetic hydrogen at = -0 .316 , shown in [36] and [63]. NNS statistics were

used to confirm the interpretation of the Husimi functions in figure 4 and illustrate the 

rapid increase in small level spacings close to the bifurcation at 8  ̂ = -0.316.
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4. Closed and Periodic Orbit Theory

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 A Context for Closed and Periodic Orbit Theory

In the weak field regime, where the internal Coulomb force dominates, the 

quadratic Zeeman term, or diamagnetic effect, is negligible. Moving to more highly 

excited states the Coulomb force decreases rapidly, inversely proportional to 

(where n is the principle quantum number), and the diamagnetic interaction strength 

increases in proportion to These highly excited states constitute a high field 

regime, in this regime manifolds of adjacent n-shells overlap and begin to interact.

The first experiments in the high field regime were performed by Garton and 

Tomkins [64] in 1969 on Barium. Near the ionisation threshold they found "quasi 

Landau oscillations'', named to bring to mind the Landau structure describing an 

unbound electron in a magnetic field. The quasi Landau oscillations found in the 

photoabsorption cross section have a frequency of fi(0  ̂3 /2  (where cô  =eB ! ; the

cyclotron frequency) compared with the hco  ̂ frequency of unbound electrons. The 

advent of the tuneable laser has since enabled a vast range of experiments to be 

performed on similar systems [65,66].

Edmonds [67] provided the bridge from these early observations to contemporary 

semiclassical theory. Edmonds assumed a classical trajectory, running entirely in the 

p-plane (perpendicular to the applied field) was responsible for the quasi Landau 

oscillations. He found that solutions to the ID Schrodinger equation gave energy 

levels spaced by approximately hco^3/2 and it became popularly accepted that quasi
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Landau oscillations were caused by resonant photoabsorption into individual states 

localised in the p -plane [68,69].

Later studies revealed that on the contrary quasi Landau oscillations were infact 

attributable to the combined effect of many states and oscillations in the 

photoabsorption cross section were best described via closed orbit theory, analogous 

to the now well known GTF.

4.1.2 Overview of Closed and Periodic Orbit Theory

In chapter 1 a brief description of semiclassical periodic orbit analysis, in the form 

of the Gutzwiller Trace Formula (GTF) [16,17], was provided. Periodic orbit theory 

has been used for the semiclassical analysis of many systems including quantum wells 

in tilted fields [18,19,70], atoms in external fields [9,10] and molecular vibrational 

spectra [71,72]. It allows calculation of oscillatory contributions to the density of 

states or related quantities, such as current flow in the resonant tunnelling diode. Each 

oscillation can be associated with a classically periodic orbit; the amplitude and phase 

of each orbit’s contribution are functions of the classical parameters described in 

chapter 2 (stability map, Maslov index, and action).

Analogous to Gutzwiller’s work, closed orbit theory as developed by Delos et al 

[4,7,12] (also see Bogomolny [6 ] and Alber [5]), has been used as a means of 

semiclassically calculating the photoabsorption spectra of highly excited Rydberg 

atoms in external fields. Closed orbit theory has been applied with increasing accuracy 

to the atomic photoabsorption problem, typically the pure Stark or the diamagnetic 

spectrum have been studied [4,7]; a great many experimental observations have also 

been made on these systems [35,66,73,74]

The calculations in this work borrow key expressions from Delos et al’s 

representation of closed orbit theory (specifically the forms of wavefunctions in the 

Coulomb region) and include enhancements introduced by the consistent inclusion of 

core scattered waves in the work of Dando et al [8 ]. In this work the system’s inner 

electronic core region is effectively treated fully quantally, with Coulomb waves and 

Quantum defects. It should be noted that Delos et al made no attempt to label atomic 

systems as diffractive, that task was left to later work, which is supported by a recent 

analysis of energy level statistics in weak fields that revealed a distinctive quantum
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hallmark, branding diffractive systems with regular classical dynamics [37,38]. See 

chapter 4 for further details.

Previous to the acceptance of the diffractive paradigm for atomic systems, attempts 

were made, to model non-hydrogenic spectra using classical closed orbits calculated 

using a modified short range core potential. Initially Dando et al [36] carried out a 

study at scaled energies where the hydrogenic behaviour is regular and observed 

classical behaviour, qualitatively similar to the toms binding found in hydrogen. 

However, in the non-hydrogenic case the surviving hydrogenic tori were linked by 

jumps at the core; this behaviour was dubbed torus hopping. One can view the short 

range core potential as a perturbation of an already weakly perturbed regular system. 

The core perturbation is negligible in phase space away from the core, thus away from 

the core KAM theory predicts that the phase space will be almost completely filled 

with surviving tori. The trajectories found, linking surviving tori in this manner were 

aU highly unstable.

Expanding Dando et al’s initial classical calculations to include thousands of orbits 

passing through the core region, Hupper et al [75,86] applied conventional closed 

orbit theory to calculate the photoabsorption spectra for non-hydrogenic atoms in an 

external magnetic field; specifically helium. Crossed field calculations are presented 

in [75]. Although this method was successful in reproducing many qualitative aspects 

of the target spectmm, its quantitative accuracy was limited. The method’s reliance on 

the calculation of thousands of classical orbits and its inaccuracy for smaller nuclei 

make it less efficient than the diffractive method presented in this work.

4.2 Closed Orbit Theory

4.2.1 Introduction

Closed orbit theory was introduced by Du and Delos [4] (1988) for hydrogen, it 

was extended to non-hydrogenic atoms by Gao and Delos [7] (1992). Later work by 

Dando et al [8 ] (1996) was the first to include all core scattered waves consistently 

and produced significant qualitative and quantitative improvement. The representation 

of closed orbit theory presented by Dando et al is intimately involved with the original 

calculations presented here.
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The consistent inclusion of all core scattered waves [8 ] results in two effects on the 

photoabsorption spectrum not present in the earher work of Delos et al [4,7]:

1/ Core Shadowing: Back scattered waves, re-tracing the primitive CO in reverse, 

alter the orbit’s amplitude and phase. Initially it was expected that contributions of 

this kind would always reduce the amplitude of an orbit’s contribution, however 

semiclassical analysis of the density of states of atomic systems [9] has clearly shown 

increases can be expected for quantum defects within a certain range.

2/ Core Scattered Contributions: Waves scattered from one primitive CO to another 

result in peaks in the non-hydrogenic photoabsorption spectra and the density of states 

at actions where in the hydrogenic system no peaks exists.

These features are found in both accurate quantum calculations of photoabsorption 

spectra and by experiment [8 ].

4.2.2 Description of Closed Orbit Theory

Closed orbit theory divides the atomic system’s configuration space into three 

regions, the core. Coulomb and outer regions. In the core and Coulomb regions the 

effects of any external fields are negligible. The core region extends to a few Bohr 

radii about the nucleus and the Coulomb begins as the core region ends. The Coulomb 

region extends to few hundred Bohr radii. In the outer region external fields are non- 

negligible. The outer region beings at about thirty Bohr radii and extends indefinitely, 

however the system’s electron remains bound and its orbits generally extend no 

further than a few thousand Bohr radii. In the outer region both Coulomb and external 

fields must be considered.

The core region represents an effective weak field regime, here spin orbit coupling 

applies and the laser’s interaction with the initial state ionises the atom. In the 

Coulomb region quantum defect theory is applied resulting in phase shifted radial 

wave functions. In the outer region semiclassical analysis uses COs passing through 

the core to propagate outgoing waves from and back to the core region. Semiclassical
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expressions for the returning waves are matched to quantum expressions for the core 

region in the Coulomb region.

The returning waves are scattered by the core. The resultant scattered waves are 

divided into core and Coulomb scattered parts. In the hydrogenic case only Coulomb 

scattered waves exist. Figure 6  illustrates this process.

Figure 6 : Outline of Closed Orbit Theory.

F ig u re  6 o u tlin e s  th e  sc h e m e  e m p lo y e d  by  c lo s e d  o rb it  th eo ry  to  c a lc u la te  th e  p h o to a b s o r p tio n  

sp e c tru m . 1 .& 2. L a s e r  e x c ita tio n  o f  th e  in itia l s ta te  re su lts  in a n  o u tg o in g  C o u lo m b  w ave. 3 .& 4 . A t  

d is ta n c e s  g r e a te r  th a n  a p p ro x im a te ly  th ir ty  B o h r  ra d ii w a v e fro n ts  f o l lo w  c la s s ic a l  tra jec to r ie s . 5 .& 7 . 

C a u s tic s  a lo n g  th e  c la s s ic a l tra jec to ry . 9. to 11. R e tu rn in g  w a v e s  in te r fe re  w ith  o u tg o in g  w a v e s  

p r o d u c in g  o sc i l la t io n s  in  th e  p h o to a b so rp tio n  sp ec tru m . (F ig u re  r e p ro d u c e d  f r o m  [4]j

Expanding on the brief outline above, details are given here of the closed orbit 

methodology with particular reference to aspects relevant to the calculation of the 

density of states.
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4.2.3 Quantum  and Semiclassical Green’s Functions

The outgoing Green’s, {q ,q '\E ) , function is the solution to the Schrodinger 

equation, \j/{q,t) , satisfying the initial conditions \l/{q,t') = 5{q - q ' ) .

The Green’s function is related to the propagator by Fourier transform and the 

qualifying term ‘outgoing’ indicates that the Green’s function is the Fourier transform 

of ih& forward propagator (eq. 58); the propagator, K'^[q,t\q't'), which is zero for

all t < t ' . The forward time propagator effectively includes only paths travelling 

forwards in time.

G*{q,q'-,E) = I j  K * (q ,r ,q ' , t ' ) e x J ‘- ^ ] d t  (58)
in \  n J

When this integration over time (eq. 58) is carried out over a finite range, i.e. when 

paths are evolved only for a finite time, the quantity obtained is the finite resolution 

Green’s function. In effect it is the finite resolution Green’s function which is always 

calculated in numerical work due to the increasing number of contributing orbits with 

time. Work on the conversion of semiclassical results with discrete quantum energy 

levels [22] focuses on the long time behaviour of systems where the Green’s function 

is perfectly resolved.

As outlined in the introduction the oscillating part of the density of states is related 

to the Green’s function via the equality:

Posci^) = 'im[G^(q,q;E))dq = -^ < n \G " '\n >  (59)

The equivalent expression for the photoabsorption spectrum, obtained via closed 

orbit theory, includes a dipole operator induced by the exciting laser. D f(E )  is the 

oscillator strength density:

= > (60)
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It is convenient to use the oscillator strength density when many unresolvable final 

states are accessible, Df(E) = fp (E ) , where p{E) is the density of the final states and 

/  is the oscillator strength.

The semiclassical Green’s function combined with the equalities above forms the 

basis of the periodic / closed orbit interpretation of quantum mechanics. Using the 

finite resolution Greens function, for both photoabsorption and density of states 

calculations, simply results in spectra in which the most rapid oscillations, 

corresponding to long orbits (r > 7]^ ), are absent. In the scaled case the condition on

the period is replaced with one on the orbit’s scaled action, S , as explained in chapter 

5.

Closed orbit theory, as developed for the atom, is concerned with the definition of 

a valid semiclassical Green’s function (in this regard it overlaps with the GTF), the 

development of a treatment for the core region (which can not be treated 

semiclassically) and matching of the semiclassical treatment away from the core 

region to a treatment valid near the nucleus.

In terms of the complete Green’s function, (q ,q ';E ) , we have a two part

decomposition. Close to the nucleus, in the Coulomb region, the Green’s function is 

given by the direct Green’s function:

Gl{q,q\E) = Y,Yi(e\r)gf(r,r')Y^(e4) (61)
l,m

where the radial part of the Green’s function, g f ( r ,r ') ,  is a combination of regular

and outgoing Coulomb functions, see [7]. The direct Green’s function is the Green’s 

function valid for paths not leaving the core region, in the hydrogenic case this is 

equal to the Coulomb Green’s function. This is matched to a semiclassical expression, 

valid in the Coulomb and outer regions, Gsc(^) •

Combination of semiclassical and quantum Green’s functions in non trivial and is 

explored in the following chapter, in [4], [7] and [8 ]. Extensive wave calculations 

produce a linear integral operator acting on a the initial function to give the returning 

wave, this is by definition the complete Green’s function. Difficulties in matching the
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semiclassical and quantum expressions mean it is simpler leave the distinction 

between semiclassical and Coulomb Green’s functions as an implicit truth. In Delos et 

al’s work [4] the final form of the compound Coulomb / semiclassical Green’s 

function, E ) , is regained after extensive calculation by comparison with:

= > (62)

See [4], equation 5.9c, for the resultant expression of G^[q,q'\ É ) . The integral in 

equation 62 applies in the small region near the nucleus, within the core region, where 

> overlaps with < D !//■,.I.

In work directed at the calculation of the density of states [9,10] the initial state / 

laser interaction is no longer present and a treatment valid for classical electron paths 

passing through the nucleus is developed. In density of states calculations the nucleus 

can be regarded as a diffractive-like obstacle, however as will be demonstrated in this 

chapter, and discussed further in chapter 4, in addition to the normal diffraction 

induced change in amplitude [2 ], there is an accompanying change in phase.

4.2.4 Expressions Valid in The Core and Coulomb Regions

In the core region, the wavefunction consists of a combination of incoming, 

and outgoing, waves and, in the photoabsorption problem, a term

representing the interaction of the exciting laser with the initial state, 0 g (r):

(63)

where the constants, N j , are determined finally by iteration and 0 g(r) is the laser 

interaction term. 0 g (r) , is obtained by considering the action of the direct Green’s

function, , on the dipole operator acting on the initial state \D\j/^ >. This

can be expressed:
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' Z i - l ) ' e ‘'^ 'B ^ Y ^ { e ,0 )  (64)
l=\m\

where the constants are given by:

= V sj D ( r %  {r')Rf'“ (0',(p')rfr' (65)

For more details see [4].

The outgoing term can be further decomposed into coulomb, ŷ iouiomb{̂  ̂» and core

scattered, i/a waves:

w

The coulomb scattered waves, y/iouiombî '̂̂ y are the same as those found in

hydrogen. These waves are strongly back focused, resulting in a wave which retraces 

the initial orbit in reverse. Such waves return to the nucleus at integer multiples of the 

closure time producing oscillations associated with higher repetitions of the primitive

orbit concerned. The core scattered waves, feed amplitude in all directions,

contributions of this kind account for combination peaks. These contributions were 

disregarded by Delos et al, they did not expect them to produce significant 

contributions. Figure 7, reproduced from [8 ], clearly shows the effect of these 

contributions.
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Figure 7: Quantum and Semiclassical Photoabsorption Spectra

Quantum i
(a) Hydrogen

C

I
(1,3)

(1.3.4)
(b) Non-hydrogenic

I
I

Semiclassicd
(c) Standard clos :d 

orbit theory

(d) + core-scattering

Scaled action

F ig u re  1  s h o w s  q u a n tu m  a n d  s e m ic la s s ic a l  sp e c tr a  f o r  h y d ro g e n  a n d  a  n o n -h y d r o g e n ic  a to m , (a )  a n d  

(b ) c o m p a r e  p h o to a b s o r p t io n  sp e c tr a  o b ta in e d  b y  q u a n tu m  c a lc u la tio n  ( m - 0 ,  o d d  p a r i ty ,  in  th e

ra n g e  6 0 -1 2 0 ) . I n  (a )  p e a k s  o c c u r  o n ly  a t  in te g e r  m u lt ip le s  o f  o r b i t  a c tio n s  w h e r e a s  in  (b )  c o m b in a tio n  

p e a k s  o c c u r  a t  a l l  p o s s ib le  su m s  o f  in te g e r  m u lt ip le s  o f  o r b i t  a c tio n s . I n  (c ) a n d  (d )  th e  s e m ic la s s ic a l  

c a lc u la tio n s  a r e  c o m p a r e d  w ith  a n d  w i th o u t  th e  in c lu s io n  o f  th e  c o r e  s c a t te r e d  te rm . C le a r ly  (d )  

re p ro d u c e s  th e  n o n -h y d r o g e n ic  q u a n tu m  sp e c tr u m  f a r  m o r e  a c c u ra te ly .

From [7] we know that the partial wave expansion of the core scattered term is 

given by:

V 0̂ y l=\m\

and the Coulomb scattered term is simply a phase shifted back scattering of the 

incoming wave:

(68)
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when ^0,7V and where ^ W rQ ,6 f)  is the incoming wave. The Coulomb scattered

wave is effectively a phase shifted back scattering of the incoming wave.

For the incoming Coulomb function we use the asymptotic expression for a zero 

energy cylindrically modified coulomb wave. In the case that the incident angle 

Of ^0,7U it is given by:

— —nl2j

In the case that 6i =0,7T it is given by:

/  n 1/2

7 7 ^  (70)

These expressions will be used in calculations of the oscillatory part of the density 

of states.

4.2.5 Expressions Valid in Coulomb and Outer Regions

In the outer region waves propagate semiclassically: The expression for the 

wavefunction in this region is given by:

V s c ( r )  = (71)

The outgoing wave V'̂ ô^(a'o ,0/ ) is on the surface of a sphere, radius Tq . This is the

matching radius, located within the Coulomb region it is a point at which the external 

field is negligible but semiclassical analysis, and equation (71), are stiU valid 

(practically, anywhere between 30 and 100 Bohr radii is acceptable).
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The two dimensional semiclassical amplitude, Aj(r,d), is calculable from the ratio 

of two Jacobians:

A 'iÔ  =

1/2

(72)

See chapter 5 for further information relevant to the semiclassical amplitude in the 

density of states case.

4.2.6 Matching of the Solutions

Combination of the equations valid in the outer and core regions gives an 

expression for the incoming wave in terms of Nj in the Coulomb region:

¥sc{ro.ej) = N j¥^i\r„ej) (73)

Also, using equation (63) one obtains a simple expression for the outgoing part of 

the coulomb region wave function:

(74)

These two expressions together result in an expression for the constant, Nj  which 

can be evaluated by expansion in orders of

,0 j (ro.0 ' )exp i { S j  - a n i l )
k J (75)
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where Xj = 1 when 0 / = = ( 0  or k ) and Xj ~ 2  when 0 / = 0  ̂ 7 ^ (0  or 7ü)\ note

that the powers of are introduced by scaling, this process is explained, for the

density of states problem, in chapter 5.

Approaching from the outer region, the incoming and outgoing wavefunctions are 

described by closed form expressions within the Coulomb region. Approaching the 

core region, the same wavefunctions are described by partial wave forms within the 

Coulomb region. In this manner the core region’s influence is modelled by quantum 

mechanical expressions, whilst it is still possible to map to the semiclassical treatment 

via the closed form expressions.

4.2.7 The Inclusion of Zero Length and Short Paths

Closed orbit theory uses classical orbits to calculate oscillations in the 

photoabsorption spectrum of atoms in external fields, and in later work [9,10] strongly 

related methods are used to calculate oscillations, in the density of states. In all that 

follows it is assumed that the reader understand that the complete spectrum 

(eigenvalue or photoabsorption) is a sum of two parts, an oscillating part and a smooth 

part:

d { E )  =  d , , X E )  +  d o { E )  (76)

where d^^^(E) contains an oscillating term corresponding to each classical CO

passing through the core region when calculating the photoabsorption spectrum, or 

additionally a PC anywhere within configuration space when calculating the density 

of states.

The term û?o(^ )  denotes the smooth background which in the case of 

photoabsorption is given by:

d,{E) = Df,{E) =
-2 m e {E -E i)
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£>/o(£) comes from paths which remain within the core region throughout their

entire evolution. (5̂ ,̂  is the direct path Greens function which, close to the nucleus, 

where the magnetic field is negligible, is effectively equal to the Coulomb Greens 

function, for details see [4,76]. D ^ i  is the dipole operator (induced by an exciting 

laser) acting on the initial state.

For calculations of the density of states the smooth term is known as the Weyl term 

and is given by:

d o { E ) =  — f  l m < q \ G ^ ^ \ q ' >  (78)
V Ttn /

The Weyl term comes from paths of zero length.

4.3 Density of States Calculations

4.3.1 Application of Some Results from Closed Orbit Theory to the Non- 

Hydrogenic Density of States

The full details of the method used for calculation of the oscillatory part of the 

density of states is reserved for the following chapter. Here an outline of results is 

provided based on the findings of [9], in which the first atomic density of states 

calculations to use the diffractive method were presented. These results are compared 

with quantum results for the density of states of non-hydrogenic atoms in an external 

magnetic field.

When studying the density of states spectrum there are several basic points at 

which its calculation differs from that of the photoabsorption spectrum. These points 

were illustrated in a calculation for the density of states of singly excited Rydberg 

atoms in an external magnetic field, [9].

In the density of states calculation for non-hydrogenic atoms there are two distinct 

types of contribution. There are contributions corresponding to Coulomb scattered 

amplitude from periodic orbits and these are calculated via the Gutzwiller trace 

formula. These will be called geometric contributions. There are also contributions
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from core scattered amplitude, which we call diffractive contributions. These are 

calculated using a diffractive method, which is derived using several key expressions 

from closed orbit theory. In the case of hydrogen there are only geometric 

contributions.

There are three distinct varieties of primitive orbit which contribute to the density 

of states in atomic systems. The most prolific variety, in both the diamagnetic and 

parallel field systems, are periodic and pass through the core, such orbits make both a 

geometric and a diffractive contribution. Figure 8 a illustrates such an orbit. Periodic 

orbits away from the core, such as the deformed circle, make only a geometric 

contribution and one such orbit found in the parallel field system is illustrated in 

figure 8b. Finally orbits closed but not periodic at the core make only a diffractive 

contribution at first closure. At even repetitions these so called asymmetric orbits 

become periodic due to symmetries in the system (as described in chapter 2 ), such 

orbits thus make both geometric and diffractive contributions at even closures. Figure 

8 c illustrates an a-symmetric or exotic orbit; closed but not periodic at the core.

Figure 8 : Three Distinct Orbit Types Contributing to the Atomic Density of States

F ig u r e  8: I l lu s tr a te s  th e  th re e  d i f fe r e n t  v a r ie t ie s  o f  o r b i t  f o u n d  in  th e  a to m ic  s y s te m s  s tu d ie d . A l l  th re e  

o r b its  a r e  ta k e n  f r o m  th e  p a r a l le l  e le c tr ic  a n d  m a g n e tic  f i e l d  p r o b le m  w ith  s c a le d  m a g n e t ic  f ie ld .  

Eg = -0.6 a n d  s c a le d  e le c tr ic  f ie ld ,  = -3 .0 . 8a i llu s tra te s  th e  p a r a l le l  f i e l d  o r b i t  a n a lo g o u s  to  th e  

d ia m a g n e tic  . I t  is  p e r io d ic  a t  th e  c o re  a n d  m a k e s  b o th  g e o m e tr ic  a n d  d i ffr a c t iv e  c o n tr ib u tio n s . 86

i llu s tra te s  th e  p a r a l l e l  f i e l d  o r b i t  a n a lo g o u s  to  th e  d ia m a g n e tic  c ir c le  o r b i t  C. T h is  o r b it  is  p e r io d ic  b u t  

f a i l s  to  p a s s  th r o u g h  th e  c o re  a n d  th u s  m a k e s  o n ly  a  g e o m e tr ic  c o n tr ib u tio n . 8c i l lu s tr a te s  th e  p a r a l le l  

f i e l d  o r b i t  a n a lo g o u s  to  th e  d ia m a g n e tic  R ^ , a n  a sy m m e tr ic  o r b i t  w h ic h  m a k e s  o n ly  a  d i f fra c t iv e

c o n tr ib u tio n  a t  f i r s t  c lo su re .

There are three main differences between calculations for the hydrogenic and non- 

hydrogenic density of states:
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1/ Similarly to photoabsorption calculations, the consistent inclusion of core scattered 

waves in non-hydrogenic calculations results in core shadowing terms. These 

diffractive contributions result in alterations of the amplitude of geometric 

oscillations. Differences in phase mean that core shadowing terms can cause 

amplitudes to be both enhanced or diminished dependent on the order of contribution, 

nature of the orbit and the quantum defect

2/ Combination peaks, again similar to those found in photoabsorption spectra, can be 

found. These appear at scaled actions equal to the sum of integer multiples of 

primitive orbit scaled actions.

3/ In the hydrogenic density of states no peaks are found at the scaled actions of a- 

symmetric orbits. For non-hydrogenic nuclei diffractive contributions are present at 

these orbits' primitive actions. These orbits are closed but non-periodic.

Figure 9 reproduced from [9] illustrates each of these points.
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Figure 9: Semiclassical Density of States for Hydrogen and Lithium

0.2 (a) 8=-0.2 
Hydrogen

Lithium (5=0 40457c)

(b) Diffractive contributions 
Quantum

c/5

0.0 -

Semiclassical
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1.0 2.0 3.0Scaled Action

F ig u r e  9: s h o w s  F o u r ie r  t r a n s fo r m e d  q u a n tu m  a n d  s e m ic la s s ic a l  c a lc u la tio n s  o f  th e  d e n s i ty  o f  s ta te s  o f  

h y d r o g e n  a n d  l i th iu m  (q u a n tu m  d e fe c t  f o r  1 = 0  in  th e  p a r t ia l  w a v e  su m  f o r  th e  r e tu rn in g  w a v e  

= 0.4045/r a n d  z e r o  f o r  a l l  o th e r  I) in  a n  e x te r n a l  m a g n e t ic  f ie ld .  C a lc u la tio n s  w e re  p e r fo r m e d  a t  

s c a le d  m a g n e t ic  f ie ld ,  = -0 .2  (a v e ra g e  h ^  »  1 /9 0 1  9 a  is  a  c o m p a r iso n  o f  th e  q u a n tu m  r e su lts  f o r

h y d r o g e n  a n d  lith iu m . 9 b  is  a  c o m p a r is o n  o f  th e  q u a n tu m  a n d  s e m ic la s s ic a l  r e su lts  f o r  lith iu m . 9 b  

sh o w s  o n ly  th e  d i f fr a c t iv e  p a r t  o f  th e  d e n s i ty  o f  s ta te s ;  o b ta in e d  b y  c o h e r e n t  s u b tr a c tio n  o f  th e  

h y d r o g e n ic  c a lc u la tio n . T h e  o r b i ts  la b e l le d  a n d  D j  a r e  a -s y m m e tr ic  a n d  p u r e ly  d iffra c tiv e . A ls o  

la b e l le d  a r e  th e  c o m b in a tio n  o r b i ts  a n d  R ^ ® V ^ .  N e i th e r  th e  c o m b in a tio n  o r b i ts  o r

th e  a -s y m m e tr ic s  s h o w  u p  in  th e  h y d r o g e n ic  sp e c tra . T h e  v a r ia tio n s  in  p e a k  s iz e s  b e tw e e n  l i th iu m  a n d  

h y d ro g e n  in  9 a  a r e  d u e  to  th e  c o r e  s h a d o w in g  te rm s, th e s e  a r e  sh o w  to  b e  a c c u r a te ly  r e p r o d u c e d  in  9b .

All features illustrated for the diamagnetic case in [9] and figure 9 were reproduced 

in the first semiclassical scaled calculations for the parallel case recently published in
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[10]. These results include previously unconsidered factors associated with diffractive 

degeneracies which come to dominate the density of states at long time scales.

At long times scales or, in the scaled case, at high scaled actions (when resolution 

of the scaled Green’s function is high) the number of diffractive combination peaks 

prohferates very rapidly. This proliferation may be rapid enough to dominate 

behaviour even in the limit where > 0, a previously unexpected result. This

important discovery will be discussed in the next chapter, where the diffractive model 

for atoms is fuUy explored.

4.3.2 Conclusion

The photoabsorption spectra of atomic systems can be effectively modelled using 

closed orbit theory. Initial waves are set up by the interaction of a laser induced dipole 

with the initial state. Semiclassical calculations are used to propagate these waves 

beyond the matching radius (30 to 100 Bohr radii). Orbits to be included in the 

calculation will return within time (or with scaled action less than in the 

scaled case).

In the Coulomb region returning semiclassical waves are approximated by a zero 

energy Coulomb wave expression. The effect of the nucleus, contained within the core 

region, is modelled by matching this expression to a partial wave expression. For non- 

hydrogenic nuclei the outgoing wave is spht into core and Coulomb scattered parts. 

The Coulomb part is strongly back scattered while the core part is outgoing in all 

directions. Core scattered waves account for significant differences between 

hydrogenic and non-hydrogenic spectra.

The consistent inclusion of higher order core scattered terms, ignored in [4,7] make 

significant qualitative and quantitative improvements to the semiclassically calculated 

non-hydrogenic photoabsorption spectrum and density of states.

The full diffractive treatment for atoms is developed in the next chapter where the 

derivations used to obtain the results in section 6  are performed and, importantly, a 

diffractive degeneracy factor is introduced. Expressions for the incoming and 

outgoing waves developed for use in CO theory are used to obtain the density of 

states.
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5. Periodic Orbit Theory of Diffraction

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Overview

In the analysis presented here fluctuations in the density of states of Rydberg atoms 

in external fields are analysed by application of diffractive PC theory. A diffractive 

quantum system contains a region over which the variation of the potential is large 

over scales comparable with the deBroghe wavelength.

Gutzwiller semiclassics represents a ‘ray optics’ or geometric optics approximation 

to quantum mechanics. It is well known that in optical or acoustic systems any 

discontinuity or sharp comer will cause a failure of geometric optics and necessitate 

the application of wave optics. Quantum diffraction is hence an analogue of optical 

diffraction.

In the analysis presented here, for singly excited atoms in external fields, the 

nucleus is represented as a diffractive obstacle. Interest in such systems is currently 

increased due to recent research [37,38] showing that diffractive systems near the 

integrable limit display distinctive features in their energy level statistics.

Work by Keller et al [77] was the first to describe how the geometric theory of 

diffraction (GTD) can be used to compute a system’s Green’s function in shadowed 

regions of configuration space. Following from this work Vattay et al [2] used the 

GTD to extend the standard GTF model by including effects induced by diffractive 

POs.

Diffractions due to edge and vertex diffraction were studied by Vattay et al [2], 

with particular reference to the two disc scattering system. In this system a new family 

of resonances were described. This family was completely missing when only
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Gutzwiller POs were included. Later work by Bruus & Whelan [3] investigated edge 

diffraction in the cardioid billiard in which similar effects were found.

In this work diffractive POs are combined with the GTF to produce density of 

states calculations for non-hydrogenic atomic systems. In the model presented here I 

consider the effect of the inner electronic core to be represented by a diffractive point 

scatterer located at the centre of the atomic nucleus. The presence of this obstacle 

creates a family of diffractive orbits as in [2] and [3]. This family is present only in 

non-hydrogenic atoms where it exists alongside the same family of geometric orbits 

found in the hydrogenic system.

In non-hydrogenic atoms there is a unique pairing of diffractive and geometric 

orbits, making these systems of particular interest. Unlike billiard systems in which 

introduction of a diffractive obstacle produces a new family of diffractive POs, which 

are unrelated to the geometric POs, in non-hydrogenic atomic systems for each 

geometric orbit there exists one or more diffractive partners similar in action and aU 

other classical properties. Rules governing the prohferation of diffractive orbits in 

atomic systems are laid out in the next chapter.

In this chapter an expression for the semiclassical contribution of a primitive 

diffractive periodic orbit to the density of states is derived. Results from [9] are 

presented to illustrate the effectiveness of the diffractive model at reproducing non- 

hydrogenic density of states.

5.2 Calculation of the Density of States

5.2.1 Introduction

In the GTD a geometric ray incident upon a diffractive obstacle creates a source of 

diffractive (or creeping) waves. The strength of this source is proportional to the 

Green’s function at the point of incidence.

= dG ^  (79)

this is true for all incident paths.
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The diffraction coefficient associated with the atomic nucleus is dependent on both 

incoming and outgoing ray angles. This diffraction coefficient wiU be denoted, from 

here onwards as, d(Oi ,0f)>

An atomic ‘diffraction coefficient’ is calculated using quantum defect theory 

(QDT) expressions first published in [7] where they were used to calculate 

photoabsorption spectra. The ratio of the outgoing core scattered wave and incident

wave functions is used to obtain ,0 :̂ ). By combining the diffraction coefficients

calculated here with a semiclassical closed orbit Green’s function, similar in form to 

that used by Delos and co-workers, the diffractive PO amplitudes can be calculated.

The inclusion of diffractive paths in these calculations splits the total Green’s 

function into two distinct parts, a geometric part and a diffractive part. The geometric 

part is familiar from standard GTF calculations and is identical to the Green’s 

function used for the hydrogen atom. The diffractive part includes a semiclassical 

closed orbit Green’s function and diffraction coefficients.

When the trace is taken for the density of states we have diffractive and geometric 

parts. By generalising equation (4) for diffractive systems we have:

p (£ )  = -^ Im (rK ;c (£ ) ) - i l in ( r rG o (£ :) )  (80)

where Gq{E) represents the geometric (or Gutzwiller) Green’s function and Gg(E) 

represents the diffractive Green’s function.

5.2.2 The Trace of the Diffractive Green’s Function

The trace of the diffractive Green’s function is evaluated clearly and generally in 

[3] where it is found that the trace of the diffractive Green’s function is proportional 

to the Green’s function itself.

The diffractive Green’s function for a ray from point x  to point x* via a diffractive 

obstacle (or vertex) is the product of two normal semiclassical Greens’ functions and 

a diffraction constant. The first Green’s function propagates from x  to the vertex, the 

diffiraction constant represents the scattering effect of the vertex, and the second
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Green’s function propagates from the vertex to the final position, x \  From [3], when 

there is a vertex at we have:

G D f e  ̂ ,E ) - d {9 ,0 ' ) G {x ,X i  ; E)G{x  ̂, ^ , E ) .

This situation is illustrated in figure 10a. 

Figure 10: Diffractive Paths

(10a)

(81)

(10b)

Figure 10: The solid circles indicate diffractive point scatterer, the lines indicate paths. In figure 10a a 

simple diffractive path is shown. In figure 10b a diffractive periodic orbit is shown; this passes through 

three diffractive obstacles before becoming periodic.

For the case of multiple diffractions the generalisation of equation (81) gives:

f   ̂ \
Gd f e  « n  i^i ) (^ (^ ’ ̂  1 : 1 » ̂  2 ; • G{x ,̂ e )) (82)\ i=l /

where s is the number of diffractive obstacles and is the diffraction coefficient for 

the path at its fth diffraction. Note that in figure lb a diffractive periodic orbit is 

illustrated in this case the initial and final points x  and x* are equal and can be taken as 

any point along the path.
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It is this quantity, over which the trace must be performed to obtain

the density of states. Using coordinates parallel and perpendicular to the path an 

expression is produced for the trace. Vattay et al showed that this expression is 

proportional to the Green’s function connecting consecutive verticies. For the general 

case of n diffractive obstacles we have:

'J' f  n \

Tr[Ga{x,^;E)) = — X\d^G{x,,x,^^^,É)
V  j=o

(83)

where {x.} are the vertex positions, T  is the sum of primitive periods of the

constituent paths between diffractions, excluding repetitions of similar orbits. The 

sum, in effect, creates a single diffiractive PO for which x  is equal to x ’ (as required 

when evaluating the trace).

Equation (83) combined with equation (80) provides a general expression for the 

calculation of the diffractive contribution to the density of states. We propose an 

equivalent model, valid for atomic systems, which can be usefully applied to our 

system of study.

5.2.3 Calculation of The Diffractive Green’s Function

The diffractive amplitude is a combination of a semiclassical expression used to 

evolve trajectories beyond the core and diffraction coefficients used to model the 

effect of non-hydrogenic atomic nuclei; Tr(Gjy) is shown in equation (83). The final

diffractive Green’s function may be written as a sum of oscillatory contributions, each 

corresponding to a classical path. The contribution of an individual single diffraction 

PO to this sum can be written, in atomic units, as:

rr(G„,,)=A,exp«(5, +a>J=^40‘,e‘)G(e‘,e‘) m

where the index k labels the orbit, Sĵ  is the orbit’s action, the orbit’s period, Â . is 

the diffractive orbit’s semiclassical, amplitude, O* is a phase term, including standard
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Maslov index contributions and phase changes induced by diffraction; ,0* ) is

the semiclassical Green’s function along the path.

It is not possible to directly calculate the diffraction coefficients and semiclassical 

Green’s functions right up to r = 0 for a given path, because it is not possible to treat 

the region surrounding our diffractive obstacle semiclassically. We take the centre of 

the nucleus as the position at which we suppose our diffractive obstacle lies. The 

nucleus is at the centre of the core region which extends several atomic units radially 

about it; within the core region semiclassical analysis is not possible.

We can generate a semiclassical expression which enables us to propagate paths in 

the region beyond the core, this is our semiclassical Green’s function. We also require 

an expression which wül propagate paths through the core region. The situation is 

illustrated in figure 1 1 .

Figure 11 : The Core Region

^  Outgoing to several 
thousand Bohr radii.

Incoming from several 
thousand Bohr radii.

Core region

Figure 11 : The boundary of the core region is indicated by the dotted line. The core 

region is a sphere, radius ro, centred on the nucleus. Within the core region it is 

necessary to use a quantum treatment. Beyond the core region a semiclassical 

treatment can be readily applied. The points of launch from and return to the surface 

r = Tq are indicated as x  and x’ respectively.
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5.2.4 Treatment Within the Core Region

We seek an expression which mirrors the action of a Green’s function within the 

core region. This expression will replace a Green’s function which would propagate 

from the surface of the core region in to the nucleus, a diffraction constant, which 

would scatter from the angle of incidence to the angle of departure, and a second 

Green’s function, which would return the path to the boundary of the core region. We 

will label this quantity, , Tq ).

We follow Delos, who took the approach of Maslov and Fedoriuk [78,79]. A 

wavefunction at a final point x ’ can be calculated if we know y/ on an initial

surface |x| = Xq .

J

Gsicj(x,^' ,E)  refers to the form of semiclassical propagator (identical to the true

Green’s function to within a prefactor) used by Du and Delos, which is discussed 

further below.

An outgoing source \I/q{x ) produces a returning wave component from the 7 th 

classical trajectory linking x t o x ’:

W j ( j û =  o{^)S[x-Xj)ô{x’ -  x j )  (85)

In our case, x = {r,0), ^  = (r',0')  and y / j ( ^  = y / j { r ,0 )S (0 -0 j )5 ( r - r ^ ) .  

¥ j { ^ )  is an incoming Coulomb wave which was obtained in closed form by 

stationary phase in [4]; the wave is localised about 6 = 9 ^

The effect of traversal of the core region would be modelled by an ‘internal 

Green’s function’, G^^{x,^ ,E).  effectively propagates the incident ray

through the core region and turns it into an outgoing source.
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\l/*{r',6’) = J G,^ir,e,r',e'-,E)y/{r,0)dr (86)

But we know for the jih trajectory: 

y / * i r ' , 6 ' )  =  a { e \ 6 ' , , r o ) v - { r ^ , e ^ , )  (87)

Where a (0 ‘ ,6*,roj is given by the ratio of the outgoing core scattered wave and 

the incoming Coulomb wave evaluated on the surface Tq. From the Closed Orbit 

Theory work of Delos and co-workers we have expressions for these quantities.

In the case that and 0* ^  0,;r we have the expression:

-i(̂8ro -re 12̂

for the incoming wave on Tq . For the case where =0,7ü we have the expression:

= 0) = (70)

For the outgoing core scattered wave, on the surface Tq , we have the expression:

vL (t-o, , e; ) = % (-i)'"” ̂  («/ - 1) (67)
V 'b y /=|m|

The ratio of equations (67) and (69) (equation (70) in the case of orbits running 

along the positive or negative z-axis) provides us with the required

quantity To):
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O //4 j// ' f\k
a ( e ‘ ,0 ‘ ,r„) = ---------------------------------- exp-'<-'''“> f f -  (8 8 a)

^0

a ( e ‘ ,e ‘ ,r„) = ^ e x p ' ( ' '^ " " )  exp'("") (88b)

where / j ' = / ( e ‘ ,6»/,5,) = ^I^o(®^0)l^„(e/,0)(exp'<“ ') - l ) .  Note that this

quantity can re-distribute amplitude from the kth to the jth trajectory and is the source 

of ‘combination orbits’.

Equation (8 8 a) is valid for the case where and 0^ ^ 0 , k  and (8 8 b) is valid for

the case where = 0^  = 0 ,;r . It does not occur that 0- or 0* = 0,;r and 0^ ^  0* in 

either of the systems studied. It follows from the studied systems’ rotational synunetry 

about the z-axis that when a body is launched on a classical trajectory with 0 f = 0  or 

7T it remains on the z-axis until it returns to the core. In the parallel field system these 

are the up and downhill vibrator orbits and V  ; in the magnetic field only case 

these orbits are indistinguishable due to p  -axis symmetry.

5.2.5 Treatment Beyond the Core Region

Once the quantity a(0j',0*,ro) has been obtained it remains only to give the

semiclassical expression employed beyond the core region.

In order to evaluate semiclassical amplitudes we must first obtain expressions for 

the 2D problem and relate these amplitudes to the our classical parameters. 

Specifically we express the amplitudes in terms of element mi2 of our linearised 

stability map in regularised p  -  v coordinates, evaluated on the p  = 0 SOS.

In Du and Delos [4] the semiclassical Green’s function, valid beyond the core 

region, is taken to be:

G ^ ^ ^ { q , £ , E )  = ' exp(^«,(£Y)/ ft -  i f i ,  . (89)
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where is a density function for the space surrounding the point which lies

on trajectory k.

The density function, is defined as the ratio of and initial and final

Jacobian:

(90)

where ) and ) are a three dimensional Jacobians given by:

d{t,0U<P^)

There is no 0 angular dependence in either of the systems studied here. The 

expressions for the 0  angular derivatives, <90 / <90* = 1 , d(j>/ dO\ = 0  and d<p / dt = 0 

allow us to simply collapse three dimensional Jacobian into a two dimensional one. It 

is then possible to re-express the density function in terms of two dimensional 

Jacobians:

n _ ’_ j  r ] s m e )
(92)

where: =

dr dd 
dt dt
^  do

do': do)t I

All diffractive orbits pass through the nucleus. Near the nucleus the spherically 

symmetric Coulomb potential is dominant, thus we have < 9 V /^ 0 -> O a s r—>0 and it 

follows that:
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de
dt t=0

de
dt (93)

for ail diffractive orbits. Essentially, all paths passing through the nucleus become 

straight lines as they approach it. Thus we can re-express the two dimensional 

Jacobians to give;

t=0

de
<?0 .‘

= r
. de)
’

(94a)

(94b)

Thus we can re-express the density function:

^̂ sin0f /; dê
sin0y ry de) (95)

The angular derivative dê  ̂lde\ can be related to element of the stability

map for orbit k to produce the final semiclassical Green’s function. The stability map 

is evaluated is evaluated l a v - f i  coordinates in our calculations, here we consider 

these coordinates as functions of time and v momentum, :

V = v{t,Pv,), H = n{ t,Py) (96)

The definition of n\ 2  these coordinates is the partial differential of v w.r.t. 

initial momentum, , thus we have:

^ 2  =
dv dv dv dt

.= 0
' dt

t Pvi dPy,
n=0

(97)
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If we consider the situation on the SOS where ^  = 0 we have:

=  0 =
dt

dt + dn

Py,

dt

/z=0
{ d u / M

(98)

Thus by substitution of (98) into (97) we have: 

{dv/d tl^^dv dn

.
(99)

which we can relate via Hamilton’s equalities to the momentum and subsequently to a 

function of the final angle in p - z  coordinates, 0 ^, (given that we terminate the 

evolution at closure):

{dv/dt)\ _
= : ^ = t a n ( e ‘ / 2 ) .

{dpi/dt^
(100)

Pvi Pi

Note that the factor of two comes from the transition from the angle in v - p  

coordinates to p - z .  Also we can re-express the partials of position w.r.t. momenta:

dv dv de\
de\t ‘ ,dPv,

dp _ dp del
delt ‘ ,dPy,

(101a)

( 1 0 1 b )

Thus we arrive at an expression for the element m 2̂

del  
m ,2= -----

dpV/

dv
de^

tarn(e‘ / 2 ) (102)
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This expression is for diffractive orbits and such orbits will always pass through 

the nucleus. To find these orbits we place the origin on the centre of the nucleus and

launch trajectories from this point. Thus we have = 2 s in (0 f/2 )  and 

= 2 cos(0 f / 2 ) which gives / dO\ ) = cos(0 f / 2 ) and:

m,2 =
cos(0* /2)cos(0* /2 )

dv
sin(e‘ / 2 )

dQ
(103)

We wish to calculate m^2 the surface, , this surface is close to the nucleus so 

that we can, as previously, infer that the trajectory is, at this point, a straight Hne 

progressing radially towards the v -  ^  origin. From the v -  /x coordinate definitions

i p  = {r + z)^'^ and v = (r -  z)^'^ ) we know = 27 and can obtain:

/i = (2 r„)‘"cos(0 / 2 ) 

v = (2 ro)‘" s in ( e / 2 )

(104a)

(104b)

Via (104a) and (104b) we obtain:

dp
del
dv

= - ( r „ / 2 )“ sm(e‘ / 2 ) ^

dd = - ( r „ / 2 )‘"œ s{ 0 ‘ / 2 )
de

(105a)

(105b)

By substitution into (103) we obtain:

- 1/2 dd

V2cos(0,. /2)cos(^y / 2) dÔ
(106)
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Thus we have an expression for the classical density function for a diffractive orbit, 

launched from and returning to the surface :

smd]
sin^y

~ l / 2

V2 cos(0 f / 2 )cos(0 f / 2 )
(107)

Finally we arrive at an expression for the semiclassical propigator, suitable for 

propagating a wave launched along the kth trajectory from and returning to the surface

r.:

G(/ô,e‘ ;r„,0‘ ;£ ) = sin0 *
1/2 - 1/2

'o
sin0 y V2  cos(6I f / 2 )cos(0 ^ / 2 )mf2

1/2

gxp't*.”-"*”") (108)

5.2.6 Combining Expressions and Scaling

In our model the total contribution to the diffractive amplitude, for the kth single 

scatter diffractive orbit is given by the product of the semiclassical expression and the 

constant, ,0 * ), which represents the effect of passage through the core region.

Tr{G^(E)) = ^  a ( e ‘ , /-o )G ,4ro, e ‘ ; r„, 0 ‘ ; £ ) s  (dG), (109)

Note that this quantity is weighted by the primitive action of orbit k. This is due to 

the scaling transform explained below.

This quantity is inserted into equation (84) to give the orbit’s contribution to the 

unsealed density of states. For the scaled spectra we require a expression for the 

amplitude of a contribution a function of where y is the magnetic field.

To calculate the scaled density of states we first observe that the cumulative state 

number or spectral staircase function is equal in both scaled and unsealed cases:

N U E ,Y ) = N ^ „ { e ^ , r ) (110)
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where:

Afo.(£.y) = lA;(£,y)exp(iS^(£,r) + Aj) (111)

and via the scaling relation for the action, S = , we have:

Z  Â ;(E y ) e x p (; iy  ( e «  k " '"  + A , ) -  (1 1 2 )

£y is the scaled magnetic field which is related to the energy via the equality

E = . The density of states is, by definition the rate of change of the spectral

staircase function with respect to energy in the unsealed case and y~̂ '  ̂ in the scaled. 

For the unsealed case we employ the partial expression for the period, T = dS /  dE 

and equation (1 1 1 ) to obtain:

= X '‘i;(£ .r)A ;(£ ,y )exp(iS ,(£ ,y ) + A ,). (113)

Note that the semiclassical amplitude is approximately invariant with energy so we 

ignore its dependence when performing this differential.

The scaled expression, by comparison, is weighted by scaled action and reads:

« .« (r-" ) = = I,-5,(e,)À ;(£,)exp(,-5,(£,)r-- + a ,)  (114)

Thus the scaled version of equation (84), which will give us the diffractive 

contribution associated with orbit k to the scaled density of states reads:

i ’K G c (r '‘'^))=À*exp,(s* + < & ,)= ^ 5 (e* ,e* )G (e? ,e ‘ ) ( i i s )
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This process is analogous to that employed when the scaled Gutzwiller 

contribution is calculated. All that remains is to substitute the scaled values for 

position into the unsealed expression for the semiclassical diffractive Green’s 

function, Gq[E).  Thus we employ the coordinate scaling relation, r=r y^ ' ^ ,  to

obtain the scaled quantity Th^ resulting expression for the contribution of

a single diffraction orbit to the atomic density of states, for the case where 

9t 0 ,;r is:

n i

sin0 f sinOy

V2  cos(0 f / 2 ) cos( 0  J / 2 )m^

1/2 (116)
exp

where f ^ ‘ "  %  ,0 )(exp(i2 ^, ) - 1) and for s-wave scattering we have
I

= (exp(z2<5o)-l)/ 4;r. It should be noted that \  is the primitive scaled action 

for the geometric PO analogous to diffractive PO, k, not just the action from the 

surface r out, away from the core region, and back which is denoted, 5 ° , and is

used in equation (108). is a sum of phase terms from , 0  ̂) and \

is given by:

5 » = ^ + 2 V ^ , (117)

The increment in action acquired by travelhng from the boundary Tq to the core, if 

Tq is small, is equal to , see [7].

Similar calculations can be performed for the case where ,0* = 0 ,n  . Together

with the expression for the case where 0 ^,0 ) = 0 ,;r equation (116) allows us to
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define an orbit dependent constant for the general case of scattering from orbit 

to orbit k2 :

_  ^ 3/ 2 /^ 7/4 sin6 ^ sin o'

V2cos(e‘= /2)cos(0‘' /2)m,‘i

1/2

_ ^,l/6^o3/2 rSi
k̂ki (O‘‘,0 ‘'=;/r,0) (119)

Thus we can produce a simple expression for the multiple diffraction case:

exp (120)

where {fc.} is a set of constituent geometric orbits which are linked by s diffractions 

to form the total diffractive PO. In this notation the orbit is identical to orbit . 

5̂  and are the action and Maslov index of orbit k ,. The diffractive phase term

0̂  ̂ is ; r /4  when and n i l  when 0^,0*' = 0 , 7r .  is the sum of

primitive actions of orbits {k,} excluding repetitions of the same orbit.

5.3 Simplified Expressions for Semiclassical Calculations

5.3.1 Introduction

In the following sections results of semiclassical calculations will be presented, 

many of which are taken from [9] and [10]. To aid the interpretation of these, 

simphfied semiclassical formulae and analysis of the results plotted are provided here.

In all calculations presented here, as well as in [9] and [10], the trace of the 

Green’s function, Tr{G^), is examined rather than the density of states. Trifi^)  is
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proportional to the density of states and retains phase information otherwise 

destroyed.

Using the expressions presented here it is possible to make approximate pen and 

paper calculation of the amplitudes obtained by Fourier Transform in our full 

semiclassical calculations.

5.3.2 Gutzwiller Contribution

In our calculations the contribution of the yth geometric orbit to the density of 

states is given by the scaled Gutzwiller Trace Formula. In the results presented here, 

the geometric contributions to the trace of the Green’s function are given by:

Ai =-i-
+ m̂22 ~ 2

1/2 exp (121)

In all results presented diffractive amplitudes are scaled by Gutzwiller 

contributions calculated by equation (1 2 1 ).

5.3.3 Diffractive Contributions

From equation (116) for s-wave scattering the diffractive contribution from a 

‘normal’ single diffraction orbit (one for which 0 . = 6 ^ ^  (O.tt) ) is given by:

sine** sine*'

r/2cos(e** /2)cos(e) /2)m,*i

1/2

(122)

which we can rewrite:

A* = - iS ,y 1/6 8 ;r
1/2

r e n
sin ̂ 0  sin

. 2 .
i(5jt7"‘̂ -̂/i*rt/2+ff/4+(So) (123)
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For the exceptional case in which 0, = 0^ =(0,;r) for s-wave scattering a single 

diffraction orbits contribution is given by:

K  = sin5o
1

12

^2 4 )

5.3.4 Compound Orbits

For an orbit containing more than one diffraction we have the expression:

where A labels the complete diffractive PO and is the action weighting of this 

orbit (the sum of primitive actions of it constituent geometric orbits excluding 

repetitions of similar orbits). {fc, }is the set of constituent geometric orbits, is the

action of orbit k̂  and is the semiclassical amplitude of the same orbit. Note that

in the next chapter a weighting functions will be introduced to account for 

multiplicities of diffractive POs formed from the same constituent geometric orbits 

and special orbits which contribute in a non-standard fashion.

5.3.5 Amplitude Ratios

In [9] equation (126) is presented for the first time. Equation (126) gives the ratio 

of a primitive non-hydrogenic peak to its hydrogenic partner in the general case:

^  sin" { S y ^  -  2/?sin(5)sin(5 -  rc /  4 ) y (126)

For asymmetric orbits:
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R  =  A ] I  j — s i n ^ s i n ^  (127)
Wi2 2  2

and for symmetric orbits:

R  =  A - ' s i n ^  (128)
2

where denotes the hydrogenic amplitude excluding certain pre-factors common to 

both hydrogenic and diffractive amplitudes (the definition of is not weighted by 

the action). In general, A„ = 11122 ~  •

A notable consequence of equation (126), is that for values of quantum defect 

between 0 and tt / 4 one can expect to see an enhancement of amplitude contributed 

by ‘normal’ orbits relative to hydrogen. We describe this previously unexpected 

phenomenon as core brightening. In the following section this result is confirmed by 

comparison of our full semiclassical calculations with quantum results.

Examples of semiclassical amplitudes calculated using these equations, which refer 

directly to the results presented in the following section, can be found in appendix C.

5.4 Results for Rydberg Atoms in External Magnetic Fields

5.4.1 Introduction

In [9] results are published for the magnetic field only case. These results were 

outlined in the previous chapter where figure 9 is presented to display the large scale 

matching at a single effective ft and quantum defect. Here plots illustrating variation 

of semiclassical and quantum amplitude with these quantities are presented.

The figures in this section were produced by Fourier transform of the trace of the 

quantal and semiclassical Greens functions, the peak amplitudes illustrated are 

therefore the amplitudes of oscillations in this.
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5.4.2 Variation With Quantum Defect

Figure 12 illustrates the dependence of diffractive contributions on quantum 

defect. Semiclassical calculations predict a static phase shift of ;r/4  between 

diffractive and geometric contributions and a phase shift of 2Sq associated with 

quantum defect; figure 12 supports these semiclassical calculations. The plots reveal 

the effect of the phase difference introduced by diffraction; the peak corresponding to 

orbit y / displays increased amplitude for quantum defects between 0 and # / 4 .  This 

core brightening effects is attributable to the -% /4  phase change introduced by a 

single diffraction, see equation (126). The matching between semiclassical 

calculations and points calculated by quantum techniques is shown to be very good 

(matching with less than 1 % error).

Figure 12 : Variation of Ordinary Orbit Amplitude with Quantum Defect

0.5 Ô/TC 1.0

Figure 12 : Peak amplitude associated with 

orbit is shown as quantum defect is 

varied. The y-axis shows amplitudes, divided 

by the hydrogenic amplitude, the x-axis 

shows quantum defect. The solid line is a 

semiclassical calculation, the points are 

produced from quantal calculations. The 

maximum amplitude is at quantum defect 

%/8,  at this point the hydrogenic and 

diffractive contributions are completely in 

phase. At quantum defect 0 and ; r / 4  the 

amplitudes are equal to unity. Results are 

presented for scaled magnetic fields o f -0.2 

and -0.275.

The orbit runs along a boundary of the fundamental symmetry domain, this was 

found to introduce a additional phase change in the diffractive contribution. The phase 

difference between the hydrogenic orbit and its diffractive partner was evaluated 

as 0  ̂ = - K  I A - v n  12,  where v  denotes the orbit’s winding number, by
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comparison to a normal k  IA phase difference. Figure 13 illustrates the variation of 

the diffractive orbit relative to its geometric partner as quantum defect is varied.

Figure 13: Variation of Parallel Orbit Amplitude with Quantum Defect

1.2

1.0

0.8 -

0.6
ols 5/71 10.0

Figure 13: Amplitude associated with the orbit with 

changing quantum defect. The phase difference between 

diffractive and geometric orbits is different for the 

orbit than for others. Results are presented for scaled 

magnetic fields of -0.2 and -0.275.

The amplitude of purely diffractive peaks which correspond to ‘exotic orbits’ 

varies from zero when quantum defect is zero to a maximum at k  / 2 .  Figure 14 

illustrates a diffractive peak amplitude. There is no geometric contribution 

corresponding to this orbit, this orbit is effectively made periodic by diffraction. The 

exotic orbit responsible for this peak becomes periodic at its second closure, the 

diffractive peak illustrated here is at the action of its first closure. There is therefore 

no corresponding peak in the hydrogenic density of states.

Figure 14: Variation of Diffractive Orbit Amplitude with Quantum Defect

2.0~

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0
0.0

Figure 14: Amplitude associated with the exotic orbit, 

£)j at scaled magnetic field -0.2. The peak amplitude,

shown on the y-axis, is divided by the amplitude of the 

first repetition of the circular orbit, Cj •
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Figure 15 shows the amplitude of two different combination peaks. Each of these 

orbits were formed by two primitive POs connected by two diffractions. The first 

diffraction scatters from the first to the second primitive PO the second diffraction 

scatters back creating a periodic diffractive orbit. These peaks are completely absent 

from the hydrogenic density of states.

Figure 15: Variation of Combination Orbit Amplitude with Quantum Defect

-0.275

0.5 8/n: 1.0

Figure 15: The amplitude o f diffractive peak 

amplitude corresponding to the combination orbits, 

y /  © /?j and is shown as the quantum

defect is varied. The solid line is the semiclassically 

calculated amplitude the points are generated by 

quantum calculation. The scaled magnetic field is - 

0.275.

5.4.3 Variation With Effective Planck’s Constant

ik  û kEquation (116), valid for , indicates a variation with magnetic field

proportional to, 7 ’̂ ®. We re-write this dependence in terms of the effective Planck’s

constant, ft - ,  using the scaling relationship, ft̂  ̂ =hy^'^. When atomic units areeff

being used, 7 ^̂  ̂ = f t^ .  For orbits parallel to the external magnetic field the 

dependence is different, for these orbits a , or linear ft^  , variation is found. For 

ease of notation we will denote the effective Planck’s constant ft^  as simply ft from

this point onwards; as we will remain in atomic units the ordinary Planck’s constant 

will be equal to unity.

Figure 16 illustrates the variation of peak amplitude with principle quantum 

number. Results for the and V/ orbits are presented. It is clear that the quantum 

results shown are in good agreement with semiclassical predictions.
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Figure 16: Variation of Orbit Amplitudes with Effective Planck’s Constant
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Figure 16: Dependence of diffractive contributions on effective Plank’s constant is shown. 

Semiclassical results are indicated by the solid line, the points are generated from quantal calculations. 

Figure 16a shows the variation of the peak amplitude associated with the orbit at three scaled 

magnetic fields, -0.2, -0.6 and -0.45. Figure 16b shows the variation of peak amplitude associated with 

the V,' orbit at scaled magnetic fields of -0.275 and -0.2. The fits are accurate to within approximately 

1%, the x-axes are principle quantum number, which is related to effective Planck’s constant by 

n = 1 / & .̂2Ey and the y-axes are the ratio of diffractive peak amplitude to hydrogenic amplitude.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter a semiclassical diffractive treatment, required for accurate non- 

hydrogenic density of states calculations, is developed. Results for a highly excited 

Rydberg atoms in an external magnetic field are presented and analysed.

The semiclassical results presented were found to accurately reproduce quantum 

calculations for peaks associated with the first repetitions of diffractive POs. 

Amplitude variations with both effective Planck’s constant and with quantum defect 

were tested. Accurate matching was achieved for the orbits V /, , for the diffractive

orbit Di and for the combination orbits V/ © and © R^.

No data has been presented here on the matching of higher repetition numbers, a 

method for the calculation of the diffractive contributions associated with higher 

repetitions are presented in chapter 6 .
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The detail of the theory first outlined in [9] has been presented in this chapter and 

the results of this paper have been contextualised.
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6. Atoms in Parallel Fields

6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 Overview

This chapter presents the findings of research by Owen et al [10]. The first 

semiclassical calculations of the density of states of non-hydrogenic Rydberg atoms in 

parallel magnetic and electric fields were presented in [1 0 ] and are reproduced and 

explained here. In this work a method for the calculation of amphtudes and phases of 

contributions associated with repetitions of primitive atomic diffractive orbits and 

combination orbits where presented for the first time. The multiplicities found for 

repetitions of orbits have particular significance in the hght of recent work which 

found that contributions of diffractive orbits can influence spectral statistics even in 

the semiclassical limit [13].

6.2 Multiplicity of Diffractive Orbits

6.2.1 Introduction

The amplitude of diffractive contributions is proportional to the multiplicity of the 

orbit with which it is associated. For geometric contributions the orbit multiplicity is 

always one. In contrast, diffractive multipHcities depend on the repetition numbers 

and symmetry of the constituent geometric orbits, and the number of diffractions 

within the total diffractive PO.
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In this chapter a scheme is given for calculation of these multiplicities; what is 

presented here is essentially a heuristic model, which has been rationally generalised 

and explained in physical terms.

6.2.2 Traversal Multiplicities: Notation

Traversal multiplicities are due to the number of permutations available for 

creating a diffractive orbit of the same action and containing the same number of 

diffractions and comprised of the same constituent geometric orbits. To clarify what is 

meant by this we introduce a new notation; our new notation is intended to 

differentiate between allowed permutations of diffractive orbits. In previous work, 

such as [9], these permutations were not considered. In this notation a ‘ 0  ’ is used to 

indicate a diffraction an ‘X’ indicates a geometric passage through the core and the 

labels used for primitive geometric POs are retained; here they indicate the path 

followed between diffractions.

Let us take, as an example, diffractive orbits of the same action as, 3Ri , the third 

repetition of the parallel field PO, . Our R̂  is the perturbed version of the well 

known ‘rotator’ PO identified in experiments on diamagnetic atoms as the source of 

‘quasi Landau’ modulations [64].

At the same action as the geometric orbit 3R̂  there are seven permutations of 

diffractive POs. The permutations are grouped by diffraction number and presented in 

table 2. The contributions from these permutations are weaker that than

typical Gutzwiller contributions, where s is the number of diffractions.
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Table 2: Diffractive Permutations at 35^ .

Number of Diffractions Permutations

1

R.XRiXR,®,

R^XR,®R^X,

R^®R^XR^X

2

©/?!©, 

/?! © /?! XRj © , 

i?l ©/?!©/?! X

3 /?! ©/?!©/?! ©

Each of these permutations contributes separately to the density of states.

6.2.3 Glossary of Terms Used for Description of Diffractive Orbits

For description of the theory presented in this chapter is necessary to provide exact 

definitions of several useful terms.

Constituent Geometric Orbits: The set of orbits, connected by diffractions, which 

form the total diffractive orbit, e.g. the diffractive PO @ ® has the

constituent geometric orbits V2 and 2R .̂

«-Diffraction Orbit: An diffractive orbit containing n diffractive events. Although 

the literature the term n-scatter orbit is usual, «-diffraction is used here to emphasise 

the difference between geometric scattering at the core and diffractive scattering. In 

atomic systems, a given diffractive PO (e.g. any of those 1,2 or 3-diffraction orbits in 

tables 2 or 3) found in atomic systems can contain both geometric and diffractive 

scatters and differentiation is vital.

Self-Scattering: A diffractive PO, comprised of just one constituent geometric 

orbit, repeated a number of times, such as 2R^ or 3R^. Single diffraction orbits must 

be self-scattering, but a diffractive orbit containing more than one diffraction need not 

be. Consider the simple case of the double scatter orbit combining single repetitions of 

V2 and . For this combination orbit we have the diffractive PO: V2 ® /?i © , which
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contains two scatters, it is not possible to form an orbit from these primitive PO with a 

single diffraction.

Combination Orbit: Any non-self scattering diffractive PO such as Vj

6.2.4 Traversal Multiplicities: Single Diffraction Orbits

The simplest class of diffractive PO is the single diffraction; such orbits represent 

the leading order, correction to Gutzwiller. A single diffraction PO is

necessarily self-scattering. Thus the path followed is identical to that of a primitive 

geometric orbit - although its contribution to the density of states is different in 

amplitude and phase and, importantly, also its effective h dependence.

The multiplicity of a single diffraction orbit is equal to the repetition number of the 

corresponding geometric PO (or half PO in the case of the exotic ‘D ’ orbits). For 

example, in the case of the geometric orbit nRi the single diffraction combinations at 

the same action can be written: R^XRiX...RiXRi © , R^XR^X.^R^ B R ^ X  , and so on 

until, R̂  ® R^X...R^XR^X . Thus, there are n possible permutations and we weight, 

for example Ajj, [R  ̂) by a factor of three due to this.

6.2.5 Traversal Multiplicities: Self-Scattering Diffractive Orbits

For the moment we will consider only self-scattering orbits. In general, the number 

of permutations available to such orbits is given by the usual binomial coefficient:

N(s,n)='^C^=nU{n-s)\s\  (129)

where n is the number of repetitions of the corresponding geometric orbit and s is the 

number of diffractions. N(s,n)  however, for 5 > 1, in general does not directly 

multiply the diffractive amplitude associated with a single self-scattering diffractive 

PO. Physically we can consider there to be N(syn) distinct diffractive orbits.

Although these orbits contain the same number of diffractions and the constituent 

paths followed between diffractions are similar, their contributions to the density of 

states can vary.
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To illustrate this, let us consider the example of a two diffraction self scattering 

orbit where n equals five. We can show that there are two distinct groups of 

contributions. Using again as our example, if we consider all two diffraction orbits

contributing at the action we have W(2,5) = 10. These permutations can be

grouped into two sets. All orbits in a given set contribute with the same amplitude and 

phase:

Table 3: Diffractive POs at Action 55„

Permutations Constituent Geometric 

Orbits

X

R ,® R ,® R ^X R ,X R ,X  , 

R,®R,XR,XR^XR,®,  

R,XR,XR,XR,  ©/?! e ,  

R ,X R ^X R ,® R ,® R ,X  , 

R^XR^®R,®R,XR^X

4/?i and R̂ 5

R ,® R^XR^® R,XR,X  , 

R , X R ,® R ,X R , ® R ,X , 

R,XR ,X R ,® R,XR ,® ,  

R,® R,XR^XR,® R^X , 

R,XR^® R^XR.XR^®

2 /?i and 3R^ 5

For each set there is a different basic phase and amplitude. It is necessary to 

evaluate the amplitude and phase of the ordinary diffractive contribution. This 

amplitude is then multiplied by the number of members in the set. We will denote the 

number of members in a set as %. Thus is dependent on the number of

diffractions s, the number of repetitions of the primitive geometric orbit w, and the 

number of ‘constituent geometric orbits’ which are identical, I  (identical in this 

context means similar in both orbit type and repetition number).
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As a further example, table 4 shows the sets of triple diffraction self-scattering 

diffractive orbits present at the same action as the geometric 6 i?, orbit. In this

example n= 6  and s=3 so equation (129) gives N(s,n) = 20:

Table 3: Diffractive POs at Action 65» .

Permutations Constituent Geometric 

Orbits

X

R ,® R ,® R ,X R ^ X R ,X R ,  ® 

®iJ, ® « , ®/?,XR,X/î,X 

R^XR^ ® /?, ® If, ® i?,XR,X 

/f,XRiXR, ® X, ® If, ® /f,X

X/?j XRi XRi ® ® lîj ®

X, ®/JiXRiXR,XR, ®X, ®

R, , /?! and 4X,

R, ®i?,XR, ®/?,XR,XR, ® 

i?, ®f?i ®f?iXR, ®/J,XR,X 

/J,XR, ® «, ®X,XR, ® /f,X  

X,XR,XK, ® X, ® X,X/fi ® 

® « 1XR, XR, ® R, ® R, X 

R,XR, ®R,XR,XRi ®Ri ® 

Rj ® Rj XRj XR; ® Rj XR; ® 

R; ®R; ®R;XR;XR; ®R;X 

R;XR; ® R ®; RX;R;XR; ® 

R; ®R;XR; ® R; ©RX;R;X 

R;XR, ® R;XR; ® R; ® R;X 

R;XR;XR; ®R;XR; ®R; ®

R; , 2R; and 3R; 12 0

R;XR;®R;XR;®R;XR; ® 

R; ®R;XR; ® R; XR; ® R; X 2R;, 2R; and 2R;
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The important quantity ;^(n,5 , / )  is the factor which multiplies contributions to the 

density of states of identical phase and amplitude. The quantity %(», s,  / )  is given by:

This equation is the general expression for the number of possible arrangements of 

s items, I  of which are identical, excluding cyclically identical combinations. This is 

multiplied by n which is the cycle length of each arrangement. Thus we have an 

expression for the total number of order specific arrangements.

To summarise, the total number of self-scattering diffractive orbits at a given 

repetition number and number of scatters grows factorially with n, the repetition 

number. Equation (129) renders the multiplicity of the self-scattering orbit with s 

scatters and n repetitions, N{s,n). For a given value of n and s there may be several

different sets of contributions to the density of states. These sets group contributions 

with identical amplitude and phase. There %(», j , / )  members in each set. The sum of

X { n , s , l )  over all possible sets of constituent geometric orbits, when n and s  are fixed, 

is, of course, equal to N { s , n ) .

These results can be brought together to obtain the total number of self-scattering 

diffractive orbits at a given action. This quantity is zero if the action is not an integer 

multiple of a primitive orbit action but is otherwise given by the sum of N[s,n) over

aU possible values of 5 ; these values run from 1 to n. Thus the total number of self

scattering diffractive permutations derived from the nth repetition of a primitive 

geometric orbit will be given by:

i = l  sets j = l  S J . S .

where the summation over sets is a sum over all available combinations of 

‘constituent geometric orbits’. Thus there is an exponential dependence of multiplicity
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on repetition number. Repetition number increases linearly with action, thus there is a 

exponential proliferation of self-scattering diffractive orbits with action.

In chaotic systems there is an exponential proliferation of primitive geometric POs 

with increasing action, in regular systems the number of primitive POs increases with 

a power law dependence. Equation (131) shows that the population of self-scattering 

diffractive orbits contributing to the density of states alone increase exponentially 

faster with action than the population of contributing geometric orbits, including 

combination orbits would increase the diffractive PO population even faster. It should 

be noted here however, that to say that the population of diffractive orbits is greater 

than that of geometric orbits is not to say that orbits of this kind make the dominant 

contribution to the density of states.

In the semiclassical limit, where A —> 0 , the h dependent weighting of these orbits 

shrinks to zero, however work on regular atoms by Bogomolny and Jonckheere et al 

[37,38] indicates that due to rapid rates of diffractive PO proliferation such orbits can 

influence spectral statistics. Work by Sieber [13] on chaotic systems explores the 

contributions of diffractive orbits theoretically however the atomic system was not 

studied and differences in proliferation rates could produce differing results.

The findings presented here are likely prove useful for future work investigating 

the impact of diffractive contributions on atomic spectral statistics.

Although the population self-scattering diffractive orbits alone increases 

exponentially faster than the population of geometric POs, the total number of 

diffractive orbits increase far more rapidly again. Self-scattering orbits are a small 

subset of the complete family of diffractive orbits.

6.2.6 Traversal Multiplicities: Combination Orbits

In general, an orbit containing s diffractions will not be self-scattering. A general 

orbit will be comprised of up to (j-1) different orbit types. It is required, for 

calculation of the density of states, that we have an expression for the combination 

multiplicity, %, valid for a general orbit.

Let us consider the case of diffractive orbits present at an action equal to the sum of 

integer multiples of two primitive POs. Let our target action be ^25 ,̂ 4- 35̂  ̂J where
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5 ,̂ and 5̂  ̂ are the actions of the primitive V2 and orbits respectively. At this

action there are six distinguishable sets of geometric orbit. Table 5 explicitly lists all 

possible permutations at this action according to our scheme.

Table 5: Diffractive POs at Action 25^, + .

Permutations

Constituent

Geometric

Orbits
X

V^XV^®RjXR^XRj®. 2 V l 3 R , 1,1 2,3 1

V^®V^®R^XR^XR^®. 2,1 2,3 1

V ^ X V ^  ®R^® «iXR, ® , V ^ X V l  ®R^XRi®R,®. 2 V ^ , R „ 2 R , 1,2 2,3 2

Vj ® Vj ® ® /?,XR, ® , Vj ® ® S,XR, ® /{, ® V ^ , V l R , , 2 R , 2,2 2,3 2

V2 XV2  ®R^®R^®R^® 2 V ^ , R , , R , , R , 1,3 2,3 1

V ^ ® R , ® R t ® R ^ ® V l ® 2,3 2,3 1

In table 5 {.y, } is the set of diffraction numbers associated with a different 

primitive orbit types labelled by the index i. In the example given there are two 

different primitive orbit types Vj ^1  • } is the set of repetition numbers of the

primitive orbits.

Our proposed expression for combination orbit multiplicity % associated with an 

individual combination of constituent geometric orbits is:

(132)

where N  is the number of different primitive orbit types in the total combination orbit.

Expression (132) is a product of multiplicities associated with different primitive 

orbit types within the combination orbit. The expression is obtained via similar logic 

to that used to obtain the self scattering multiplicity, equation (129), but with the
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additional constraint that all scatters from one orbit to another of different primitive 

type must be diffractive. By comparison to the multiplicities obtained for self 

scattering orbits combination orbit multiplicities are low, this is due to the additional 

constraint on the connecting scatter between differing primitive orbit types.

The total number of diffractive POs available at a given action is given by:

6.2.7 Symmetry Multiplicities

The amplitude of a primitive diffractive orbit, as given by equation (117), is 

weighted by a degeneracy, . For a primitive symmetric orbit, where

{df = 0 , ) , =  1, for a primitive asymmetric orbit, where #  o j ,  gjt = 2 . This

weighting is attributed to the fact that, for each incoming Coulomb wave, the 

diffracted wave provides amplitude in one or two possible outgoing angles 

respectively.

6.2.8 Total Multiplicity

The overall traversal and symmetry multiplicities are themselves multiplicative, as 

are the symmetry multiplicities associated with individual constituent orbits. The final 

multiplicity, which is the total number of diffractive orbits which can be formed from 

a set of constituent geometric orbits is given by:

(134)

where X m is the total multiplicity, Xtrav is the traversal multiplicity and a is the 

number of asymmetric orbits involved in the combination.

X,ot is vital in calculating the non-hydrogenic density of states. For every unique 

diffractive contribution there is an associated multiplicity. Physically we consider 

there to be Xiot orbits contributing with the same phase and amplitude.
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6.3 Phases of Non-Primitive Diffractive Orbits

6.3.1 Introduction

The phase of a primitive diffractive orbit is simply related to the phase of its 

geometric partner. A single diffraction orbit’s contribution is phase shifted by a 

constant quantity, 0 , relative to its geometric partner. When the orbit runs parallel to 

the external field(s) (0. -  6  ̂ = {0,;r}) <f) = 7ü12, for all other orbits, 9. ^  {0 ,7t} or 

{O,^}, 0 = ; r /4 .  For non-primitive diffractive orbits phase differences are

dependent on the specific nature of the orbit concerned; on the number of diffractions, 

the stabihties and repetition numbers of the constituent geometric orbits linked by 

diffractions.

The phase difference for a non-primitive diffractive orbit can be divided into two 

parts, one part dependent only on the number of diffractions and the number of 

constituent geometric orbits running parallel to the field and the other dependent on 

the constituent geometric orbits’ stabilities and repetition numbers.

6.3.2 Phases Differences Dependent on Diffraction Number

The phase difference, 0 + , found in the core shadowed contribution is induced

by the passage through the core region (for s-wave scattering). The diffraction which 

occurs at the nucleus alters not only an orbit’s semiclassical amplitude and 

dependence on Planck’s constant, but also its phase. This was outlined in the previous 

chapter.

Phase differences induced by passage through the core are cumulative. The total 

phase difference from this source is given by;

< l > w , + n ô a = n ^ ^ n l A  +  n ^ , n l 2  +  n ô a  (135)
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where is the number of constituent geometric orbits running parallel to the 

external field(s) and is the number of constituent geometric orbits not running 

parallel to the external field(s).

6.3.3 Phase Differences Dependent on Orbit Stabilities

The Maslov index of a diffractive orbit composed of several constituent geometric 

orbits is given by a sum of individual Maslov indices:

(=1

where is the final Maslov index s is the number of diffractions and are the 

Maslov indices of the constituent geometric orbits.

Because the Maslov index of a geometric orbit does not, in general, scale with 

traversal number the Maslov index of a self-scattering orbit can differ from the 

winding number of the geometric orbit which it partners. It is also possible for the 

Maslov index of combination orbits found at the same action and containing identical 

numbers of diffractions to have different phases because diffractive events occur at 

different points along the trajectory (thus a different set of constituent geometric orbits 

are formed) e.g. the Maslov index of the diffractive orbit ‘ V/ XV/ 0  XV/ 0  ’ is not 

necessarily be the same as that of ‘ 0  V/ XV/ XV/ 0  ’.

6.4 Calculations for the Parallel Field System

6.4.1 Introduction

The theory outlined in this chapter has been applied in semiclassical calculations of 

the density of states of non-hydrogenic atoms in parallel magnetic and electric fields. 

Inclusion of the multiplicities and phases described in the preceding text resulted in 

accurate reproduction of peaks associated with repetitions of diffractive orbits. These 

results were first presented in [1 0 ].
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Figure 17 shows a comparison of semiclassical and quantum calculations for a 

hypothetical atom, close to helium, with quantum defects 5 , =  0.5;r and = 0 .0 .

Results up to scaled action of S U n  = 5 are shown. Figure 17 shows only the 

diffractive part of the density of states, which was obtained by coherent subtraction of 

the hydrogenic density of states in the quantum case and by direct calculation in the 

semiclassical case. A comparison between quantum and semiclassical calculations of 

the diffractive part of the density of states is shown in figure 17. Plots of the orbits 

contributing to the density of states in figure 17 are shown in figure 3.

Figure 17: Diffractive Density of States Contributions

0.8
4a(a) Quantum

5a
0.4

u_

(b) Sem iclassical
- 0.8

0 51 2 3 4
8/2%

Figure 17: Comparison between quantum and semiclassical results for all periodic orbits up to a  scaled 

action s I h z =5  including all orders of scattering. Calculations were made at constant scaled electric 

field = -3.0 and scaled magnetic field = -0.6 ; for the data shown h = \  1 205 and quantum defect

= 0.5;r • The agreement is excellent except where bifurcation effects are significant. In this graph

orbits are labelled according to the notation adopted by Courtney [11]. In this notation orbit ‘a’ is the 

perturbed quasi Landau orbit, .
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AU peak heights in figure 17 are scaled relative to the hydrogenic peak associated 

with orbit ‘a ’ analogous to the diamagnetic/?i orbit. Orbits in figure 17, and 

subsequently, are labeUed according to the notation used in [11].

Table 6  shows the classical data used in the semiclassical calculations performed in 

this chapter:

Table 6 : Classical Data for Orbits at = -0 .6 , = -3.0

O rbit

Label

Diamagnetic

Analogue S/2tz mil mi2 ^21 ^ 2 2 0 , I k Of ! K

a 0.8258 0.7135 -1.2823 0.3828 0.7135 1 0.449 0.449

b 0.8799 -0.9256 0.8798 -0.1620 -0.9256 3 0 . 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0

c 0.9590 0.1659 -1.0456 0.9301 0.1659 3 1 .0 0 0 1 .0 0 0

d Vi 1.9172 0.9851 -46.690 0.000635 0.9851 4 0.920 0.920

e Vi 2.8497 0.9273 -59.055 0.0237 0.9273 6 0.823 0.823

f Rl 4.1476 2.9723 4.8946 0.000627 0.3374 9 0.199 0.659

g Vi 3.7590 0.9133 -74.775 0.00223 0.9133 1 0 0.781 0.781

h Vi 4.6553 0.9005 -100.48 0.00189 0.9005 1 0 0.757 0.757

I V/ 4.7749 0.9946 -111.40 0 .0 0 0 1 0 0.9946 11 0.858 0.858

The methods for calculation of classical data for repetitions of these primitive 

orbits is presented in chapter 3. Classical information on repetitions of these orbits is 

presented where useful for calculations within this chapter.

Semiclassical Calculations

Closer analysis of the results reveals exceUent accuracy in calculations for high 

order repetitions. Figure 18 shows a close up of the density of states plot near the 

action of the third repetition of orbit R^. The convergence of our semiclassical 

calculations on the quantal results can be clearly seen.
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Figure 18a: Single Diffraction Contributions Figure 18b: AU Diffractive Contributions

Quantum
 1 st Ordsr S/C
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—  Quantum
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3rd Order S/C
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Figure 18: Comparisons of quantum results (solid lines) and semiclassical calculations (dashed and 

dotted lines) at 3 S ^ .  (18a) shows semiclassical calculations made using only single diffraction orbits, it

matches the quantum results only approximately; errors are close to 20%. (18b) shows semiclassical 

calculations including single and double diffraction orbits (long dashes) and full semiclassical 

calculations. Full semiclassical calculations, including orbits with up to three diffractions (dotted line) 

match quantal results to within 1% of peak amplitude. The inclusion of orbits containing more 

diffractions consistently improves fitting.

There are one, two and three diffraction orbits contributing at this action. The total 

number of diffractive orbits contributing at this action, if each permutation is 

considered to be a unique orbit, is ri(n) . Equation (131) gives us r](3) = 7 . Equation

(130) gives us the multiplicities, %(», j , / ) ,  of the contributions associated with the

three available types of constituent geometric orbit, these results are presented in table 

7 along with the amplitude on the individual contributions and its phase.
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Table 7: Diffractive Contributions at Action 3S.

Contribution X{n,s,L) \A^\/\Ac{a)\ 0

a 0  aXaX 3 0.4472 3k ! A

a ®  a®  Xa 3 0.07643 - n i l

a 0  (2 0  a 0 1 0.009156 n i  A

The phase term 0  is the difference between the diffractive contributions an the 

geometric contribution of the 3a orbit (the Maslov index of the geometric 3a orbit is 

3, for the geometric 2a orbit the Maslov index is 2). 0  includes a phase from the 

sign of ; a negative value for the semiclassical amplitude adds a phase of ;r to 0 . 

Clearly the semiclassical results shown in figure 18, calculated using the multiplicities 

in table 7, strongly support our model.

Further evidence of the accuracy of our semiclassical calculations comes from 

figure 19 in which the phase of semiclassical calculations are compared with the phase 

of quantum calculations near the action 35^^. It is clear that the inclusion of high

diffraction number orbits consistently improves agreement.
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Figure 19: Resultant Diffractive Phases at Action 3Sj^
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Figure 19: The phase of quantal and semiclassical calculations near the action ; the action 35̂  ̂ is

indicated by a solid vertical line. The non-vertical solid line is the quantum phase result, the dotted line 

is the semiclassical phase from single diffraction orbits only, the dashed line is the semiclassical phase 

from single and double diffraction orbits and the long dashed line is the semiclassical phase from aU 

diffractive orbits. It is clear that the semiclassical result converges on the quantum result as higher order 

approximations in A are included. Note that these phases are produced by coherent subtraction of the 

hydrogenic part of the density of states and show the phase of diffractive contributions only.

Figure 20 shows core-shadowing contributions corresponding to the diffractive 

perturbed rotator, © , and up and down-hill vibrator orbits, © and © . The 

up-and downhill vibrators are significantly smaller than perturbed rotator primarily 

due to their linear dependence on effective Planck’s constant, , c.f. the rotator’s

dependence. These peaks have repetition numbers of one, contain a single 

diffraction and therefore have multiplicities of one.
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Figure 20: Single Repetition Orbit Diffractive Contributions.
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Figure 20: Comparison of semiclassical (top) and quantum (bottom) calculations of the diffractive part 

of the density of states. Plot shows the effects of diffractive orbits, V* ®  and v~ © .

The matching in figure 20 is to within 1%. Single repetition diffractive peaks like 

those shown are theoretically no different to those treated in our earlier paper [9] and 

presented in the previous chapter, where the magnetic field only case is considered. 

The size of several diffractive semiclassical contributions from primitive diffractive 

orbits are shown in table 8 .

Table 8 : Primitive Diffractive Orbit Amplitudes

Contribution Quantum

a 0 1 0.1518 0.1518

6 0 1 0.0045 0.0043

C0 1 0.0041 0.0036

d ® 1 0.089 0.095

e 0 1 0.115 0.115
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Note that the contribution from diffractive d © orbit is interfering with diffractive 

orbits c © cX , cXc © and c © c © at action 25^ .̂ Thus a direct comparison between

the semiclassical amplitude of c? © and the amplitude shown in the quantum plot can 

not be expected to render exact agreement. Simplified expressions from section 5.3, 

were used to calculate the diffractive amplitudes in table 8 .

Figure 21 shows peaks associated with several two scatter orbits including peaks at 

actions S„ + and + S _ ; the combination orbits associated with these peaksVi ''I Vi ^

have multiphcities of two, as given by equation (130). The peak at 25^  ̂is caused by 

self-scattering single and double diffraction orbits. For these orbits we have 77(2 ) = 3 ; 

for the single diffraction orbits we have % = 2 , for the twin diffraction orbit we have 

% = 1 -
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Figure 21: Second Repetition Orbit Diffractive Contributions
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Figure 21: Semiclassical (top) and quantum (bottom) calculations showing diffractive contributions 

associated with single and double diffraction orbits. Inset shows a close-up of the range containing 

peaks associated with combination orbits formed from with and R^ with .

Excellent matching with quantum calculations for combination peaks again 

supports our theory.

Finally, figure 22 covers a range within which the effects of high repetition 

diffractive orbits can be seen. Insets show matching at small scales for peaks 

associated with double triple and quadruple diffraction orbits. However, it should be 

noted that the contribution from quadruple diffractions is not expected to be 

significant here; damping due to h dependence is high, whilst quadruple diffraction 

orbit multiplicities remain low.
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Figure 22: Multiple Repetition Orbit Diffractive Contributions.
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Figure 22: Semiclassical (top) and quantum (bottom) calculations showing diffractive contributions of 

orbits containing up to four diffractions. Matching is badly affected by bifurcation effects near 45^, •

The winding number of the stable orbit is close to 1/8^. At its fourth repetition 

both quantum and semiclassical diffractive amplitudes are enhanced, however this 

enhancement is over-estimated in the semiclassical. This results in significant 

differences in amplitude near these are clearly demonstrated in figure 22. It

should be noted that there is no enhancement in the geometric contribution at this 

action, this occurs at the eighth repetition where a new PO is bom. At the fourth 

repetition = 0 , at the eighth ~ 0 .

The values = -0 .6  and = -3.0 are just below the critical values for

bifurcation, this means that no new orbits will be seen. Fixing the scaled electric field 

Ep at -3.0 and varying the scaled magnetic field e  ̂ one finds that for, Ê  > -0.595 a
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new CO is bom at the action of the fourth repetition of and a new PO at 

eighth repetition.

The bifurcation affects only the core shadowing term at the fourth repetition of R^. 

This orbit contains a single diffraction and has a multiplicity of one. At higher actions 

the effect of this CO bifurcation is felt in orbits with higher multiplicities and which 

contain more diffractions. Figure 23 shows over enhancement at 5S,^̂  due to an

excessively large double diffraction orbit contribution.

Asymmetric Orbits

The contribution from asymmetric orbits is expected to doubled, relative 

symmetric orbits, due to symmetry multiplicity. Figure 23 shows the peak associated 

with the asymmetric orbit R^ ; matching for this peak is very good although it is 

slightly disrupted by bad matching in the neighbouring peak.

Figure 23: Asynunetric Orbit Diffractive Contributions.
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Figure 23: Semiclassical (top) and quantum (bottom) calculations showing diffractive contribution of 

the asymmetric orbit, r \  , and the poorly matched contributions of diffractive orbits at 55^ .
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Interference from the poorly reproduced peak at 55̂  ̂damages the accuracy of the

semiclassical calculation for R] . Although we are now far from the action at which 

the orbit bifurcated its effects are still felt in the subsequent repetitions due to 

higher diffraction number orbits; these effects are exacerbated by increasing 

multiphcities with repetition number. At 55̂  ̂ the contribution from diffractive orbits

formed from the constituent geometric set: 4R^ and R̂  ; there is a multiplicity of two 

associated with this set.

6.5 Conclusion

Comparison with quantum results confirms that our diffractive PO amplitudes, 

weighted by the multiplicities given in equation (134), can be used to accurately 

model peak amplitudes when repetition number is greater than one.

The results presented in this chapter are the first in which repetition peaks in the 

density of states of non-hydrogenic Rydberg atoms have been accurately reproduced. 

These results are also the first scaled semiclassical calculations performed on the 

parallel electric and magnetic field Rydberg atom.
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7. Statistics

7.1 Theory

7.1.1 Diffractive Spectral Statistics

Spectra of quantum systems with a chaotic classical limit are expected to follow 

the predictions of random matrix theory [25,80] while regular systems follow a 

Poissonian distribution. For a chaotic system level statistics were expected to be 

consistent with the gaussian orthogonal ensemble (GOE), if time symmetric, or 

gaussian unitary ensemble (GUE) if time symmetry was violated. Theoretical studies, 

based on field theoretical methods [81] and on semiclassical periodic orbit theory, 

most notably [15], have lent support to random matrix theory. However, recent work 

[13,37,38] has renewed interest in statistical predictions for both chaotic and regular 

systems containing diffractive obstacles.

Random matrix theory predicts that a real symmetric matrix, with random elements 

should display a Wigner distribution in the nearest neighbour level spacing 

distribution (NNS) of its eigenvalues, P(5) . It is conjectured, and has been confirmed

by numerical investigation, that a system with chaotic classical dynamics will show 

similar behaviour. These results have been confirmed in a variety of systems by 

numerical investigation [23,82] including the atom [24]. In [24], where the system 

studied is effectively mixed, Wigner and Poissonian predictions are interpolated by 

means of a Brody fit.

The introduction of a diffractive obstacle produces non-classical paths. Several 

groups most notably Montiero & Wunner and Jans et al [33,34,83] have investigated 

the classical dynamics of singly excited atomic species an external fields. At scaled 

actions where the hydrogenic system demonstrates typically regular classical motion it
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was found that the introduction of an ionic core produced a dramatic change in the 

statistical properties of the energy levels. For hydrogen the NNS distribution at low 

scaled energies studied is described by the Poissonian distribution, equation (139). For 

non-hydrogenic species statistics seemed to shift towards GOE predictions and a 

Wigner NNS distribution, equation (140). Courtney et al described this phenomenon 

as ‘core induced chaos’. However we now know that there is a shift towards the new 

generic class of spectral statistics, the semi Poisson.

7.1.2 Deviations From  RMT For Systems Near The Regular Limit

Recent research [37,38] has revealed that for diffractive systems at or close to the 

regular limit, NNS statistics are best described by a new distribution, the 5 -Poisson. 

This distribution is given by:

Ps(s)= ^
1 -2 5

(137)

where S is the quantum defect in the 1=0 channel. For the particular case where 

5 = 05 we have the semi-Poisson:

P(s) = 4 jexp(-2 j) (138)

For comparison I give the below, the Poissonian distribution in (139) and the 

Wigner in (140):

P(^) = exp(-5) (139)

= (140)
2. V 4 y

In [38] and [37] the statistical properties of a singly excited non-hydrogenic atom 

(quantum defect = 0 5 )  in an external magnetic field (e^ =-0.5, m=0, even
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parity) and in an external electric field (e^ = -2 .2 ) were shown to be consistent with 

the semi-Poisson distribution in [38]. Equation (138) was fitted to accurate R-matrix 

quantum calculations of the first 40,000 levels; the fit improved when lower lying 

energy levels were excluded.

The relevance of [38] lies in the association of the new generic class of spectral 

statistics, semi-Poisson with non-Hydrogenic atoms. It appears that the semi-Poisson 

statistic is appropriate to describe the level distribution of an integrable system 

perturbed by a diffractive obstacle. One similar system which has attracted attention is 

the rectangular two dimensional billiard with a small circular scatterer [84,85]; the 

size of the scatterer can be tuned to be smaller or of the order of the deBroglie 

wavelength.

The fact that a distinct quantum signature can be associated with diffractive 

systems and that non-hydrogenic atomic systems display this signature finally settles 

the debate over the appropriateness of the diffractive description of non-hydrogenic 

atomic dynamics versus descriptions based on ‘core induced chaos’. In [75,86] a 

model core potential was used to extend the semiclassical approximation in to the core 

region and simulate classical core scattering. This method was usefully applied to 

several atomic species, but it is now clear that only by taking into account the 

breakdown of the semiclassical approximation at the core can a calculation be 

expected to reproduce quantitatively the spectrum of small atoms like He or Li. The 

accuracy of the model potential method decreases for species with small electronic 

cores (i.e. those with only one or two non-zero quantum defects); for these the 

diffractive condition is met, i.e. the size of the scattering obstacle (~la.u.) is of the 

order of the deBroglie wavelength.

7.1.3 Deviations From RMT For Systems Near The Chaotic Limit

It is asserted in [83] that when the classical hydrogenic dynamics of an atomic 

system are chaotic the energy levels of the equivalent non-hydrogenic system remain 

described by the GOE.

The work presented in [37] and [38] says nothing about the statistics of chaotic 

diffractive systems; recent work by Sieber [13] looks at this using the diagonal 

approximation. Sieber finds that contributions to the oscillatory part of the density of
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States from families of diffractive orbits influence statistical measures even in the 

semiclassical limit where A —> 0 in classically chaotic diffractive systems. However,

[13] falls short of asserting that diffractive systems will fail to conform with GOE 

predictions, although this is not ruled out.

7.1.4 Spectral Rigidity of Systems Near the Chaotic Limit

Theoretical support for the random matrix hypothesis comes from semiclassical 

PO calculations in [15] and [87]. In [15] an expression for the spectral rigidity is 

derived in terms of periodic orbits. The asymptotic behaviour of the spectral rigidity is 

obtained from the Hannay Ozorio sum rule [27] which describes the mean properties 

of orbits in chaotic systems (the regular case is also treated in [15] using expressions 

for mean orbit properties developed by Berry).

In [15] the spectral rigidity is studied. The spectral rigidity is a local average of the 

mean square deviation of the spectral staircase function from the best fitting straight 

line over an energy range L  in units of mean level spacing:

p £ (J V (£+ e) -A -B £)" )  (141)

In terms of semiclassical orbit amplitudes the spectral rigidity is given by:

A (^ )= - y i ) ~  %  M y , ) -  ^ n y : ) F ’{y> ))

(142)

where y. = L7] / 2h(d) , F(y) = sin(y) / y , r] = N - 1  for integrable systems, zero for

chaotic; primes denote differentiation.

By applying the diagonal approximation, i=j on can re-write equation (142) in 

terms of the quantity 0 ^ , see [15] for details.

Equation (8 ), in chapter 1, showed the result of the diagonal sum over 

semiclassical orbit amplitudes used in calculation of the spectral rigidity for chaotic
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systems by Berry. The form factor, already discussed in chapter 1, obtained by the 

diagonal approximation is:

<Po ( T ) ^ { ' Z a J S { T - T j ) )  (143)

where Aj denotes the semiclassical amphtude of ordinary POs found in the system.

The diagonal sum is an approximation to the true averaged sum over semiclassical 

amplitudes and phases associated with orbits contributing to the density of states. The 

diagonal approximation is applied due to a rapidly oscillating phase term:

- Sj^I  tijy which in an average over all many orbits will set the contribution

from orbits that are uncorrelated in action to zero.

In [13] the sum is adjusted to include diffractive POs. In the billiard like systems 

considered by Sieber this gives:

-7 } )  + X  -  T, ) \  (144)

where A/ denotes the semiclassical amplitudes of diffractive POs found in the chaotic 

diffractive system. Note that these diffractive amplitudes wiU be (where S is

the number of diffractive scatters) weaker than those of geometric orbits. Sieber 

explores the effect of diffractive orbits, non-atomic systems, as the semiclassical limit 

is approached ( ̂  0  ).

In Sieber’s work it is assumed that there is no correlation between the actions of 

diffractive POs and the ordinary POs contributing in the GTF; the effects of 

correlations can be significant and have been explored in other work, see for example 

[8 8 ] or [89].

In the atom we have found [9] that one-scatter diffractive POs (aU of which will be 

self-scattering diffractive POs) are paired with geometric POs of the same action. 

Thus for a system of this sort we have additional terms in the summation over orbits 

of equal action. We have an expression of the form:
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in which only single scatter diffractive orbits are considered.

We can explicitly include more scatters to obtain the expression:

<l>siT) ^  l j ,A ] 5 { T - T j )  + J^A '^0{T -T ,)  + 2Y^''^A jA"expiA , ) (145)
\ j  « j  *=1

Although it is not usual for higher order terms from multiple diffraction orbits to 

be included in statistic summations due to their rapidly decreasing contributions.

In both expressions A"  denotes the semiclassical amplitudes of the subset of

diffractive POs that are self-scattering and, as such, can be paired with geometric orbit 

j  which has an identical action. represents the phase between diffractive self

scattering orbit ky and its geometric partner.

Note that the sum over k runs from 1 to (2" - 1) which is the total number of

diffractive orbits at the action, S j , of geometric orbit j  (see section 6.2.5). Within this

sum there will be orbits containing different numbers of diffractions. This is as 

discussed in [1 0 ] and, in greater detail, chapter 6 .

From the work presented in [83] it is not expected that the contribution of 

diffractive terms to atomic density of states will alter the spectral statistics of chaotic 

atomic systems. However work similar to that in [13] performed for the atom may 

reveal, as it did for non-atomic diffractive systems, that the diffractive terms in 

equation (145) will make a persistent contribution even as (A —> 0). However for a 

final answer to the calculation of diffractive spectral statistics the effects of off 

diagonal terms must be included.
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7.2 Numerical Results

7.2.1 Spectral Rigidities and NNS Distributions

Figure 24 shows an atomic spectral rigidity plot in the regular region. Both 

hydrogenic and non-hydrogenic rigidities are shown.

Figure 24: Spectral Rigidity in the Regular Region.
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Figure 24: Spectral rigidity of hydrogen and a hypothetical Rydberg atom with quantum defect = o.5

in a magnetic field, = -0 .6  • It is clear that for correlation lengths greater than a few mean spacings

diffractive effects have a significant impact on the spectral rigidity. For correlation lengths, L < 1 the 

spectral rigidity is universally L/15 irrespective of the properties of the system.
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For Poissonian NNS statistics one expects a value of Z715 for the spectral rigidity 

up to a maximum value determined by the period of the shortest periodic orbit

[15]. At correlation lengths greater than spectral rigidity is expected to level out.

Clearly the hydrogenic curve agrees well with GOE predictions for correlation 

lengths up to twenty mean level spacings. Non-hydrogenic spectral rigidity is affected 

by diffractive contributions at all correlation lengths greater than a few mean spacings.

Levels lying between the 2300* and 7600* were used in figure 24. The NNS 

statistic for the non hydrogenic levels used in figure 24 conforms well with the semi 

Poisson distribution whereas the NNS statistic for the hydrogenic levels conforms 

with the Poisson distribution. This is consistent with [38] where energy levels for the 

diamagnetic system with = -0.5 are presented. Figure 25 shows the cumulative

NNS distribution for the levels used in generation of figure 24. Note that cumulative 

NNS distributions are used throughout this chapter because these eliminate sampling 

inaccuracies inherent in conventional P{s) plots.

Figure 25: Regular Regime NNS Distributions.
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Figure 25: NNS distributions for hydrogenic and non-hydrogenic = 0 .5 ) Rydberg atoms in a

magnetic field with scaled magnetic field = -0.6 and = H  155. The solid line in the cumulative

level number, the short dashed, long dashed and dot-dashed lines are the cumulative Poisson, Semi- 

Poisson, W igner distributions respectively. The classical dynamics are regular at this value of g^.

Figure 25a shows the hydrogenic case; the NNS statistic closely resembles the Poisson distribution.
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Figure 25b shows the non-hydrogenic case; clearly the NNS distribution is closely matched by the semi- 

Poisson distribution.

Figure 26 shows hydrogenic and non-hydrogenic spectral rigidities in a mixed 

region of phase space. The spectral rigidity in the diffractive case is significantly 

closer to the GOE prediction for chaotic systems than in the non-diffractive case 

however neither Poissonian nor GOE predictions are met. Again it is clear that the 

spectral rigidity is influenced by diffractive contributions at all correlation lengths 

greater than a few mean spacings.

Figure 26: Spectral Rigidity in the Mixed Regime
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Figure 26: Spectral rigidity of hydrogen and a hypothetical Rydberg atom with quantum defect = o.5 

in a magnetic field, = -0 .2 .
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The cumulative NNS distributions for the levels 1200 to 5500, used to generate 

figure 26, are shown in figure 27. Neither distribution exactly fits either Wigner, 

Poisson or semi-Poisson distributions.

Matching the NNS distributions with the parameter dependent Brody function, 

which is used to interpolate between Poisson and Wigner distributions, reveals that 

the non-hydrogenic NNS spacing more closely matches resembles GOE predictions. 

The hydrogenic NNS distribution produces a Brody parameter of 0.71, the diffractive 

distribution produces 0.98 (the Brody parameter can take values between 1 and 0, 1 

indicates a pure Wigner distribution, 0 indicates pure Poisson [24]). From figure 27 it 

is clear that despite the high value of the Brody parameter for the non-hydrogenic 

distribution significant differences still remain between it and the Wigner distribution.

Figure 27: Mixed Regime Cumulative N.N.S. Distributions.
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Figure 27: Cumulative NNS distributions for hydrogenic and non-hydrogenic ( 5 q = 0.5) Rydberg atoms

in a magnetic field with scaled magnetic field = -0 ,2  and A ^ = l / 9 0 .  Classical dynamics are mixed

at this value o f Figure 27a shows the hydrogenic case, the NNS statistic is clearly between the

Poisson and W igner distributions shown as dashed and dot-dashed lines respectively. Figure 27b shows 

the non-hydrogenic case. The NNS statistic is between the semi-Poisson and Wigner distribution, 

indicating that the system’s phase space is not completely regular.

An SOS plot of the phase space of the classical system corresponding to the energy 

levels used to generate figures 26 and 27 is shown in figure 28. The phase .space
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contains two islands of stability centred on the position of the classical orbit. This 

is clearly consistent with the NNS statistics in figure 27 where hydrogenic levels give 

an NNS distribution lying between Poisson and Wigner predictions and non- 

hydrogenic levels give a distribution between Semi-Poisson and Wigner predictions.

Figure 28: Mixed System Surface of Section
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Figure 28: Surface of section showing the classical electronic behaviour for a Rydberg atom in a 

magnetic field with = -0.2 • The phase space is clearly mixed at this value of .

Figure 29 shows hydrogenic and non-hydrogenic spectral rigidities in a regular 

region of phase space. The difference between the diffractive and non-diffractive 

spectral rigidities has been significantly reduced, they are identical up to fitting 

lengths of approximately 25 mean level spacings.
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Figure 29: Spectral Rigidity in the Chaotic Region.
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Figure 29: Spectral rigidity of hydrogenic and non-hydrogenic ( s ^  =0.5) Rydberg atoms in a magnetic 

field, = -o .i ; at this value of the classical dynamics are chaotic.

The cumulative NNS distributions from the levels used to generate the spectral 

rigidities shown in figure 29 are presented in figure 30. The Brody parameters for both 

distributions are close to one, indicating consistency with GOE predictions. However, 

it is clear that the distribution for the non-hydrogenic atom is over enhanced at level 

spacings close to 0.8 mean level spacings. Matching for non-hydrogenic levels is 

apparently worse than for hydrogenic.
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Figure 30: Chaotic Regime Cumulative N.N.S. Distributions.
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Figure 30: Cumulative NNS distributions for hydrogenic and non-hydrogenic ( 5^ = 0.5 ) Rydberg atoms

in a magnetic field with scaled magnetic field = -0.1 and &^ = 1/51.  Classical dynamics are chaotic

for this value of . Figure 27a shows the hydrogenic case, the NNS statistic is a good fit to the Wigner

distribution, shown as a smooth dot-dashed line. Figure 27b shows the non-hydrogenic case, the fit does 

not appear to be as good as in figure 27a but with so few levels it is not possible to assert that the fit is 

systematically deviating.

Sample numbers are quite low in figure 30. Levels lying between the 660* and the 

1960* were used to generate results for the chaotic region. It is possible that those 

differences remaining between both NNS statistics and spectral rigidity could be h 

dependent, thus not relevant in the semiclassical limit A 0 .

7.3 Conclusion

For regular and mixed systems it is clear that spectral statistics can be influenced 

by diffractive contributions and these contributions cause statistical measures to 

deviate from the predictions of random matrix theory. For the chaotic case there is 

conjecture in the form of [13] and the reasoning presented at the start of this chapter. 

But the spectral rigidity appears negligibly influenced by diffractive contributions over 

the region for which RMT predictions are valid for hydrogen. Diffractive statistics in
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the chaotic limit show weak signs of deviation from RMT predictions however it is 

not possible say whether any diffractive effect will persist in the limit /z —> 0 .

It is hoped that future investigation in this area will provide conclusive evidence of 

the influence of diffractive contributions on energy level statistics or otherwise 

provide convincing explanation of how off diagonal elements conspire to negate the 

effects of diffractive contributions.
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8. Conclusion

8.1 Overview of Completed Work

The density of states of non-hydrogenic Rydberg atoms both in a pure magnetic 

field and in parallel electric and magnetic fields were analysed quantitatively in this 

thesis. These calculations are the first density of states calculations for atoms 

performed using periodic and diffractive periodic orbit theories and the first scaled 

semiclassical calculations performed on the parallel field system using either closed, 

periodic or diffractive periodic orbit theory.

For the first time a complete prescription was provided for the calculation of the 

diffractive contribution to the density of states in non-hydrogenic atoms. The 

calculation of contributions corresponding with high repetition number diffractive 

orbits is paid particular attention due to specific complexities associated with these. It 

is felt by the author that the comparisons with quantum results, calculated by well 

established methods, provide compelling evidence of the accuracy of the semiclassical 

theory developed and presented in this work.

A brief investigation into the consequences of the density of states calculations 

presented in this work for statistical energy level measures was also conducted, with 

the aim of justifying further investigation in this area. The inclusion of diffractive 

terms in periodic orbit sununations for the spectral rigidity are expected to alter the 

results of such calculations even when the usual diagonal approximation is applied, 

although this is not proven here.
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8.2 Points of Interest

The most significant findings of the work presented in this thesis are reiterated

here:

1. Diffractive contributions introduce combination peaks into the non-hydrogenic 

density of states. These diffractive orbits are associated with compound orbits 

formed from two or more geometric orbits linked by diffractions.

2. Diffractive contributions introduce new peaks which are not combination peaks, 

associated with non-periodic asymmetric COs, into the density of states of non 

hydrogenic atoms. These are specific to the density of states and are not present in 

the photoabsorption spectrum.

3. Diffractive contributions can increase or decrease the amplitude of peaks 

associated with geometric orbits (even primitive POs) relative to those values 

found in the hydrogenic case. In photoabsorption, by contrast, first traversal 

amplitudes are unchanged by the core.

4. Diffractive orbits have a traversal multiplicity which can vary from one; the 

traversal multiplicity of geometric orbits is always one.

5. All orbits, diffractive or geometric, have a symmetry multiplicity of two if they are 

asymmetric and one if they are symmetric.

6 . The phase of diffractive contributions differs from that of geometric orbits by a 

calculable amount. The diffractive phase difference is dependent on: the number of 

diffractions, the winding numbers of the constituent geometric orbits and the 

number of constituent geometric orbits running parallel to the applied external 

field(s).

7. Traversal multiplicities increase rapidly with action. At high actions it is possible 

that the sum diffractive contribution might overwhelm the geometric due to the 

rapid increase of traversal multiplicity.

8.3 Relevance of Findings

This work conclusively shows that diffractive PO theory can be used to physically 

explain and quantitatively model the behaviour of non-hydrogenic Rydberg atoms in
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external fields. Alternative methods such as those applied in [75] or [86] will not be 

able to reproduce density of state or photoabsorption spectra to the same level of 

accuracy as is possible by application of the diffractive method described in this work.

This work first lays out a method for the semiclassical calculation of the non 

hydrogenic density of states then significantly enhances the accuracy of this method. 

The resulting theory adds significantly to our understanding of the processes at work 

within non hydrogenic Rydberg atoms.

An extensive survey of the classical dynamics for hydrogen in parallel electric and 

magnetic fields was carried out. The results (actions, stability maps, Maslov indices 

and initial and final angles) can be found in appendix A.

8.4 Future Work

Potential for future work is present in the investigation of the impact of diffractive 

contributions on non hydrogenic level statistics. Workings presented in chapters 6 and 

7 describe the manner in which diffractive contributions to the density of states 

influence spectral rigidity. Work presented in [13] shows that in billiard type systems, 

where geometric and diffractive orbit amplitudes are considered uncorrelated, 

diffractive contributions influence the semiclassical calculation for the spectral 

rigidity when the diagonal approximation is used. In [13] the effects of off diagonal 

contributions are ignored; it is possible that these could return the final result to that 

predicted by RMT.

As outlined in chapter 7, the effect of diffractive contributions on atomic systems 

could vary significantly from those effects found in billiard type systems. Research 

into the effects of diffraction on spectral statistics for related systems (e.g. Rydberg 

molecules in fields) presents a rich vein for future research and the application of the 

theory developed here.
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Appendix A; Parallel Field Classical Data

Classical data for hydrogen in parallel electric and magnetic fields can be found 

online at:

http ://w w w. geocities. com/clas sicaldata

Classical data is recorded for COs up to an action of S / 2 n  = 5 . One hundred and 

ten different classical parameters are examined; is varied from -0.30 to -0.80 in

steps of -0.05, E f is  varied from -2.5 to -7.0 in steps of -0.5.
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Appendix B: Coordinate Transformations 

Coordinates: jU-v

Regularised to Cartesian Coordinates

jU = yjr + z

V =  y j r - z  

T  =  t  I 2 r

Cartesian to Regularised Coordinates

r  = i ( M '+ v ')

p  = HV

Cartesian Momenta to Regularised Momenta

Pr={yPy +PP^)/2r  

Pz = ( ' P v - W P ^ ) / 2 r  

Pp =  { p P v + V p „ ) / 2 r

Cartesian Angles to Regularised Angles

Op., = 20p.p
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Coordinates: u — v

Regularised to Cartesian Coordinates

u = ^ r - p  

v = ^ r  + p  

r  = t / 2 r

Cartesian to Regularised Coordinates

r = —lu^ +v^) 

z = uv

Cartesian Momenta to Regularised Momenta

Pr =(«P. + v p ,) /2 r

P z  =("P, + % ) / 2 r  

Pp = ( “P. -v P v ) /2 r

Cartesian Angles to Regularised Angles

^p-z = 26.-V
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Appendix C: Semiclassical Amplitudes 

Examples From The Parallel Field Problem
Useful expressions for parallel field calculations

All the necessary expressions for calculating parallel field diffractive amplitudes 

can be found in section 5. Simplified expressions used in the calculations presented 

here can be found in section 5.3.

Example 1: Parallel field one diffraction orbit a

PO a is the perturbed version of the diamagnetic ‘quasi Landau’ perpendicular 

orbit /?!. For the parameters = -3.0, E = -0 .6 , -  205 we have:

5 , /2 ;r  = 0.8258

^11 = 7̂ 22 = 0.7135 => V = 0.247108 

171̂2 ~ —1.2823 

0, = &f = 0.449;r 

5q = 0.5;r

The hydrogenic amplitude of PO a is used to normalise all peaks in the parallel 

field FTs of the quantum spectrum. So aU semiclassical amplitudes are divided by the 

semiclassical amplitude of a:

Then, the corresponding one-diffraction orbit contribution is
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Hence we obtain the semiclassical value / = 0.152. The corresponding 

quantal value is found to be in exact agreement, |A^| / AJ = 0.152. This is clearly 

demonstrated in the quantal FTs in figure 20, chapter 6.

Example 2: Parallel field one diffraction orbit e

S J 2 n  = 2.8497

mil — ^ 2 2  “  0.9273 => v = 0.122123 

mi2 = -59.055 

0, —Of — 0.823;r 

<5q = 0.5Æ

In this case the one diffraction PO contribution is:

A ; = 0.04381^,^^-^"'-''''^^+^'^^

Hence we obtain semiclassicaUy |a ^| / AJ = 0.115, in perfect agreement with the 

quantum calculations presented in figure 17.

Example 3: Parallel field one diffraction orbit b

5 , /2 ;r  = 0.8799

mil — ^ 2 2  “  -0.9256 => v = 0.876439

mi2 = 0.8798

0, = 0 f = 0

5 q = 0.5;r
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This orbit is exceptional because it runs along the z-axis. For this orbit we use the 

parallel orbit expression (see section 5.3):

m12

Hence semiclassicaUy |a ^| / A * = 0.0045. The quantum calculation renders a

value of 0.0043. This discrepancy although smaU is far larger than the inaccuracy for 

other peaks. We suggest that this inaccuracy is from interference effects not properly 

reproduced in the Fourier transform.

Example 4: Parallel field two diffraction orbit o+e

This orbit is a two diffraction combination of the orbits a and e. The semiclassical 

amplitude can be given, in terms of the individual diffractive amplitude of orbits a and

e\

Thus we obtain a value for the ratio | / A“' 

agreement with the quantal FT peak amplitude.

of 0.0295, again in perfect

Examples From the Diamagnetic Problem

Useful expressions for diamagnetic field calculations

The expressions presented in chapter 5 are also appUcable to the diamagnetic 

problem, however there are differences between these systems.

The major difference between diamagnetic and paraUel field problems is that the 

former involves ‘symmetry reduction’ since parity is conserved. In the our quantal 

calculations [9] (for m=0) we calculated spectra only for even I values. In the paraUel 

field the quantal calculations include both parities.
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For the diamagnetic problem, the diffractive amplitudes take the same form as in 

the parallel field case, but geometric amplitudes are different. Symmetry reduced 

Gutzwiller amplitudes are discussed in [24].

Essentially there is an overall doubling of the ratio between all our diffractive 

amplitudes and the Gutzwiller amplitudes in the diamagnetic case.

Example 1: Diamagnetic one diffraction orbit V/ at = -0 .2  

S J 2 n  = 1.41267

/Wji = 77%22 = 3.23606 => A = 1.84273 

mi2 = -8.5279 

0, = 0 f =  0.2215 l;r 

Ôq = 0.5;r

1/6 8;r
m12

. 0, 
2

Thus we obtain:

Hence the ratio 2A^ = 0.3592 which compares favourably with the quantal

ratio of 0.36 calculable from figure 9 chapter 4. The ratio of the non-hydrogenic and 

hydrogenic amplitudes is obtained by adding amplitudes with a 3;r / 4 phase

difference. Then { l A ^  + AJ’* j / AJ*' = 0.8 as can be seen in figure 12 chapter 5. 

Example 2: Diamagnetic one diffraction orbit at = -0.2 

S ./2 ;r  = 1.033
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mu = m22 = 0.5513 =^v = 0.314128 

mi2 = 4.542489 

0, = df  = 0.5n:

So = O.Stt

In this example we calculate the quantity R, defined in section 5.3 and find

R = sinv = 1.389765 so A Î / = 0.292 . In figure 9, in chapter 4 we find a
^mi2

quantal value of ~ 0.29. Unlike generic symmetric orbits the ratio for this orbit, which 

lies along the symmetry boundary, is not doubled.

Example 3: Diamagnetic one diffraction orbit R̂  at = -0.275 

S J 2 n  = 0.98940

mji = m22 = 0.1737 v = 0.444412 

mi2 = 3.765494 

0, = 0y = 0.5;r

=  0 .57T

In this case /? = sin v = 1.80. Thus we obtain A^‘ / A^‘ = 0.378. From figure
m12

9 in chapter 4 we can again confirm agreement with quantum calculations.
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Appendix D: Papers

Two papers are presented in this appendix:

Periodic Orbit Theory for Rydberg Atoms in External Fields 

P.A. Dando, T.S. Monteiro and S.M. Owen 

Physical Review Letters 

Volume 80, Number 13

Atoms in Parallel Fields: Semiclassical Behaviour and Spectral Properties 

S.M. Owen, T.S. Monteiro and P.A. Dando 

Physical Review E
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Periodic Orbit Theory for Rydberg Atom s in External Fields

P.A. Dando, T .S . M onteiro and S.M. Owen 
D e p a r t m e n t  o f  P h y s i c s  a n d  A s t r o n o m y ,  U n i v e r s i t y  C o l l e g e  L o n d o n ,  G o w e r  S t r e e t ,  L o n d o n  W C l E  6 B T ,  U . K .  

(Submitted: 21 July 1997. Resubmission: 25 November 1997)

Although hydrogen in external fields is a paradigm for the application of periodic orbits and the 
Gutzwiller trace formula to a real system, the trace formula has never been applied successfully to 
other atomic species. We show that spectral fluctuations of general Rydberg atoms are given with 
remarkable precision by the addition of diffractive terms. Previously unknown features in atomic 
spectra are exposed: there are new modulations that are neither periodic orbits nor combinations 
of periodic orbits; ‘core-shadowing’ generally decreases primitive periodic orbit amplitudes but can 
also lead to i n c r e a s e s .

PAC(S): 32.60.-l-i, 05.454-b, 03.65.Sq

Periodic o rb it theory, in the form  of the Gutzwiller 
trace form ula (G T F ) [1], provides the m ost powerful 
fram ework for the  sem iclassical quantization  of chaotic 
system s. It is m ore th an  a decade since it was first shown 
th a t the G T F  provides a  q u an tita tive  description of the 
oscillations in th e  density of s ta tes of highly excited hy
drogen atom s in m agnetic fields [2]. However, the  trace 
form ula has never been applied successfully to  any other 
species of singly excited (R ydberg) atom . T his is clear 
from  com parisons between accurate quan tal spectra  since 
the spectral am plitudes for non-hydrogenic atom s differ 
substan tia lly  from  those of hydrogen [3].

Much effort has been expended in developing closed or
b it theory [4-7], the  semiclassical theory which describes 
photoabsorp tion  by atom s in external s ta tic  fields. By 
m atching sem iclassical waves to  Coulom b waves near the 
nucleus, the  pho toabsorp tion  streng th  is obtained as a 
sum  of contribu tions from  only those orbits th a t close a t 
the nucleus. In con trast, a l l  periodic orbits contribute 
to  the G T F  (the eigenvalue spectrum ). It was shown 
th a t, provided core-scattered waves are included consis
ten tly  in the  m atch ing  procedure, closed orb it theory 
can be applied to  general a tom s in fields [8-1 Oj. But, 
for non-hydrogenic a tom s one finds additional m odu
lations of 0 { y / h )  or higher relative to  the hydrogenic 
contributions— th e  ‘com bination-recurrences’— th a t are 
due to  sum s of closed orb its. C ontribu tions from  the har
m onics of closed o rb its  are reduced in am plitude through 
‘core-shadow ing’ [8- 10] b u t those associated w ith the  first 
traversals of the p rim itive  o rb its are unaffected.

However, closed o rb it theory  does no t account, even 
qualitatively, for th e  observed differences between atom ic 
species for the eigenvalue spectrum , i . e .  the density of 
sta tes, p { E )  =  —Im T r G ( F ) / 7r. In the  density of sta tes—  
quan tita tive ly  well-described by periodic orb it theory  for 
hydrogen— am plitudes of prim itive periodic orbits can 
vary substan tia lly  between atom s, in contrast w ith closed 
o rb it theory. Also, the  m odulations associated w ith com
binations of periodic o rb its  appear a t different orders in 
h  relative to  closed o rb it theory.

Rydberg atom s and  molecules in the field-free case are 
described by Q u an tu m  Defect Theory (Q D T), one of the 
m ost widely used theories in atom ic physics. In Q D T, 
the effects of a  m ulti-e lectron  core are described by a

set of phase-shifts, or ‘quan tum  defects’, 6;, in each par
tia l wave, /. In the lim it when the  quan tu m  defects vary 
sm oothly w ith. I, they can be rela ted  to  the c la s s i c a l  pre
cession angle of the Kepler ellipse by 0  =  2Tr d6i / dl .  For 
m any atom s only the lowest p a rtia l waves have non-zero 
quantum  defects. For exam ple, for even parity  lithium , 
6o ~  0.47T and 6 i> 2  ~  0 while for helium  Sq ~  O.Stt and 
Si>2 — 0 . In  th is case, variation of 6 i w ith I is clearly not 
sm ooth.

In th is le tte r, we present an approach th a t, for the 
first tim e, combines the G utzw iller trace form ula w ith 
Q uantum  Defect Theory and  hence sheds new insight 
on the classical in terp re ta tion  of q uan tum  defects. Our 
approach yields sim ple analytical expressions for the  dif
ferences in am plitudes for general non-hydrogenic atom s. 
We com pare the new semiclassical results w ith  full quan
ta l calculations and, for well isolated orbits, find them  to 
be extrem ely accurate, for exam ple to  w ith in  abou t 1% 
a t ~  0 .0 1 .

A surprising finding, predicted by theory and con
firm ed by q uan ta l results, is th a t ,  although the  am 
plitudes of the  prim itive o rb its are m ostly  reduced, as 
one would expect from  the idea o f ‘core-shadowing’, in 
the non-hydrogenic case they can also i n c r e a s e .  This 
is shown below to  be due to  a  de-phasing between 
diffractive (core) and geom etric (Coulom b) contribu
tions. C om binations of periodic orb its appear w ith order 
a t least h .  M ost significantly, new m odulations appear 
th a t are no t com binations of real periodic orb its b u t are 
ra ther pure diffractive orbits. T hey  pass th rough  the 
core and are m ade periodic by the diffraction. We em
phasize th a t  all these effects are accurately  described by 
the diffractive periodic o rb it theory.

The periodic orb it theory  of diffraction was developed 
recently for H am iltonians w ith  discontinuities [11-13]. 
For our purposes, a  good exam ple o f a  diffractive sys
tem  is th e  cardioid billiard, which has a single sharp ver
tex. In th is  case, periodic orb its are decom posed in to  two 
kinds: those th a t  do no t intersect the  vertex (geometric 
orbits) and  those th a t do (diffractive o rb its ) . The density 
of sta tes has been shown to  be ob tained  as a  sum:

p ( E )  =  - l l m T r G g ( F )  -  - l m T r G u ( F ) .  (1)
7T TT

The first (geom etric) te rm  yields the  o rd inary  G T F. The
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trace, over the  second (diffractive) contribution  has been 
shown to  be [11,13]

Tr Gc (f;) = g  §  n  , {.+1 ; g), (2)
p n

where Tp is the  to ta l sum  of periods taken  over the paths 
between the vertices and  d { n )  is the diffraction constant 
which depends on the type  of diffraction. E quation  (2) 
encapsulates the  im p o rtan t result th a t  the  trace integral 
taken between the  n th  and  n + l t h  vertices is proportional 
to  the G reen’s function between those points.

We apply  diffractive periodic o rb it theory to  our 
atom ic system s by trea tin g  the non-hydrogenic core as 
a  diffractive source. T he crucial step is to  ob ta in  an 
expression for the  diffractive constant, d  in term s of 
quan tum  defects. To th is end, we consider an  incom ing 
Coulom b wave, which approaches the atom ic core
from  infinity a t an angle, 6 j ,  t o  the  z-axis. On reaching 
the core, produces a  scattered  wave, V’scatt, which
feeds outgoing semiclassical waves along periodic orbits; 
V’scatt can be decom posed in to  an outgoing Coulom b wave 
together w ith a  core-scattered wave [5]: V’scattC»’, =  

0) -I- V’core(r, Ô). The Coulom b scattered wave is 
strongly back-focussed along 0 ~  0/  and  can be w ritten  
in closed form  [5]. O ur first approxim ation  consists of 
equating  V’̂ u i  w ith the  source for geom etric pa th s  { i .e .  

the  usual G T F ). The core-scattered wave V’core, arising 
from  the incom ing wave a t angle 9 f ,  i s  equated w ith the 
source of diffractive sem iclassical waves. A t a  radius. 
To ~  50 Bohr, we express V’core in a partial-w ave expan
sion which, for m  =  0 is [5]

/9_2 \ T
V’cir. = ( ^  ) . 0)y,o(», -  1)

' \ /  f=0
I  (3)

where 6 i are the  q uan tum  defects. Finally, we take d  to  
be the fractional am plitude scattered  by the core:

d{9i ,9 f)  =  V’c o re (ro , ^ , ) /V ’co !il(^0 , 9j). (4)

All calculations and  com parisons w ith  fully quantal 
spectra  presented here have been carried ou t for s-wave 
scattering  (app rop ria te  for a tom s such as lith ium  or he
lium  which are used frequently in experim ents of atom s 
in fields). So, below 6  =  6 q and, in th is case, V’core is 
isotropic. However, generalization to  odd parity  or atom s 
w ith  m ultip le  q uan tum  defects is straightforw ard.

We consider the  specific exam ple of R ydberg atom s 
in a  s ta tic  m agnetic field of streng th , 7  (atom ic units). 
T he q u an tu m  spectra  are calculated a t constant scaled 
energy e =  th a t  is for f i x e d  classical dynam ics.
Q uan tum  m echanically, we calculate a  set eigenvalues, 
7 ” ^^^, corresponding to  different effective h  [14]. Below, 
h  denotes 7 ^/^.

For R ydberg  atom s in  a m agnetic field, the best stud
ied periodic o rb its are the  stra igh t line o rb it perpendic
u lar to  the  field, R i ,  and  the ‘balloon’ o rb it, V i .  The

well-known G arton-T om kins o rb it [15], R \ ,  is responsi
ble for the quasi-L andau oscillations observed in m  =  1 
atom ic spectra  near the  ionization lim it a t energy spac
ing ~  1.5%w; these were the first observed ‘foo tp rin ts’ of 
periodic orbits in a real physical system . T he balloon 
o rb it dom inates m  =  0 , odd-/ spectra  w ith oscillations 
of spacing ~  0.64%w. T he effect of the  core on the orbit 
parallel to  the field, Vi, is relatively weak [4,8,9]. The 
periodic orbit labelling term inology of Ref. [16] is used 
throughout.

For the case of s-wave scattering, each diffractive con
tribu tion  in Eq. (2) is:

27T

(5)

and, in effect, represents the contribution of a  pure 
diffractive orbit. Note the  additional phase of — 7t / 4  rel
ative to  an equivalent geom etric prim itive periodic orbit.

Now we see th a t the  am plitude of each non-hydrogenic 
prim itive periodic o rb it actually  arises from  the inter
ference between two contributions w ith the sam e action 
bu t different phase: a geom etric one of the Gutzwiller 
form  weighted by th e  trace of the  stab ility  m atrix , M , 
in the  usual m anner, i .e .  for th e  p th  o rb it =  
{TrSp) /y / \ 2  — TrMpI, and  a  diffractive one, given by 
Eq. (5), following the  sam e p a th  and of sim ilar action 
bu t weighted by l/-y/m ï7, where m i2 is an elem ent of M .  
This contrasts w ith the  cardioid billiard  where a typical 
contribution  is either pure geom etric or pure diffractive.

We can easily show th a t  the fractional reduction of am 
plitude for a prim itive periodic o rb it of a  non-hydrogenic 
atom  relative to  th a t  of hydrogen is

A s / A h  =  4%^ sin^(6 )^  — 4% sin(5) sin (6  +

(6)

where, in general,

R = A ÿ 327T

mi2 sin(0, / 2 ) s in ( ^ / /2 ). (7)

All param eters, e.g.  in itia l and final angles, 9{, 9 j ,  re
fer to  the particu lar p rim itive o rb it under consideration. 
The fractional reduction or increase is o f 0 { V h ) .  In gen
eral, =  —7t / 4 . However, R \  runs along a boundary 
of the fundam ental sym m etry  dom ain  and so requires 
special trea tm en t: w hen stable, w ith  winding num ber %/, 
we find 0 =  —tt/4  — i/tt/2  and R  =  2 A/(7r /m i 2) s in(7rz/). 
T he m ost im p o rtan t correction in Eq. (6 ) is the  y / K  term . 
T his is zero for 6  =  — <f> and positive for sin (6  -1- 0) <  0, 
leading to  an i n c r e a s e d  am plitude for a  prim itive periodic 
orbit. In  contrast, in  closed o rb it theory, the m ain  pho
toabsorption  source te rm  and the core scattered  term s 
do not have th is 7t / 4  de-phasing.

Harm onics of prim itive orbits also have further contri
butions from  product te rm s of 0(% ). However, product 
term s also give add itional weak contributions a t actions
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th a t are sum s of periodic orbits. For exam ple a tw o-orbit 
com bination has am plitude

87r2(5i-h52)' m\2m | l / 2
9}

sin Ÿ  sm Ÿ  sin -y  sin y

1 / 2

(8)

(a) e=-0.2  
Hydrogen

•g 0 .0 -

Lithium (5=0.4(14571)

(b) Diffractive contributions
R.®VQuantum

.a  0.0

Semiclassical
1.0 2.0 3.0

S caled  A ction
FIG. 1. (a) Comparison of Fourier transforms of the den

sity of states for hydrogen and lithium ( 6  =  0.4045%) in a 
static magnetic field at constant scaled energy e =  —0.2 from 
a fully quantal calculation with average h  =  1/90. Note the 
changes in amplitudes of periodic orbits and new modulations 
due to diffractive orbits in the lithium case, (b) Comparison 
between quanta! and semiclassical difference spectra obtained 
by coherently subtracting the Fourier transforms shown in 
(a). This exposes the diffractive contributions to the spec
trum and eliminates contributions from orbits which do not 
pass through the core. Shown are changes in periodic orbit 
amplitudes due to diffraction, diffractive combinations of two 
periodic orbits and pure diffractive orbits, marked D i and 
Z>2 . Away from bifurcations, which affect V i  and D 2 , the 
agreement between quantum and semiclassical calculations is 
excellent.

In Fig. 1(a) we show Fourier transform s of the  oscil
la to ry  p a rt of the  even-/, 771 =  0 , eigenvalue spectra  for 
hydrogen and  lith ium  { 6  =  0.40457r) in a s ta tic  m ag
netic field a t constant scaled energy e =  —0 .2  and w ith 
n =  7 “ ^/^ =  ranging from  60 to  120. In  Fig. 1(b) 
we plo t the  ‘difference’ spectrum  obtained  by coherently 
sub trac ting  the  Fourier transform  of the  hydrogenic spec
tru m  from  th a t  of lith ium ; th is exposes the diffractive 
contribu tions and  elim inates contribu tions from  periodic 
orb its which do not pass th rough  the  core. For com
parison, we also p lo t a  semiclassical difference spectrum  
obtained  by sum m ing all term s of order y / h  and agree
m ent is excellent. T he discrepancy in  D 2  is due to  the 
effects of b ifurcations th a t  are no t taken  in to  account in

the semiclassical calculation presented here.
We can see th a t for lith ium  the  am plitudes of R i  and 

its harm onic R 2 , as well as and other o rb its are 
substantially  reduced. There are additional sm all peaks 
which correspond accurately to  sum s of periodic orbits. 
Im portantly , there are strong peaks (m arked D i  and  D 2 ) 
which do not m atch  any com bination  of orbits. A t these 
scaled actions (5  ~  2.87 and  S  ~  2.94) we find orb its th a t 
are closed b u t no t periodic. For hydrogen, only orbits 
th a t are periodic in the fundam enta l sym m etry  dom ain 
contribute. Here we see th a t  pure diffractive orbits, such 
as D 2 , can contribu te  to  th e  non-hydrogenic spectrum  a t 
0 { y / h )  so are substan tia lly  stronger th an  com binations 
of orbits. T he peak a t 5  ~  2.87 is due to  an  isolated 
closed orbit and is ob tained  alm ost exactly from  Eq. (5) 
as seen in Fig. 1(b) (note th a t  in Fig. 1(a) the peak asso
ciated w ith th is  o rb it is m asked by the peak of a  periodic 
orbit which does no t approach the nucleus). T he peak 
a t 5  ~  2.94 consists of contributions from  a pair of non
isolated orbits close to  a b ifurcation  so their contribution 
is over-estim ated semiclassicaUy. O n exam ination  of the 
diffractive orb its we find th a t  they correspond to  the  first 
closure of asym m etric periodic orbits, some of which cor
respond to  the  X n  series of ‘exotic o rb its’ [16]. In hy
drogenic eigenvalue spectra  such orb its only contribute 
a t their f u l l  •period,  whereas in the diffractive case they 
appear a t c lo s ur e .

We have carried ou t a  detailed  study  of these effects for 
several scaled energies to  s tudy  the h  and 6  dependence 
of the diffractive effects. In Figs 2 (a )-(d ) we com pare 
the fractional change relative to  hydrogen between the 
fully quantal and semiclassical expressions for R \  and 
Vi  . T he agreem ent is very good. For the fi dependence 
there are fewer points for since a wide spectral range 
is required to  resolve it  from  a nearby orbit. An especially 
interesting feature is the de-phasing of R \  relative to  Vi  
seen in Figs 2(c) and 2(d). T he diffractive contribution  
to  Vi  is — 7t / 4  ou t of phase w ith  the  geometric te rm . As a 
result the am plitude exceeds th a t  o f hydrogen for 6 <  7r/ 4  
and is m inim al a t 6 ~  0.657T. In  contrast, the geom etric 
and diffractive contributions for R \  are alm ost in phase 
a t e =  —0.275 and rem ain  so for a  wide range of scaled 
energies abou t e ~  —0.3, where the orb it undergoes its 
2 : 1 resonance w ith 0.5.

In Figs 2(e) and  2(f) we investigate the com bination 
orbits and the  diffractive o rb it th a t  appears a t e =  —0.2  
for 5" 2.87. In  th is case we p lo t the  ra tio  of am plitudes
relative to  the  first peak of C ,  the  circular o rb it, a  pe
riodic orb it th a t  does no t pass th rough the nucleus and 
hence is unaffected by the diffraction. In b o th  cases the 
agreem ent is very good.

In conclusion, we have shown th a t  periodic o rb it theory 
(the G T F ) m ay be applied to  all singly excited atom s as 
successfully as for hydrogen by bringing in the effects of 
Q D T in the form  of diffractive corrections. Also, to  our 
knowledge, th is  is the first dem onstration  of a  diffractive 
effect in a  real system , since previously diffraction has 
only been applied to  m odel problem s such as billiards. 
A lthough we show explicit results for s-wave scattering
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in lith ium  and helium , our m ethod  is applicable generally 
to  other R ydberg atom s and  molecules in external fields.

100 n ISO

0.5 Ô/7C 1.0
(e) Combination orbit

- 0.275

100 n ISO

0.5 Ô/7C 1.0

1.0

0.5 5/jj
0.0

(f) Diffractive orbit
-0.2

0.0 0'S 5/71 10
FIG. 2. Dependence of diffractive contributions on ft and 

8: comparison between quantum results (full circles) and 
semiclassical formula, Eq. (6), (solid line) showing near ex
act agreement. The vertical axis represents the ratio of 
non-hydrogenic to hydrogenic amplitudes, (a) Dependence 
of A s  I  A h  on h  for i?i at e =  —0.2, —0.6 and —0.45. (b) 
Same as (a) for at e =  —0.2, and —0.275. (c) Dependence 
of A s ! A h  on quantum defect, 8, for ü i .  (d) Same as (c) for 
V i ' .  note the de-phasing relative to R \  and that the ampli
tude exceeds the hydrogenic value for 8 <  x /4 . (e) and (f) 
dependence of contributions of combination and diffractive 
orbits on 8. Here the ratio relative to the first contribution of 
the circular orbit, C ,  is shown. As predicted by the theory, 
combination orbits show a sin^ 8 behaviour while diffractive 
orbits follow a sin 8 curve.

An interesting recent calculation  [17] trea ted  the pho
toabsorp tion  of general a tom s w ith in  the framework of 
the standard  theory using a m odel po ten tia l. Then, the 
observed closed o rb it m odula tions were m odelled by su
perposing thousands o f very unstab le  orbits. Hence, the 
issue of w hether the dynam ics of non-hydrogenic atom s 
a t m oderate scaled energies is an  instance of chaos (i.e. 
very unstable m otion) or an effect ‘beyond periodic or
b its ’, such as diffraction, rem ains open. O ur work ad
dressed th is issue.

C urrently, there is added in terest in diffractive systems 
since they  have very recently been associated w ith a  new 
class of in term ediate  level s ta tis tics  ( ‘Half-Poisson’) [18]. 
Recently, eigenvalue sta tis tics  for rubidium  in fields 
were investigated experim entally  [19] and shown to  be 
nearer the  G O E lim it th a n  com parable hydrogenic re
sults. Hence, given th a t  spectroscopic resolution exceeds 
m ean level spacing, experim ental verification of diffrac
tive effects in the  eigenvalue spectrum , for exam ple the 
presence of the ‘D ’ m odulations, is in principle possible.

We are indebted to  E.B. Bogomolny, D. Delande and 
J.B . Delos for helpful advice and discussions. The au
thors acknowledge funding from  the  EPSRC. SMO is sup
ported  by an EPSR C  studentship .
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Atoms in parallel fields; analysis with diffractive periodic orbits
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We show that fluctuations in the density of states of non-hydrogenic atoms in parallel fields are 
strongly influenced by diffractive periodic orbits. Unlike typical systems with a diffractive point 
scatterer, the atomic core of small atoms like lithium and hehum is best understood as a combined 
geometric and a diffractive scatterer. Each Gutzwiller (geometric) periodic orbit is paired with a 
diffractive orbit of the same action. We investigate particularly the amplitudes for contributions 
from repetitions, and multiple scattering orbits. We find that periodic orbit repetitions are described 
by ‘hybrid’ orbits, combining both diffractive and geometric core-scatters, and that by including all 

' possible permutations we can obtain excellent agreement between the semiclassical model and accu
rate fully quantal calculations. For high repetitions, we find even one-scatter diffractive contributions 
become of the same order as those of the geometric periodic orbit for repetition numbers n  ~
Although the contribution of individual diffractive orbits is suppressed by relative to the
geometric periodic orbits, the proliferation of diffractive orbits with increasing period means that 
the diffractive effect for the atom can persist in the h  —*■ 0 limit.

FACS number(s): 03.65.Sq, 05.45.4-b, 32.60.-|-i

I. INTRODUCTION

Highly excited (R ydberg) atom s in the presence of 
sta tic  ex ternal m agnetic a n d /o r electric fields provide 
some of the  best exam ples of experim ental studies of the 
effects of chaos and classical o rb its [1]. A very useful fea
tu re  of these system s is their scaling property: the  clas
sical m otion  does no t depend on the electron energy and 
the m agnetic / electric field streng th  separately b u t only 
on a single param eter, the  s c a l e d  energy. In the case 
of d iam agnetic  hydrogen, the classical m otion undergoes 
a g radual transitio n  from  regularity  to  full chaos as this 
p aram eter is varied. W ith  the developm ent of experim en
ta l fixed scaled-energy spectroscopy [2] and m ethods for 
calculating fully q uan ta l spectra  a t constant scaled en
ergy, it  has been possible to  m ake detailed com parisons 
between the quan tum  and classical dynam ics of b o th  dia
m agnetic hydrogen [3,4] and nonhydrogenic [5,6] atom s. 
In p articu lar, the  frequencies and  am plitudes of the long- 
range m odulations in the  density of sta tes of highly ex
cited hydrogen atom s in  a s ta tic  m agnetic field have been 
described q u an tita tive ly  using Periodic O rbit (PO ) the
ory [7] in the  form  of the well-known Gutzw iller trace 
form ula (G T F ) [8].

T he spectra  of nonhydrogenic a tom s in weak fields, 
however, were found to  have unexpected properties not 
seen in  hydrogen. C om parisons between accurate quan
tu m  spectra  revealed spectral am plitudes for nonhydro
genic a tom s th a t  differed substan tia lly  from  those of hy
drogen [5]. In  addition , experim ental m easurem ents of 
d iam agnetic helium  atom s found m odulations, not seen 
in hydrogen, which were identified as resulting from  com
b inations of hydrogenic periodic orb its th a t arise from  
scattering  w ith  the nonhydrogenic core [6]. Sim ilar struc
tures were found in the  experim ental S tark  (pure electric

field) spectrum  of lith ium  [9]. M ore recently, the spec
tr a  of nonhydrogenic atom s in weak fields were shown to  
be associated w ith a  new generic class of in term ediate 
energy level statistics. The N earest-N eighbour Spacing 
(NNS) d istribu tions were found [10,11] to  be neither Pois- 
sonian (regular) nor W igner-D yson (chaotic) b u t close to  
a  d istribu tion  (P (s )  =  4se“ ^*) called the s e m i - P o i s s o n  
d istribu tion . Such interm ediate spectra  are also of broad 
current interest in mesoscopic system s [12-15].

These observations have led, in recent years, to  much 
interest in the phenom enon of so-called c o r e - i n d u c e d  
c h a o s  [5,6,9,16-19] in the dynam ics of R ydberg atom s 
in external fields. T he unexpected features in the non
hydrogenic spectra  were variously in terpreted  as arising 
from  chaos due to  the effect of the  inner m ulti-electron 
core [9,18] or as fi-dependent corrections [19] which were 
semiclassicaUy vanishing.

It has since been shown [20] th a t  m odulations of the 
eigenvalue spectra  of nonhydrogenic a tom s in weak fields 
due to  periodic orb its can be described semiclassicaUy 
a t a q uan tita tive  level o n l y  if diffractive corrections are 
included. In addition , a  semiclassical analysis of spec
tra l rigidities for atom s in electric fields (integrable w ith 
diffraction) has revealed th a t there  are su b stan tia l core
induced effects due to  diffractive one-scatter o rb its which 
do not vanish in the semiclassical lim it [21]. A nother re
cent semiclassical study of general c h a o t i c  system s w ith 
diffraction considered scattering to  all orders [22]. For 
chaotic dynam ics, the  num ber of o rd inary  (geom etric) 
POs proliferates exponentially w ith  increasing period, T . 
However, it was shown [22] th a t the  num ber of diffrac
tive orbits in a  generic chaotic system  w ith diffraction 
grows even m ore rapidly. Indeed, the num ber of one- 
sca tter trajectories increases faster th a n  the num ber of 
geom etric PO s by a factor of T .
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Diffraction in  atom s (Coulom b plus short range scat
terer) differs in key respects from  typical diffractive bil
liards. T he additional presence of the  Coulom b term  
m eans th a t  every diffractive o rb it is paired  w ith a ge
om etric periodic orbit or half-periodic orbit, even in the 
chaotic regim e. In contrast, for b illiard problem s, diffrac
tive and isolated geom etric PO s are unrelated  [22-24]. 
T he diffractive effect in chaotic a tom s is expected to  dif
fer significantly from  th a t  in b illiard problem s.

A tom ic spectral properties and sta tis tics  depend 
strongly on the  interference between groups of contri
butions of the sam e action b u t w ith  different phases 
and am plitudes. A dding these correctly is non-trivial. 
For exam ple, the  dom inant effect in long-range s ta tis
tics was found to  be due to  the  ‘off-diagonal’ contribu
tions between geom etric PO s and  diffractive one-scatter 
o rb its of the  sam e action [21]. In  semiclassical studies of 
atom ic p ho toabsorp tion  (Closed O rbit theory) [25-28,19] 
an  analogous effect— the gradual suppression of the am 
plitude of high harm onics by core-scattering term s of 
the sam e action— was term ed  ‘core-shadowing’. Experi
m ental photoabsorp tion  spectra , however, probe closed, 
ra th er th an  periodic, o rb its. In  a previous L etter [20] we 
proposed a m odel which com bined s tan d ard  PO  theory 
w ith  diffractive corrections for a  few short prim itive peri
odic orb its in d iam agnetic atom s. T his was the first suc
cessful application  of Periodic O rbit theory, in the form  
of the G T F , to  nonhydrogenic R ydberg atom s. One of 
the m ain  results shown in Ref. [20] is th a t, in Periodic O r
b it theory  w ith core-scattering, ‘core-shadowing’ affects 
even prim itive orbits.

In th is paper we investigate in particu lar m ultiple scat
terings and  give a prescrip tion for ob tain ing  the correct 
m ultiplicities for different types of diffractive orbits. The 
m otivation  for th is work is, broadly, to  establish a scheme 
for counting correctly, to  all orders, atom ic diffractive or
b it contribu tions so as to  fu rther understanding  of the  
persistence of these diffractive effects in the  semiclassical 
lim it. In particu lar, we investigate up to  th ird  order the  
core-shadowing term s, which are unique to  the atom ic 
system s. Since we found in Ref. [20] th a t some proper
ties (such as phases and m ultip licities of the  im po rtan t 
quasi-L andau o rb it) were sym m etry  dependent, we test 
the m odel on atom s in parallel fields, which have different 
sym m etry  properties from  the diam agnetic atom .

In section II, we review briefly the  calculations a t fixed 
scaled energy for bo th  the  classical and  quan tal cases. In 
section III, we present details of the  semiclassical calcu
la tion  of diffractive am plitudes. T he contribution  of the  
diffractive orb its to  the  am plitude of first traversals of 
geom etric PO s is stud ied  in section IV. In section V we 
discuss the  phases and m ultiplicities of different types of 
diffractive o rb it. We explain in  detail the  core-shadowing 
up to  th ird  order of one particu la r PO . In section VI we 
present com parisons between our sem iclassical and quan
ta l resu lts for core-shadowing and  o ther trajectories.

II. ATOMS IN PARALLEL FIELDS; SCALED 
SPECTRA

The scaling properties of the  classical dynam ics of Ryd
berg atom s in sta tic  m agnetic fields have been extensively 
reviewed elsewhere [4] so only a brief outline is given here. 
The classical dynam ics of a  hydrogen atom  in a pure m ag
netic field (of streng th  B )  depends only on a  scaled en
ergy £ b  =  In a pure electric field (of strength
F ) ,  the corresponding p aram eter is It
should be noted th a t the  hydrogenic scaling property  
does no t hold stric tly  in the core region of nonhydrogenic 
atom s. However, it is appropriate  to  apply the sam e scal
ing transform ation  to  nonhydrogenic atom s because the 
core region is very sm all when com pared to  the size of 
the highly excited R ydberg states.

The procedure for scaling the parallel field case is sim 
ilar. T he parallel field H am ilton ian  (in cylindrical coor
dinates (p, z, <̂ ) and atom ic u n its  w ith  m  =  0 ) is

■ B ^ p ^  +  F z ( 1)

w ith r  =  _|_ g2 E quation  (1) can "be re-scaled by
transform ing position, m om entum  and tim e variables ac
cording to  r  —̂ P  —»■ P B ^ f ^  and t  —*■ t / B .
R egularization, to  remove the Coulom b singularity, is 
achieved by the usual procedure of transform ation  to 
sem iparabolic coordinates { p , u  =  y / r ± .  z) and a re
scaled tim e, d r  =  {pP -f u ^ ) d t ,  w ith  conjugate m om enta, 

=  d p / d r  and P^, =  d v j d r .  T he  regularized, scaled 
H am iltonian for hydrogen in parallel electric and mag- 
rietic fields now depends only on two param eters, e p  and 
Zb , which com pletely determ ine the  classical behavior, 
and is w ritten  as;

^  — % ( f ^  4- P I )  — 6 g ( / i^  -f- f/^) -I- Vext{p, f/) =  2 , (2 )

where

(3)

is the contribution from  the ex ternal fields.
The equations of m otion arising from  the  classical 

H am iltonian of Eq. (2) were solved num erically to  ob tain  
the relevant classical trajectories, the ir actions, stab ility  
param eters and Maslov indices.

W hen considering the classical dynam ics of a non
hydrogenic a tom  in an  external field, one possible ap
proach [17,18] is to  add  a short-range ‘m odel’ potential, 
which describes the non-Coulom bic natu re  of the ionic 
core, to  the  H am iltonian  of Eq. (1). However, we do not 
use th is approach here. Instead, we follow Ref. [20] and 
tre a t the  system  as hydrogenic w ith  the m ulti-electron 
core playing the  role of a  point diffractive source, as de
scribed in section III  below. W ith  th is prescription, the 
required periodic orb its are then  those of the hydrogenic 
system  described by Eq. (2).
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For parallel fields, the corresponding scaled-coordinate 
Schrodinger equation  (w ith m  =  0 ) takes the  form:

+  ( ^ )  2 - £ b |  (4)

T he scaled energies, c b  and C f , fix th e  classical behav
ior of the system . However th e  dependence on the field 
(th rough the  eigenvalue cannot be elim inated  in
the  quan tum  case. Each eigenvalue corresponds
to  energy eigenvalues E i  =  s b B ^ ^ ^ .  T he set of eigen
values B ^ ^ ^  all correspond to  the sam e classical regime 
b u t as 5,- —► 0 the quantum  spectrum  becomes increas
ingly dense: the square-root of the  eigenvalue plays the 
role of an  effective P lanck’s constan t, i.e., B ^ ^ ^  =  fieff- 
T his can be seen by considering the m om entum -position 
com m utato r in scaled variables (atom ic un its are used 
throughou t, hence fi =  1):

^  -^1/3 ^ (5)

Fixed scaled  energy quan tum  spectra  can be com pared 
directly w ith semiclassical calculations. A Fourier trans
form  w ith respect to  yields sharp  peaks a t the s c a l ed  
actions of classical orbits. T he scaled action is sim ply re
la ted  to  the true action: S { s f , € b ) =  B ~ ^ ^ ^ S { E ,  F ,  B ) .  
T he heights of these peaks yield accurate estim ates of the 
sem iclassical am plitudes.

In the case of nonhydrogenic a tom s in external fields, 
m ost theoretical quan tum  solutions (see, e.g.. Refs [5,6]) 
follow a suggestion of C lark and Taylor [29] who noted 
th a t the  problem  splits conveniently in to  two regions: an 
ou ter region where the core is negligible and an inner 
region where the external field can be neglected. In the 
inner region, the  interaction  of the ou ter electron w ith the 
ionic core can be accounted for by a set of angular m o
m en tum  dependent phase-shifts— the quan tum  defects—  
in each pa rtia l wave [33]. Separate solutions are obtained 
for the two regions and the w avefunctions m atched a t 
a boundary  using an R -m atrix  type approach, yielding 
the  required energy eigenvalues for the  entire system . In 
the q uan tum  calculations presented here, we have used a 
varian t of th is m ethod where the i 2-m a trix  m atching pro
cedure is replaced by the inclusion of a  Schneider te rm  
on the boundary  [6] to  ob ta in  levels 16000-32 000 above 
the  ground sta te .

In th e  pure m agnetic field case b o th  azim uthal quan
tu m  num ber, m, and z-parity , are good quan tum  num 
bers. In  the parallel field case, only m  is a  good quan
tu m  num ber since the  electric field breaks the sym m e
try  ab o u t z  =  0,  destroying parity  conservation. All 
calculations presented here are for m  =  0 , gg =  —0.6  
and £ f  =  —3.0. T he classical dynam ics for a  hydro
gen a to m  in a  pure m agnetic field w ith  £ b  =  —0.6  is 
near-integrable. The pure electric field (S tark  spectra) 
is in tegrable for all s f  and its  NNS sta tis tics are Pois- 
sonian, P (s )  =  e“ *. In b o th  cases, the nonhydrogenic

NNS statistics are in term ediate , P ( s )  =  w ith
the diam agnetic a tom  close to  half-Poisson, w ith a  ~  4.

Differences between the spectra  of hydrogen and non
hydrogenic a tom s in pure m agnetic, electric and parallel 
fields are sum m arized in Fig. 1. T he m agnitude of the 
Fourier transform  of the  quan tum  m echanically calcu
lated  spectrum  of hydrogen in a sta tic  electric field at 
£ f  =  —3.0 is shown in Fig. 1(a). A t low scaled actions, 
0 <  S/{2- ir )  <  7, there are a num ber of weak contribu
tions arising from  isolated G utzw iller PO s. At higher 
actions, the m ain  peaks arise from  contributions of tori 
and are well-described by the  Berry-Tabor form ula [30] 
for integrable system s. F igure 1(b) shows the  correspond
ing Fourier transform ed spectrum  of a  lithium -like atom  
in an electric field. A t low scaled actions there  are again 
weak contributions from  the  isolated periodic orbits. At 
higher scaled actions, significant differences to  th a t of 
the hydrogenic case can be seen. Here, in addition  to 
the torus effects, are contributions arising from  diffrac
tive orbits which occur due to  the  presence of the  ionic 
core. T he num ber of such diffractive o rb its proliferates 
rapidly a t higher scaled actions.

Figure 1(c) shows the  Fourier transform ed spectrum  of 
hydrogen in a  s ta tic  m agnetic field a t £b  =  —0.6. The 
classical dynam ics of the d iam agnetic hydrogen atom  is 
non-integrable. However, it  rem ains near-integrable for 
£ b  =  —0 .6  and, in the  high scaled action regime, the 
spectrum  is dom inated  by contributions from  perturbed  
tori. T he s itua tion  is sim ilar for hydrogen in parallel 
fields w ith £ f  =  —3.0 and £ b  =  —0.6 which is shown 
in Fig. 1(d). Here, contributions from  to ri, evident a t 
large scaled actions in  the pure electric field case shown 
in Fig. 1(a), are modified by the presence of the weak 
m agnetic field; the  spectrum  is dom inated  in this region 
by contributions from  the rem nan ts of integrable tori. 
Only those o rb its w ith  reasonably low scaled action may 
be considered isolated and am enable to  trea tm en t w ith 
the G T F . Semiclassical trace form ulae for th e  density of 
states of near-integrable system s have been derived [31] 
bu t we will no t use these here. Instead, we restrict our 
detailed com parisons between sem iclassical and quantal 
spectra of nonhydrogenic a tom s in  parallel fields to  the 
region 0 <  S'/(27t) <  5.

Theoretical and  experim ental investigations of atom ic 
photoabsorp tion  in parallel fields a t constan t scaled en
ergy have been undertaken previously in Ref. [32]. But 
only in Ref. [20] was the G utzw iller form ula applied for 
the  first tim e to  a generic diam agnetic a tom . Hence this 
represents the  first semiclassical analysis o f the  density of 
sta tes (as opposed to  photoabsorp tion  spectra) for atom s 
in p a r a l l e l  fields.
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III. SEMICLASSICAL CALCULATIONS: 
GEOMETRIC AN D DIFFRACTIVE PERIODIC  

ORBITS

A n im p o rtan t approach to  the quantization  of non- 
integrable, tim e independent H am iltonian system s is via 

I Periodic O rb it Theory (PO T ) in the form  of the well
-known G T F . In stan d ard  PO T , the density of sta tes 
I (DOS), p { E )  =  Tii6 { E  -  E i ) ,  is calculated from  the 
I  trace of the semiclassical G reen’s function: p { E )  =
| —^ I m T r G s c -  T he trace can be decomposed into a 
sum  of sm ooth  and oscillating com ponents: p { E )  =  
P s m i E )  -f P o s c ( E ) .  T he oscillations in p oa c { E )  are given 

i  quan tita tive ly  by the G T F  as a sum  of contributions from  
the isolated POs.

i In diffractive periodic o rb it theory (D PO T ) [23], the 
G reen’s function  is expressed as the  sum  of a geom etric 
and a diffractive com ponent:

p{E)  =  - - I m T i G g i E )  - - I m T i G D i E ) .  (6)7r TT

Correspondingly, oscillations in the density of states, 
p { E )  now have one contribution from  geom etric PO s and 
another from  diffractive orbits.

T he G T F  yields a good description of the  am plitudes 
of the  geom etric com ponent. T he diffractive com po
nent arises from  trajectories which m eet a  discontinu
ity in the  po ten tia l or a  dynam ical struc tu re  com para
ble in size to  the  de Broglie wavelength. T h is could be, 
for exam ple, the  sharp  vertex in a cardioid b illiard. A 
ray incident a t a  vertex a t point xq  produces an ou t
going source adiff which is p roportional to  the  semiclas
sical G reen’s function a t the incidence of the ray, i.e., 
ûîdiff =  d{ô ,6 ' ) Gsc{x ,xo)  [23]. T he diffraction constant, 
d { 9 , d ' ) ,  quantifies the angular red istribu tion  of the  am 
plitude of an incident ray due to  the diffraction. An 
orb it w ith  a single-scatter a t the  diffractive point zo con
tribu tes a  te rm  0 !diff(a?)®o)<JSc(aJo,z') to  G d {x , x ' ) .  A 
key result proven in Ref. [23] is th a t  the trace o î  G d  is 
sim ply proportional to  d  G s c {x o , x q ).  In particu lar, the 
contribu tion  of the  t t h  single-scatter diffractive tra jec
tory  to  the  trace o f  G d , is:

A k  e x p { i { S k  +  ^ k ) }  =  0fc)Gsc(a?o, ^o), (7)

where G |c  is the contribu tion  to  the  semiclassical 
G reen’s function  along classical tra jec to ry  k  s ta rtin g  and 
re tu rn ing  to  the  diffractive po in t zo, A k  is an am plitude, 
S k  is the  classical action and  includes o ther phases 
such as the  Maslov index. For m ultiple scatters, [23] it 
has been shown th a t, in general, the  trace is obtained by 
tak ing  p roducts over contributions. Then,

TtGd = ^  JJd(n)Gsc(a;n,a;n+i), (8)

where Tp  is the to ta l sum  of (prim itive) periods taken 
over th e  path s  between the n th  and (n -|- l ) th  vertices.

We note th a t the expressions weighted by Tp refer 
to  unsealed spectra. For scaled spectra, we require 
p(5 - i / 3 ). Fortunately  the well-known transform ation  to 
a scaled DOS is straightforw ard and  involves a simple 
change in the weighting factor; instead of Tp, we weight 
by the s c a l ed  action S p .  Hence, the  scaled version of 
Eq. (7) (w ith A =  1) is:

+  =  Y ^ { e k , e ' i ) G D ( x o , x o ) ,  (9)

where the tilde refers to  scaled quantities. For conve
nience, we drop the tildes below b u t understand  th a t all 
quantities refer to  scaled calculations.

In Ref. [20], a prescription for adap ting  D P O T  for the 
atom ic case was presented. T he atom ic core gives rise to  
b o th  Coulom b as well as a  short-range scattering . The 
la tte r is well described by Q u an tu m  Defect Theory [33] 
param eterized by a  set of q uan tum  defects 6 i in each 
p artia l wave. For m any atom s only the  lowest partia l 
waves have non-zero quan tum  defects. For exam ple, for 
lith ium , 6o 0 .47r and  cf 0 while for trip le t helium  
(5o — O.STT and 6 j> 2  — 0 .

The Coulomb p a rt results in  geom etric orbits, de
scribed by the G T F . Hence, there  is a  geom etric com
ponent to which ail periodic o rb its m ake a contribution, 
regardless of w hether they  pass th rough  the nucleus, and 
an additional diffractive p a rt to  which only orbits passing 
through the nucleus contribute.

A key difference w ith the  stan d ard  D P O T  approach 
results from  the presence of the  m ulti-electron core and 
Coulom b divergence. We cannot w rite a  (radial) semi
classical G reen’s function which is valid right up to  the 
nucleus a t r  =  0. Instead, the  problem  of atom ic core
scattering  is solved by m atch ing  quan ta l solutions us
ing Coulomb waves and  sem iclassical waves on a s u r f a c e  
r  =  To, outside the m ulti-electron core. The form alism  
was originally developed to  o b ta in  Closed O rbit m odula
tions of photoabsorption spectra  [25,28], including com
bination  recurrences [19].

However, we have found th a t  we can, by analogy, 
ob ta in  a sim ilar expression to  tre a t the  DOS using 
Gutzwiller PO s w ith diffraction to  a nonhydrogenic 
atom . We have an ‘ex te rna l’ form  of the  G reen’s func
tion  G s c ( ro ,^ ,ro ,^ ')  which propagates outgoing waves 
outw ards semiclassicaUy from  the  surface r  =  vq and 
back again. We also need an in ternal, diffractive term  
a<iiff(^o,^, ^0 ,^ 0  which relates an  incom ing ray incident 
on the core to  an outgoing diffracted wave. T he m atch
ing radius tq is arb itrary , sub ject to  the  constrain t th a t 
it m ust lie outside the  core, b u t w ith in  the  region where 
a solution using Coulom b waves is valid (i.e., where the 
external field is negligible). T hen  we will have a contri
bu tion  for a com plete closed diffractive orbit of the form,

Q { 6 , 6')  =  Adiff()'o, ro, ^O ^sc(^o, ro, #'). (10)

T he am plitude cannot depend on the m atching radius, 
so an obvious requirem ent is th a t  the  G { 6 , 9 * )  should be 
independent of tq.
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In  a region near the core where the Coulom b in ter
action is dom inant and th e  external field is negligible, 
the q uan tum  wavefunction can be w ritten  as the  sum  of 
outgoing and  incom ing waves [25,28]:

T he incom ing wave is a C oulom b wave,

( 11) 

=  0Coul>
which approaches the atom ic core from  infinity a t an an
gle, ^ , to  th e  positive z-axis. O n reaching the core,

0Coui produces a  scattered  wave, 0scatt) which feeds ou t
going semiclassical waves along periodic orbits, starting  
a t any angle 6 \ 0 scatt can be decom posed fu rther into an 
outgoing Coulom b wave together w ith a core-scattered 
wave [28]:

where the phase A (t) =  n S k B  — /i(jfc)7r/ 2  — 7r/ 4  and

is an elem ent of th e  2 x 2 stab ility  m atrix  for or
b it, k .  T he contribu tion  of a  single-scatter diffractive or
b it to  the  DOS is thus A lthough
we have not carried o u t a rigorous derivation includ
ing the trace of Gf), we equate our heuristic expression 

=  T r % .  T he am plitudes in Eq.( 17 ) 
have been found to  yield results for diam agnetic atom s 
[20] w ithin 1% of the  q u an ta l values. Below we test the 
expressions on parallel a tom s and m ultip le scatters.

For the special case of o rb its parallel to  the field, the 
equivalent semiclassical expressions take a  different form 
[20]. Hence for 0/ =  0, tt:

0 s c a t t ( r ,  Ô)  = C o u l (rJ) + 4 U r ,0 ) .  (12) = 2m (&)
12

(18)

The Coulom b p a rt of the sca ttered  wave is strongly back- 
focussed along 6  9 f  and  can be w ritten  in closed
form  [28]. We equate 0 ^ ^ ^  w ith  the  source for geom et
ric pa th s  (i.e., the usual G T F ). T he core-scattered wave 
0 core, arising from  an incom ing wave a t an angle 6 j  to  
the positive z-axis, is equated w ith  the  source of diffrac
tive sem iclassical waves. T he  closed form  expression for 
0 core m ay be given in a partial-w ave expansion which, for 
m  =  0 , is [28]

0core(ro,0) =
X e

^(-i)% (g /,o )y io (g ,o )
0 / ;=o

:(V'8ro-77r-3ir/4)̂ g2*6| _
! ) • (13)

A closed form  expression for th e  incom ing Coulom b wave 
can also be derived [25] and, for 0/ ^  0 or vr, th is is.

where A(jk) =  n S k B  — /Z(jk)7r/ 2  — tt/ 2 .  We note th a t

m ^ 2  is calculated for coordinates norm al to the surface 
of section (i.e., for the  sem iparabolic coordinate /i =  0 ) 
ra ther th an  norm al to  th e  orb it itself.

I V .  A M P L I T U D E  O F  F I R S T  T R A V E R S A L S  O F  
P E R I O D I C  O R B I T S

Diffractive orb its con tribu te  w ith  different phases rel
ative to  the  geom etric/C oulom b term s. For geometric 
orbits, the phase is given sim ply by the action plus a 
topological phase which is re la ted  to  the  Maslov index. 
The phase A  for the  n th  traversal of the  fcth geometric 
orb it is:

(19)

(14)

For the case where m  =  0, it is also possible for the 
incom ing waves to  arise from  PO s for which =  0 or tt 
so th a t  they approach the  nucleus along the  axis of the 
fields. In th is special case, th e  closed form  expression for

is [28],

e x p { - i ( - y ^ - 7r / 4 )}. (15)

We took O' to  be the fractional am plitude scattered by 
the core:

OCdifi{9i,9f) =  0core(ro, ^«)/0Coul(^O, ^/)- (16)

For the  case of s-wave scattering  (and  w ith 6 f  ^  0, tp) ,  

each diffractive contribu tion  in Eq. (.10) is:

m 12

,*A

(17)

In general the topological phase /x* does not scale w ith 
traversal num ber. O ne-scatter diffractive orbits have 
an additional phase difference, 0 , accum ulated for each 
scatter. In general, 0  =  —t t / 4  -|- ( S q  -f t t / 2 )  w ith 0 =  
—i r / 2  -I- (6o +  7t / 2 ) for o rb its along the z-axis for which 
9^  =  =  0 or 7P.

Hence, in the  case of first traversals, 
the G utzw iller/ diffractive pair interferes destructively if 
S q  >  t t / 4  leading to  genuine ‘core-shadowing’ in the sense 
th a t the  core reduces the  am plitude of the  oscillation a t 
first traversal. However if 6o <  ?r/4 we have construc
tive interference, and we have instead  ‘core-brightening’: 
the am plitude of the non-hydrogenic spectral oscillation 
is e n h a n c e d  by the  core. T his explains why quantal am 
plitudes for contribu tions from  typical prim itive PO s of 
singlet helium  (w ith 6o =  .147t) are observed to  be en
hanced relative to  hydrogen, while for lith ium  they are 
decreased.

We generated a semiclassical spectrum  using contribu- 
^*' t̂ions of the form  given by Eqs (17) and (18) and products 

thereof for e p  =  —3.0 and  € b  =  —0.6. O ur quantal calcu
lations are for figff =  B ^ ^ ^  1/205. T his spectrum  was
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then  Fourier transform ed. In  order to  com pare directly 
the quan ta l and semiclassical diffractive contributions, 
we adopt the  now standard  procedure of sub tracting  the 
(com plex) Fourier transform  of the hydrogenic spectrum  
from  th a t  of the  nonhydrogenic. T his removes the con
trib u tio n  of the  geom etric orb its and exposes th a t of the 
diffractive trajectories. In addition , all am plitudes (both  
quan ta l and  semiclassical) were norm alised to  th a t of the 
geom etric o rb it denoted by R i .

In the  pure m agnetic field case, R i  is the well-known 
‘quasi-L andau’ PO , which corresponds to  a  stra igh t 
line tra jec to ry  perpendicular to  the m agnetic field. In 
th a t case R \  runs along a  sym m etry  boundary  and its 
G utzw iller contribu tion  has an additional phase. In the 
parallel field case, R i  still lies on a s tra igh t line orbit, 
b u t is no longer perpendicular to  the fields (see orb it (a) 
in Fig. 2). Its  G utzw iller am plitude  is given by the usual
form  and  the contribution to  T rG ^ is:

(20)

T he corresponding contribu tion  to  TrGi> from  the one- 
sca tter diffractive orb it is:

TrGg^ Stt

m ( f i i )
12

1/2

sm6osm^e'(A%i+'/4+'°).

(21)

In parallel field term inology the  pertu rbed  R i  PO  is 
labelled as PO  ‘a ’. In order to  stress th a t th is is not a 
diam agnetic atom , we label the  PO s as ‘a ’, ‘b ’, ‘c’, etc, 
in our Fourier transform s. T he m ain  PO s are plo tted  
in Fig. 2 where b o th  the parallel field label and th a t 
for the  pure diam agnetic PO  (into which the PO  evolves 
as the  electric field is sw itched off) are shown. For the 
R i  ( ‘a ’) PO , the  classical param eters  are S r ^ / { 2 7 t )  =  
0.8258 m il  =  ' ^ 2 2  =  0.7135, m i2 =  —1.282 and di =  

=  0 .4497T. W ith  these param eters it is easy to  show 
w ith a  pocket calculator th a t, for an  a tom  w ith 60 =  
0 .57T, th e  ra tio  of the am plitude |Tr Gn^ | from  Eq. (21) 
to  the  norm alization  am plitude  ( |T rG ^  ̂| =  1 .3 2 1 1 5 rJ , 
is |T rG p^ |/ |T tG ^ ^  | =  0.152. T his value is seen below to 
correspond accurately to  the (norm alized) quan tum  peak 
height for the  single diffraction PO . T h is peak is labelled 
a i-  in our Fourier transform s (see Fig. 5(a)).

We now consider degeneracies and  m ultiplicities of the 
different types of diffractive contributions.

V. MULTIPLICITY OF DIFFRACTIVE ORBITS

M ultiple sca tter contributions can, in the atom ic case, 
include different com binations of geom etric and diffrac
tive o rb its  which all have the sam e actions (the ‘core
shadow ing’). We note  th a t, a lthough core-shadowing 
does no t affect prim itive contributions in Closed O rbit

theory, it affects b o th  the prim itive PO s and their repe
titions in diffractive PO  theory [20]. In order to  describe 
core-shadowing it is v ita l th a t  the  contributions from  the 
different com binations and, in particu la r their phases, are 
combined correctly.

For exam ple, below we dem onstrate  in detail the con
struction  of diffractive contributions interfering w ith the 
th ird  traversal of one specific isolated PO , nam ely R i .  
In the no ta tion  of Ref. [2] its second and th ird  traversals 
are denoted R 2  and R s  respectively.

T he contribu tion  to  the DOS has a phase equal to  
-I- 0 . T he additional phase 0  varies depend

ing on the type of contribution: (i) for the purely ge
om etric contribu tion  Q  =  //R ,% /2 ; (ii) for one-scatter 
contributions 0  =  <f)] (iii) for tw o-scatter con
tribu tions Q  =  /iR^7r/ 2  -t- \XR^'Kj 2  -H 2 <f> and (iv) for three- 
scatter term s, ÇI =  3 /z r^7t / 2  -f 3<̂ . In th is exam ple, w ith 
Sq =  0 .57T we have <f> =  37t / 4 .

The one and  tw o-scatter orbits are in effect com bina
tions of geom etric and  diffractive ‘legs’ in the sam e tra jec
tory, since each encounter w ith  the  core can result in ei
ther geom etric or diffractive scattering. T he three-scatter 
contribution is a  com bination of three diffractive orbits. 
We stress th a t these hybrid PO s com bining diffractive 
and geom etric core scatters are a unique feature of the 
atom ic system s (due to  com bined Coulomb plus short- 
range scattering). Generic diffractive billiards have pure 
geom etric and pure diffractive orbits, which are unrelated  
and in general have different actions.

We have found th a t  the am plitude of a  single diffractive 
o rb it as given in Eq. (17) is weighted by a degeneracy 
For a prim itive sym m etric orb it {Of =  di ) ,  gk  =  1. For 
a prim itive asym m etric o rb it, { d f  ^  di ) ,  gk — 2.  We a t
tribu te  th is weighting to  the  fact th a t, for each incoming 
Coulom b wave, the  diffracted wave provides am plitude 
in one or two possible outgoing angles respectively.

A nother key p aram eter is the  m ultip licity  or degener
acy of m ultip le traversals. T he one-scatter orbits have a 
m ultip licity  equal to  the repetition  num ber of the orbit. 
Hence for the  one-scatter contribution  to  the n th  traver
sal, gn k  =  n g k .  T h is is due to  the num ber of different 
perm utations of geom etric and diffractive scatters.

For exam ple, the one-scatter contribution  to  R 3  has 
three possible perm uta tions of geom etric or diffractive 
encounters w ith the core. One of these can be repre
sented as  R i  +  R i X R i X  where E i 4- indicates a  traver
sal of the PO , R i ,  followed by diffraction and R i X  in
dicates a  traversal followed by a  Coulom b scatter. T he 
other two possible perm uta tions are R i X R \  R i X  and
R 1 X R 1 X R 1 + .  Hence, from  Eq. (17), the contribution  
to  the trace from  each one-scatter diffractive orb it is 
- ^ S r ^ G r ^  where.

Qr, =
87T

m (As)
12

1 / 2
sin^'(A .,+3./4) (22)

In this case, g  =  I  and =  35r^  -1- \ iR ^ ' Kj 2 .  From  
the  m onodrom y m a trix  elem ents given above for R i  we
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can work ou t th a t =  —1.329. T his contribution
has a m ultiplicity  of 3. Hence from  Eq. (22) we can eval
uate  the to ta l am plitude (norm alized by the geom etric 
am plitude of R i )  which is 3 |5 i î i^ i i3 l/ |T rG ^ ^ | =  0.447. 
T he quantal value is 0.4. For im proved agreem ent, higher 
order diffractive scatters m ust be included. We note how
ever th a t the one-scatter diffractive contribution  for R 3  

is already alm ost 50% of the  geom etric am plitude of the 
first traversal.

In general, the  num ber of s-scatter diffractive tra jec to 
ries contributing  to  the n th  traversal o f a  PO  is sim ply the 
num ber of com binations and is given by the usual bino
m ial coefficient: N { n ,  s )  =  n !/[(n  — s)!s!]. An im portan t 
consequence is th a t, while in the  G T F  the n th  traversal of 
the  t t h  geom etric PO  is weighted by the  p r i m i t i v e  period 
Tfc (in the unsealed case) or action S k  (in the  scaled case), 
the  corresponding one-scatter com ponent is weighted by 
the t o t a l  period n S k -  Hence for high enough repetition  
num bers n ~  even the one-scatter diffractive con
tribu tion  becomes of the sam e order as the geom etric 
P O ’s contribution.

For the tw o-scatter diffractive case, there are n (n —1)/2  
possible trajectories. Hence th is com ponent will be sig
nificant for n^ ~  . We conclude th a t  m ultiple traver
sals of PO s will also have significant tw o-scatter compo
nents for a sufficiently h igh num ber of traversals. In the 
case of the R 3  o rb it, the  tw o-scatter o rb its have a  m ulti
plicity iV(3,2) =  3. T heir to ta l contribution  to  T rG p  is 
equal to:

i-~QRiGRiGRi-
ITT

(24)

—iSg^SR̂ ÇR̂ ÇR̂ ( 23)

Here g =  1. Since =  —1.8298, we can evaluate
^ \ S r , P r , G r , \ / \ T t G Z ^  1 =  0.0764.

T his contribution is de-phased by 2 tt/ 4  relative to  the 
one-scatter diffractive con tribu tion  of 0.447. However 
adding these values w ith  the  correct de-phasing is easily 
shown to  yield a  value very close to  the  quantal peak ~  
0.4 shown in Fig. 3. Each of these contributions has the 
sam e phase A  =  f iR ^T r / 2 - \ -  +
For this particu la r exam ple, Maslov indices scale w ith 
traversal i.e., fXR^ +  p.R^ =  fXR^.  B ut th is is not gener
ally the case. A lthough th e  to ta l num ber of tw o-scatter 
core-shadowing corrections is always iV(n, 2), for detailed 
studies of higher traversals it  is no t possible to  sim ply 
weight one expression such as Eq. (23) by a m ultiplic
ity, i\T(n,2 ), since in general there  will be different com
binations of two orb its. For exam ple, if we were con
sidering the tw o-scatter correction to  R q we would have 
N (6 ,2 )  =  15 contributions. However, 6 of these would 
involve Ç r ^ Ç r ^ term s, ano ther 6 would involve Gr x Qr  ̂
term s and 3 would involve Q r ^G r ^ term s. These three 
groups have different phases, so care m ust be taken when 
com bining them .

T he final and  sm aller con tribu tion  to  TZg, the three- 
sca tter term , has a  m ultip lic ity  iV(3,3) =  1. Hence, its 
contribution  is equal to:

We have tested  the  counting algorithm  by includ
ing successively the contributions from  the one-, two- 
and three-scattering  tra jecto ries a t a  scaled action cor
responding to  R z \  the results for a  nonhydrogenic atom  
w ith a single quan tum  defect 60 =  O.ôtt in the / =  0 
channel are shown in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3(a) we com pare the resulting  quan tum  am 
plitude w ith the  first-order sem iclassical result obtained 
using Eq. (22). A t th is value of figff — 1/205, single 
scattering  tra jectories (dashed line) reproduce the  quan
tu m  am plitude (full line) to  w ith in  10-15%. Fig 3(b) 
shows the results of including second- and th ird-order 
term s, for which the  contribu tions to  T rG ^  are given 
by Eqs (23) and (24) respectively, in the semiclassical 
calculation. Including the  second-order term s (dashed 
line) already brings the agreem ent w ith  the quan ta l re
sults (full line) to  w ithin 1%. W hen th ird -o rder term s 
are included, the semiclassical (d o tted  line) and quan tal 
am plitudes agree alm ost exactly. T he excellent agree
m ent for the  th ird-order term s seen in Fig. 3(b) supports 
strongly our counting algorithm .

However, the tw o-scatter com bination orb its will pro
liferate sufficiently rapidly  to  ensure th a t their contribu
tion is no t semiclassicaUy vanishing relative to  the  prim 
itive geom etric PO s. For an integrable system , the  to ta l 
num ber of PO s grows polynom ially w ith the period, as 

in our 2-dim ensional system  and  as in the  scaled 
case. T he to ta l tw o-scatter com bination orb its can eas
ily be shown to  proliferate as (or 5'^). Hence their 
contribution  relative to  th a t of the  geom etric POs, for 
sufficiently long periods or actions, does not vanish.

The rules for obtain ing m ultiplicities of tw o-scatter 
contributions of different o rb its are analogous to  those 
used above for the m ultiple traversals [34]. Below, we 
apply these rules for accum ulating phases and m ulti
plicities in our semiclassical calculations for the range 
0 <  5/(27t) <  5 and com pare them  w ith  q uan ta l calcula
tions.

VI. RESULTS

The m ain  result of th is paper is shown in Fig. 4 where 
we com pare quan ta l and  semiclassical results for the to
ta l diffractive com ponent up to  action S / 2 7 t =  5. As in 
Fig. 3, we coherently sub trac t the  Fourier transform ed 
quantal spectra  for 60 =  O.ôtf from  the hydrogenic result 
so we com pare only the diffractive quan ta l and semiclassi
cal result. The overall agreem ent is excellent. Indeed, on 
the scale of the  figure, there are barely any discernible dif
ferences between the quan tum  and  semiclassical diffrac
tive contributions. The labelled peaks indicate diffractive 
contributions a t scaled actions corresponding to  the  short 
classical periodic orbits o f the hydrogen a tom  in parallel 
fields; the  shapes of these orb its were shown in Fig. 2.
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In Fig. 5 we m agnify selected regions of Fig. 4 in or
der to  further dem onstrate  the  agreem ent. F igure 5(a) 
shows a m agnification of the spectra  in the region 0.75 <  
5"/(27r) <  1.0. In  th is region, we see three peaks cor
responding to  the diffractive contributions a-H, b-}- and 
C-I-. For each of the peaks, the semiclassical result in 
the  lower panel agrees alm ost perfectly w ith the exact 
quan tum  result in the  upper panel. Here we see th a t the 
core-shadowing term s give rise to  large contributions at 
scaled actions of the prim itive periodic orbits. This is 
in contrast to  the  closed o rb it result for nonhydrogenic 
photoabsorption  spectra  where it was shown th a t the 
core-shadowing term s only a lter the  phase of the prim 
itive orbit contribu tions while leaving their am plitudes 
unchanged. T he peaks labelled b-|-, a t 5/(27t) ~  0.88, 
and c4-, at 5 '/(2 7 r )  ~  0.96, are the core-shadowed con
tribu tions to  the  “uphill” ) and  “downhill” (FY" ) or
b its respectively. As can be seen by com paring Eqs (17) 
and (18), the diffractive contribu tions to  bo th  of these 
orbits are 0(R ^/^) sm aller th a n  those for orbits w ith 
6 i  /  0 or 7T. Hence the peaks b-|- and  c-|- are consid
erably sm aller th an  th a t of the R \  o rb it a t a-}-.

In Fig. 5(b) we show the region of scaled action close 
to  the contributions from  the  second repetitions of the 
orbits a, b and c (1.5 <  5’/(27t) <  2.0). Again, the agree
m ent between quan ta l and sem iclassical calculations is 
excellent. Here, the largest contribu tion  is to  the second 
repetition  of the  R \  o rb it a t S / { 2 ' k ) ~  1.65. T his contri
bution  consists of two term s: 2 a+  and  a-|-a-t- of 
and 0 ( h )  respectively. T he peak a t the second repeti
tion  of the downhill o rb it a t S / ( 2 7 t) 1.92 is larger than
m ight be expected given th a t  the term s 2c-f and c-t-c-j- 
are 0 ( h )  and O ( h ^ )  respectively. However, here there is 
also an 0 ( h ^ ^ ^ )  contribution from  the orb it (labelled 
d-t-). The inset shows a  fu rther m agnification of the re
gion 1.7 <  5/(27t) <  1.84 where two further sm all peaks 
can be seen, one a t the second repetition  of the uphill or
b it a t 5/(27t) ~  1.76 and  a second, purely core-scattered 
peak, arising from  a  com bination of contributions from  
the R i  (a-h) and  downhill (c-|-) orbits.

Figure 5(c) magnifies the region 3.2 <  5 /(2 x )  <  3.9. 
Overall, the  quantum -sem iclassical agreem ent is very 
good. A close inspection, however, reveals two sm all dis
crepancies. For the  peak a t the  fourth  repetition  of R i  
(5/(27t) ~  3.3) the  sem iclassical result overestim ates the 
quan tal by abou t 50%. T his is due to  the m i2 te rm  th a t 
appears in the  am plitude  being close to  zero for the 4a-|- 
contribution. T his leads to  a singularity  in the semiclas
sical am plitude of th is term . Such a phenom enon oc
curs when the classical o rb it undergoes a  bifurcation, in 
which case its w inding num ber is nearly rational. Here, 
the  winding num ber for the  R i  or a  PO  is close to  1/8.

It is in teresting to  note th a t  a  given bifurcation can 
m anifest itself a t different actions in the  diffractive and 
geom etric contributions. For the  geom etric contribution , 
the  am plitude is p roportional to  1 /  V Tr M  — 2 and will 
be unphysically large for the eighth repetition  of the or

b it when the  w inding num ber of the prim itive orb it is 
1 /8 . For the diffractive contribution , on the o ther hand, 
the  am plitude is p roportional to  \ j s j m \ 2  and will be di
vergent for the fourth  repetition  of the  orbit. T his par
ticu lar large diffractive peak a t the action of 4a is due to 
an asym m etric Closed O rbit, which appears a t ha lf the 
period of 8a.

A sim ilar sm all discrepancy in the diffractive am pli
tudes is also seen for the  peak a t 5 / ( 2 7 t )  ~  3.57 which has 
been further magnified in the  righ t-hand  inset. Again, 
th is sm all difference between q uan ta l and semiclassical 
results can be a ttr ib u ted  to  a b ifurcation in the  underly
ing classical dynam ics.

Finally, a  m agnification of the  region 4.05 <  5 '/(2 7 r)  <  
4.2 is shown in Fig. 5(d). Again, the unphysically large 
value of the  diffractive am plitude  for the 4a-|- contri
bu tion  leads to  the semiclassical result overestim ating 
the quantum , th is tim e by abou t 10%, for the  peak at 
S '/(2 7 t)  ~  4.125. However, again  th e  agreem ent between 
the quan tal and semiclassical spectra  is rem arkable, es
pecially bearing in m ind th a t  the  peak a t S / ( 2 tt) ~  4.125 
is m ade up of no fewer th an  7 different contributions; this 
in fact represents the m ost challenging situa tion  we have 
considered to  date.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown th a t  the spectra  of atom s in paral
lel fields provide an  in teresting illustra tion  of the effects 
of diffractive PO s in a  real system . Features like the 
' core-brightening' / ' core-shadowing^ as well as the  hybrid 
diffractive/geom etric sca tter PO s are unique features of 
the atom ic core-scattering and are needed to  describe ac
curately the  quan tum  results.

U ntil quite recently, it seemed apparen t th a t diffractive 
orbits represented h-dependent corrections to  Periodic 
O rbit effects which vanished in the  semiclassical lim it. 
Now it seems clear th a t, for sufficiently long time-scales, 
such diffractive effect can persist in the ^ 0 lim it.
Hence understanding  how the  proliferation of diffractive 
orbits sufficiently outpaces, a t any order, the  prolifera
tion  of geom etric tra jectories to  m ain ta in  their contribu
tion , as h — 0, is an in teresting  and topical question.

In this study  we focussed on the near-in tegrable atom ic 
regime. T he com bination of C oulom b and short-range 
scattering  introduces new interference effects no t seen in 
typical system s such as b illiards w ith  short-range scat
tering.

Previously, we presented a m odel which gave the 
diffractive corrections for a  diam agnetic atom . However, 
the  proper way to  count contributions from  higher or
der scatterings, m ultip le repetitions and com binations 
thereof rem ained unclear. We have extended the model 
to  account for harm onics (im p o rtan t in the stab le regime) 
and  have tested th is for the first tim e on atom s in par
allel fields. The physics is no t drastically  different from
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he d iam agnetic  case, b u t the different sym m etry  and 
he fact th a t  the  im po rtan t quasi-L andau orb it ( R i  or 
a ’ and its  repetitions) no longer lies on the  sym m etry  
boundary provides a  strong te s t of the general validity 
)f the m odel. We have shown th a t  the  m odel yields the 
im plitudes and phases w ith g reat accuracy. The agree- 
nent is generally well w ithin a  few percent, except where 
bifurcation effects (neglected in the semiclassics) become 
m p o rta n t.
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